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PREFACE
The work deserihed in this document was performed under the Space Station
Phase B Extension Period Study (Contract NAS8-25140), The purpose of the
extension period has been to develop the Phase B defi_d.tion of the Modular
Space Station, The modular approach selected during the option period
" (characterized by low initial cost and incremental manning) was evaluated,
requirements were defined, and program definition and design were accom-
plished to the depth necessary for departure from Phase B.
The initial 2-1/Z-month effort of the extension period was used for analyses
of the requirements associated with Modular Space Station Program options.
::__-::: ::7_& During this time, a baseline, incrementally manned program and attendant
:.::_::.. experiment program options were derived. In addition, the features of the
::_::':.i program that significantly affect initial development and early operating
costs were identified, and their impacts on the program were assessed,
i':_!;:• This assessment, together with a recommended program, was submitted for
:_., NASA review and approval on 15 April 1971.
.,.i_: The second phase of the study (15 April to 3 December 1971) consists of the
program definition and preliminary design of the approved Modular Space
Station configuration.
A subject reference matrix is included on page v to indicate the relationship J
of the study tasks to the documentation. I
This report is submitted as Data Requirement SE-03.
"" /
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Section 1
INTRODUC TION
, 1. 1 :BACKGROUND
With the advent of the Space Shuttle in the late 1970's) a long-term
manned scientific laboratory in Earth orbit will become feasible. Using the
, shuttle for orbital buildup, logistics delivery, and return of scientific data,
this laboratory will provide many advantages to the scicntlfic community and
: will make available to the United States a platform for application to the solu=
:::"!. tion of national problems such as ecolog 7 research, weather observation and
,:'.. prediction, and research in medicine and the life sciences. It will be ideally
_Lt
• . situated for Earth and space observation, and its location above the atmos=
ph_re will be of great benefit to the field of astronomy,
....' This orbiting laboratory can take many forms and can be configured to
,,.i_ house a crew of up to I2 men. The initial study of the 33-ft-diameter Space
:.'.':9 Station, launched by the Saturn INT-21 and supporting a complement of 1Z,
"'::" has been completed to a Phase B level and documented in the DRL-160 series.
: .... This series of documents (DRL 235 series) define a modular Space Station' ,..,:.
:i:.iG comprising smaller, shuttle-launched n_odules. These modules could ulti-
_.: ..
':"i!.i mately be configured to provide for a crew of the same size as on the 33=ft=
:: diameter Space Station- but buildup would be gradual, beginning with a small
initial crew and progressing toward greater capability by adding modules and
crewmen on a flexible schedule.
The Modular Space Station Phase ._ study results are documented in the
DRL=231 series. Recent Modular Space Station Phase B study results are
documented in the DI:)D=235 series.
The Space Station will provide laboratory areas which) like similar
facilities on Earth, will be designed for flexible, efficient changeover as
, research and experimental programs proceed. Provisions will be included
Li /
i.:,, for such functions as data processing and evaluation, astronomy support,
)". and test and calibration of optics. Zero gravity, which is desirable for the
_ n
_: conduct of experiments, will be the normal mode of operation. In addition
I
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to experiments carried out within the station, the laboratories will support _,
operation of experiments in separate modules that are either docked to the _'
Space Station or free-flying.
Following launch and activation, Space Station operations will be largely
autonomous, and an extensive ground support complex will be unnecessary,
Ground activities will ordinarily be limited to long-range planning, control of
logistics, and support of the experiment program.
The Initial Space Station (!SS) will be delivered to orbit by three Space
Shuttle launches and willbc assembled in space. A crew in the Shuttle
orbiter will accompany the modules to aaaomhle them and check interfacing
functions.
ISS resupply and crew rotatioi, will be carried out via round-trip Shuttle
flightsusing logisticsmodules for transport and on-orbit storage of cargo.
Of the four logisticsmodules required, one will remain on orbit at all times.
r' Experiment modules will be delivered to the Space Station by the Shuttle
as required by the experiment program. On return flights, the Shuttle will
. J, ._
'. transport data from the experiment program, returning crewmen, and wastes.
, .(.! The ISS configuration rendering is shown in the frontispiece. The power/ T
: , subsystems module will be launched first, followed at 30-day intervals by
:":" :': the crew/operations module and the general purpose laboratory (GPL) module.
. This configuration will provide for a crew of six. Subsequently, two addi-
• "i:.: tional modules (duplicate crew/operations and power/subsystems modules)
:::.L,::: will be mated to the ISS to form the Growth Space Station (GSS) (shown in the
...... frontispiece), which will house a crew of 12,
_. During ISS operations, five research and applications modules (RAM's)
.. " will be attached to the Space Station. In the GSS configuration, 12 additional
RAM's will augment those of the ISS phase, Three of the RAMts delivered to
the GSS will be free-flying modules.
I.2 SCOPE OF THIS VOLUME d
i
This report is a summary o£ all significanttechnical results of the
I
Modular Space Station study. Description of the final design characteristics I
is emphasized; the reader is referred to the detailed documentation for a
:., :_ justification of the design and operational concepts presented. The topics of /
. this report are listed below together with a reference to assist the reader in
• :i the location of the report where the subject is fully documented. Data con- '_
tained in this report are presented using both International a-d English units.
However, this data was derived generally, in the English system of units.
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Section 2
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Space Station program (see Figure 2-1) consists of r,, five-year
. development period and an extended operational period with provi_ion_ for
growth during the operational period, For 0tu.dy purposes the operational
period i_ 10 years in duration and a growth r_tep occur_ five yearo after the
' start of on-orbit opera_ion_. Tbc l_rowth stop consi_to of addin_ two module_
, to the basic compl_ment of three to increase the crew capability from six to
lZ men,
.... A representative experiment program has been defined in consonance
with the January 1971 Blue Book. Fourteen Research and Applications
....': Modules (RAM's) have been identified and scheduled in the 10-year program.
, ?:
_, (:, The 14 modules consists of three free-flyers and 11 attached modules (three
??:_.: " " early RAM's are refurbished and reused requiring a total of 17 launches).
:.:, :, Orbital stay times of each module vary: the maximum on-orbit complement
•,,_': at one time is nine modules.
.,...._. 2, 1 SPACE STATION BUILDUP AND ACTIVATION
:%' ISS buildup and activation operations begin with the launch o,_ the Space
._: Station power module and are completed with the delivery of the fifth and
_. sixth crewmen (as shown in Figure 2-Z).
• . Two crewmen are delivered to orbit as Shuttle passengers with each
Space Station module delivery to perform predetermined checkout activities
of each module during the shuttle five-day on-orbit stay. The results of the
checkout determine the "go" decision for leaving the delivered station module
or module return; the two-man activation crew then returns with the orbiter.
On the initial manning flight, two crewmen are brought up together with
the initial logistic requirements including carry-on equipment, consumables,
:: and spares. Thirt_t days later, two more crewmen are delivered, building
• _.: the crew level to four. In another 30 days the Shuttle delivers the fifth and /
:: ._ sixth crewmen, establishing the ISS operational level.
.... On the first crew rotation Shuttle flight, two crewmen are brought up to
'; ' 5
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/ 'i_  mo/m" U
POW[R C MODUI,EMODULENO, I MOBULENO, 2
f
/
° F ® llslr LOGM NO. 2E 41"_ _ _CRI_WMENROTATE
' OCr NOV DEC JAN FEB e2.MANACTIVATIONCRBW
.. RETURNWITHSHUTTLE
_ Figure2-2. Initial SpaceStationBuildup,i i m ii
• rotate with the first _nd second erewm_n_ A Shuttle flight is scheduled every
30 days therea£ter during ISS operationsp rotating two crewmen on a nominal
crew rotation cycle of 90 days and bringing logistics as appropriate, An on-
' orbit crew level of s._x is sustained throughout ISS operations until the 19th
.:. quarterp when GSS buildup operations start,
:." " The basic InitialSpace Station (ISS) configurationp consisting of the Power/
:. " Subsystem Module, Crew/Operations Module, and General Purpose Laboratory
• Modul_,is shown in tb:c frontispiece. Both the Power/Subsystems and the
Crew Modules have three radial docking ports for the accommodation of the
GPL and RAM's while the end port on the crew module is nominally used for
docking the logistics module.
Long-terra operations will occur over an extended period utilizing both
the experiment capability integral to the GPL and that of the attached RAM's.
Approximately four of the crew of six n]en will be devoted to these experiment
• operations, while the remaining two men will be responsible for ow_rall ,j
.... station operations and support:.
To achieve Growth Space Station (GSS) capability_ two additional Space |
Station modules (power/subsystems and crew/operations) will be added to the
ISS cluster as shown in the frontispiece. These modules are nearly identical
in design with those deployed far initial capabJ.lity. These two modules
1 , Odouble the capability of the Space Star, n and enable it to perform all of the
functions required for the GSS. As illustrated,the growth configuration is
capable of _ccommodating six attached RAMfs or a mix of five attached
R.AMts and several free-flyers cycled through a single docking port. The
sequence of launches to achieve the GSS is such lhat dedocking is not required
in assembly operations.
Since the additional Space Station modules are identical to the ISS
modules, these modulesp or a third set if desired_ could potentially be used
in an alteruate orbit. This would allow establishment of several smaller sta-
" tions devoted to specific scientific and/or operational functions without the
: need for additional design and deveJopment.
j "'2.;
• :::! 2. Z REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
':_ The fundamental NASA guidelines that have shaped the MDAC Modular _
:L;..i:;."..r.:. Space Station are those of minimum cost and compatibility with the Space 1
(/' ": Shuttle. All system selections have been based upon minimizing total pro-
' ... • 2
-., gram costs, but particularly the cost prmr to IOG. Compatibility with the
, : Space Shuttle limits both the dimensions and mass of individual modules to
:;:;:!i cylindrical bodies not larger than 14 ft in diameter by 58 ft in length and
: ii:,:ii Z0,000 pounds. Compatibility with the Space Shuttle guidelines also imposes
• a crew size limitation of 2 (orbiter crew) plus 2 (passengers).(7.1,
• NASA also specified thai: an initial station be capable of supporting six
men and growing to a 17.-man size after 5 to 6 years and that it be capable of
at least 10 years of continuous operation.
Listed below are several of the guidelines established by NASA I
Headquarters which exercised the greatest influence over the'definition and i
' I
preliminary design of tbe Modular Space Station, These requirements are I
' I
included in Performance Specification (DPD-235, CM-01) prepared as part of
{:' ' this study (the numerical designations in parentheses indicate the paragraph /j
" _'"• in which the requirement appears)•
.:ii: ; 1 Total cost of the program is a primary consideration. Primary Iii ;;7: emphasis is on minimum cost to the IOC (3, 1. 1.2).
" :' L? 8
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_:i.... 2. "Commonality" is a primary consideration throughout the study.
As a goal, common module structures, systems and subsystems
and assemblies for Space Station modules, crew cargo modules, and
Research and Applications Modules should be developed (3.1.1.3).
3. Shuttle launch frequency to support the Space Station Program will
be no greater than one every 30 days (3. 1.3.3).
4. The Initial Space Station will have the capacity for independent
operation with the full crew for a period of 120 days. This capacity
can be included in a Cargo Module (3.1.3.3).
5. At least 30 days' consumables, including subsystems and experiments,
will be available beyond the scheduled resupply mission (3.1, '_. 5).
: 6. The Initial Space Station must provide communications with the
ground and other cooperating spacecraft, but not necessarily simul-
taneously. Interruptions in data communications with the ground
network for as long as five hr will be acceptable for the Initial Space
Station (3. 1.3.14),
:" 7. The Initial Space Station will be operational when fully manned (three
' _..:.i to six crewmen), and fully configured including a general purpose
• laboratory capability in addition to at least two Research and
, Application .Modules (3.7. 1. 1. 1).
:' 8. The Growth Space Station will be sized to accommodate 12 crewmen
:' and will have integral laboratory facilities, research support provi-
:::: sions (power, information management, docking ports, etc. ) and
i!i habitability provisions equivalent to those provided by the 33-ft
_' diameter designs in the Phase B study reported in August 1970
(s. 7.1.1. z).
9. The Initial Space Station will be capable of supporting selected,
partial, modified, or combined FPE's from the Blue Book
(NAS 7150. 1). Blue Book experiments and RAMts are to be sched-
uled in accordance with Station capability. Modified FPE's will
require the approval of NASA (3.7. 1.1.3).
I0. The Growth Space Station will have the capability to accommodate
_• all Blue Book FPE's, but not simultaneously (3.7. 1.1.4). /
i'
bo'
1 1. The docking port and hatches wilt provide a nominal diameter of
5 ft and provide utility interfaces within the pressurized volume
(3. Z.Z. 3).
12. Maintenance and repair will be accomplished on the ground when
cost effective, Module return will be traded against on-orbit repair
and replacement (3, Z, 4, 1),
13. Safety is a mandatory consideration through the total program, As
a goal, no single malfunction or credible combination of malfunctions
and/or accidents will result in seriou_ ir_jury to personnel or to
crew abandonment of the Spa_'e Station (3.2.6, 1.2).
14, The Space Station will be divided into at least two pressurized
habitable volumes so that any damaged module can be isolated as
required. Accessible modules will be equipped and provisioned so
that the crew c_n safely continue a degraded mission and take correc-
tive action to ci:her repair or replace the damaged module (3. Z. 6.2.2).
15, Atmospheric stores and subsystem capacity sufficient for one repres-
surization will be maintained on the Space Station during manned
operations to independently supply each pressurized habitable -_-
volume (3.2.6.2.3).
16. Personnel escape routes shall be provided in all hazardous situations.
.. design goal will be to provide alternate escape routes that do not
terminate in a cot.linen module area (3.2.6.3.2).
I7. Provisions and habitable facilities wilt be adequate to sustain the
%
entire crew for a m_nimum of 96 hours during an emergency situa-
tion requiring Shuttle rescue (3.7. 1.4.3).
18. The Space Station structure and subsystems wilt be designed for an
oxygen/nitrogen mixture at a normal operating pressure of 14.7 psia
(3.7. 1.4.9).
19. Carbon dioxide partial pressures wilt be maintained below 3.0 mm t
Hg in all habitable areas (3.7. 1.4. t0). A CO 2 partial pressure of 1
7.6 mm Hg wilt be allowed for seven days during an emergency t
(3.7.1.4. II).
i
20. ISS electrical power will be provided by solar arrays. Minimum /
average load electrical power requirement is 15 KW at the Load bus,
averaged over a 24-hour period (3.7. 1.4. 12) ....
2l. As a goal, no orientation restrictions will be imposed by subsystems
10
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• fi:" such as electrical power, thermal control, communications,
• ."i, " (3.7. 1.4, 13).
2Z. The environmental control and lifo support subsystem will be
designed with a closed wash-water loop. Closure of other functional
loops wilt be based on appropriate trade data (3.7. 1.4. 14).
2, 3 COST SUMMARY
This section presents an overview of the Space Station Program's t'unding
..: requiremertts. Total cost of the Space Station Program inGFY 197Z dollars"
is estimated to be $6,563 million (Figure Z-3). The ISS/GSS Space Station
, and its 10 years of operation require about $3,500 million, with the experi-
ments and RAM's consuming the remainder. The total program costs are
,: allocated as follows: DD&TE cost is $3,714 rnillion, production cost. is
._ $644 million, and operations cost is SZ,Z05 million. These costs include the
,. development, fabrication, and operation of the Research and Applications
:' Modules (RAM's), and the integration of both RAM and Integral experiments
:i!;!i: into their respective modules. The ISS/GSSprogram includes 14 attached
: :::"':. (i :i" modules and three free flyers (Because three early RAM's are refurbished, only
."._..:. 14 modules are developed and fabricated). Of the total expended to ISS,
.._:'.......i ::.,_ approximately 30 percent is for experiment development and installation,
' ':_ 10 percent for Shuttle launches, and the remaining 60 percent for develop-
!i: ment and operation of the six-man Space Station and its support of the
'.*-" attendant experiment program. Discounted at 10 percent per year, with
::_ GFY 1975 as the base year, the total cost of the S_ace Station Program
:": is estimated to be $3,419 million. This discounted rate is illustrated in
i:i_, Figure Z-4. Both funding and manpower are constrained by the Phase C/D
ATP, which is scheduled for October 1975, and the Initial Space Station (ISS)
first operational launch, scheduled for October 1980. Operations effort is
scheduled to begin prior to the first launch and to continue for 10 years
following the launch. The schedule constraints, together with the planned
Experiment Program, both integral and RAM's, cause a funding peak of
$691 million and a manpower peak loading of about 14. 500 in the same fiscal
: year (FY 1984).
Several tow cost experiment program options have been examined and it /
: l:: is concluded that a viable experiment program could be accomplished at costs
. _ _: ' significantly tower than the Baseline Program described here. This could be
1I
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done by limiting the Space Station to a six-man capability with a similar
reduction in the number of FPEIs actually flown. If such a program were
defined, total program costs could be reduced to about $4,400 million, of
which ;_,bout $3,000 million would be required for the Space Station, and the
remaining $1,400 million for experiments and RAMIs.
1
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Se ction 3
DESIGN GHARAGTERISTICS
The modules that comprise the basic Space Station are the Power/
Subsystems, Grew/Operations, General Purpose Laboratory, a,dLogistics
Module (since at least one is docked at all times). This section describes
i, the prelimina.ry design of the power/subsystems, crew/operations modules,
. and the General Purpose Laboratory module (i.e., those design features
related to the basic Space Station). The GPL laboratory equipment and
facilities are described in Section 5. The preliminary design of the
:_ Logistics Module is described in Section 4 as one element of the logistics
support system.
:_ The Modular Space Station design philosophy centered on low cost and
effectiveness. Low cost was achieved through simplicity of the total concept:
::: a minimum number of basic modules (3), a maximum of commonality (at
,,(, ?;
:';:: subsystem and lower levels and for growth to GSS), and long life achieved
through maintainability. Effectiveness was accomplished using modern
2 technology which permits automation of station facilities (for subsystem con-
:'::ii trol, failure and warning, fault isolation, etc. ) to reduce nonproductive man
.. hours. Man's involvement in the research and applications activities is
maximized with the General Purpose Laboratory facility,
The Power/Subsystems Module (Figure 3-1) contains all subsystems
necessary to sustain the ISS cluster until assembly is completed and manning
and regular logistics resupply are initiated three months later. The module
is 4.3m (14 ft) in diameter and 17.7m (58 ft) long, The solar array (not i
shown) contains 49Z m 2 (5, 300 ft 2) of panel area providing 16. "_kwe of
usable power. The pressure compartment is 9. lm (30 ft) long, incorporates 1
three radial docking ports, and houses subsystems as shown, Space and i
structural provisions are incorporated to accept CMG's and atmosphere tank-
:i_ age which are later transferred from the Logistics Module. The propulsion
: system is isolated from the remainder of the compartment by a pres0ure-
:"_ tight bulkhead. Thruster modules are located forward and each includes
15
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i':;;, ii:"iil, portions of the high- and low-thrust system_. End docking ports permit
•:..,, ':L_ station buildup and on-orbit handling of the module.
.'.'_ i The Crew/Operations Module (Figure 3-Z) is docked to the Power/
•7• "'3. " .:"
._,_' Subsystems Module. It provides for the habitability of the flight crew and
:_/,;i also contains the control center for the Modular Space Station. The module
i;.•:ii is 4.3m (14 ft) in diameter and 13.7m (45 ft) long. The internal arrange-
. .. . .
i ': merit uses a zero-gravity longitudinal configuration. There are three pri-
vate crew quarters and a complete hygiene facility at each end of the module
thereby maximizing flexibility to accommodate mixed crews (male and
female) or two-shift operations by this separation. The operations control
station is located at one end of the wardroom and the galley is located at the
other end. The general arrangement provides for ready access to the pres-
sure wall and to consoles for maintenance purposes. Three radial docking
• " ports are located at the midpoint of the module to maximize clearance
.. : : between attached modules during Shuttle docking operations. The module /
, ' : also contains three high-gain antennas and four propulsion modules (not
:::: shown). _
' :: 16
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, EClLS
::).,_ _t?... Figure 3-2. Crew/Operations Module
:,:',,.L,', The General Purpose Laboratory is radially docked to the Crew/
....' Operations Module. The GPL, illustrated in Figure 3-3j is configured to
support a 1Z-man research and applications program at the GSS level. Space
_.:'."' is provided within the 4.3m (14 ft) diameter by 13.7m (45 ft) long modal_ for
, :.': growth capability; that equipment required for ISS is initially installed and
":I::m_ space is allocated for planned additions as required. The GPL also con-_.
..... tains a zero-gravity longitudinal interior configuration with equipment
arranged in functional groups. This grouping results in the eight laborator-
ies and facilities identified in Figure 3-3 (these labs and facilities are
described in greater detail in Section4). In addition to laboratories and i
(
facilities, the GPL houses Data Management, and ECLS equipment. The Ii
experiment control console in the GPL also functions as a backup control
1
station to the primary control console located in the Crew/Operations Mod-
ule. No radial docking ports are located it; the GPL,
_ The Logistics Module is illustrated in Figure 3-4, This module remains /
on orbit as part of the Space Station cluster during resupply intervals. In
' : (:!': this capacity it provides a convenient reservoir for consumable5 to be used
on demand; it provides an additional safe volume for refuge and a contingency
•' 17
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" volume for crew isolation and extra crow accommodations. It ih used for
r_
convenient storage of trash and for returning hard-copy data and experiment
equipment to Earth,
The Logistics Module is 4, 3m (14 ft) in diameter and 8.5m (28 ft) long.
It contains both pressurized and unpresaurized compartments. The interior
of the pressurized compartment is arranged to accommodate palletized cargo
and _pocial cargo, The palletized cargo space is configured to support
0.6 by 0.fro (Z by 2 ft)oarry_on containers. The special cargo space i_
• t_i_=d to accept items that are planned for offloadin_ (prior to launch) on the
three _tation t-nodules (e.g., CMG's) and for e_periment equipment. Cargo
handling aids are provided for difficult car_,,o transfer. Egren_/ingr_s_ from
the orbiter requires _ pre_m_rized transfer tunnel which is also used a_ a
two-man EVA airlock for station oporationt_. Active subsystems are not
required to support the Logistics Modulo.; all subsystem requirements are
supplied by the orbiter or tht.: station, Design features of the Logistics
Module are described in Section 4,
,,j,
To achieve the Growth Space Station (GSS) capability, two additional
• !:., Space Station modules (Power/Subsystems and Crew/Operations) are a ded
.:' to the !SS cluster. These modules are identical in dc_ignto those deployed
i for the initial station. The growth configuration is capable of accommodating
several attached RAM's, several free-flying RAM's which share a common
: docking port, and three Logistics Modules (the GPLoccupies the 12th radial
:'_!: docking port). The GSS is arranged to permit complete assembly without
dedocking operations to relocate modules,
, Since the GPL is sized to accommodate additional equipment required
for GSS, only one GPLis required. In the GSS phase of operations a com-
bined Crew and Cargo Module (CCM) is used for delivery and return of six
crewmen and cargo.
In the selection of subsystems, emphasis was given to minimizing initial
and total program cost and the following additional guidelines: (1) applicabil-
ity of the design for both ISS and GSS, (Z) growth to GSS without new develop-
ment, (3) commonality and modularity, and (4) on-orbit maintenance and
' replacement.
Figure 3-5 presents a summary of subsystem characteristics. The
six-man module level for EC/LS was selected. One six-man unit is located
-_ in the Crew/Operatlons and one in the GPL Module.
: \
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': :L_i!_
"'i'.:"":";_;;i',: A solar heat collector, which provides heat via a fluid loop for EC/LS
: -,..--:_:_, processes, is located on the solar array structure to take advantage of sun
. . , ,°.'
:/,j:il: orientation. Thermal control is provided by active, redundan_ radiator loops
.:!::_::.?..!: on each module.
. "_::,..",:
. ".::..:.:,/:. Double-gimballed foldout solar arrays provide electrical power for the
;:'.
•: ._:., Space Station, The arrays total 492 m Z (5,300 ft 2) and produce 16.7 Awe
.-::.:.{. average po_er. OSS requirements, about 31 Awe average, are satisfied
: with a second Power/Subsystems Module which contains an identical array.
The Lockheed (LMSC) foldout panel design concept was selected; this con-
cept, in prototype development, adequately satisfies Space Station mission
requirements and offers a corresponding development cost sav'ngs.
The 100 amp hr, nickel-cadmium battery under development by Grumman
was selected for energy storage. To reduce power losses and equipment
: : weight, 115 vdc was selected as the transmission and distribution voltage.
_' _'., A thorough analysis of interrelated functions and requirements for the /
...,? Propulsion, Attitude-Control, and EC/LS Subsystems resulted in the selec-
.... tion of CMG's for primary actuation, low-thrust (0.09N-000Z lb£) resistojcts
using CO z from the EG/LS Subsystem for orbit-keeping and CMG
. "%
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I _ dosaturation, and an N2H 4 high-thrust (89N-20 lbf) system for the elimina-
tlon of docking disturbances and for maneuvers.
The Communications Subsystem uses the synchronous relay satellite
network, which is assumed to be available at the start of the Space Station
mission. Data transmission requirements for the Space Station program use ....
only a portion of the satellite network capability. The Data Relay Satellite
System (DRSS) is assumed to be an institutional cost which is not charged to
the Space Station program.
The Data Management (DMS) and Onboard Checkout (OCS) Subsystems
use a centralized computer located in the Power/Subsystems Module. The
: data bus interconnects the computer with other DMS and OCS components as
well as with the other subsystems. A second multiprocessor is located in
the GPL and is dedicated to the experiment program. The GPLmulti-
i' processor is configured to act as a backup to the primary computer. Onboard
Checkout Subsystem functions are integrated with the DMS and are automated.
3. 1 CONFIGURATION
0: The selected ISS configuration is shown in its maximum cluster arrange-
ment in Figure 3-6. It contains two six-man EC/LS Subsystems-, in twoii:
separate habitable pressurized compartments. Six docking ports are avail-
able, two of which will be used for resupply by Shuttle-transported Logistics
Modules and four of which may be used for Research and Applications
i, Modules (RAM's)° The on-orbit arrangement of the three modules places the
Power/Subsystems Module on the forward end of the cluster. The Crew/
Operations Module is docked to the aft end of the Power/Subsystems Module.
Both the Power/Subsystems Module and the Crew/Operations Module have
three radial docking ports spaced at 2. 1 rad (19-0 degrees) on centers. The
General Purpose Laboratory Module is radially docked to the Crew/
Operations Module at the upper left-hand port (looking forward). Logistic i
Modules are docked alternately at the upper right-hand port and the end port
of the Crew/Operations Module. The remaining four ports, one nadir port
on the Crew/Operations Module, and all three pelts on the Power/
Subsystems Module are used by Research and Applications Modules. The /
ISS configuration was chosen from a large group of potential module arrange-
(if:: ments. The major considerations in this evaluation were cost, crew safety,
habitability, efficient accommodation of the experiment program,
21
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adaptability to growth to the 1Z-man Space Station, and compatibility with the
Shuttle Orbiter during buildup and resupply. The most important of these
considerations was low cost, which dictated a minimum number of modules.
(Program cost is increased with an increase in number of modules for the
same functional capability. That is, designing the same equipment into more
modules results in higher costs. This is principally due to an increase in
integration testing as reported in DPD-Z35-DR/SE-11, "Assessment of
Alternate Shuttle Payload Sizes," dated September 1971.) Low initial cost
is also made possible by commonality, which is accomplished by a common
design for the module cylindrical section and docking interfaces. Other con-
siderations in the selection of the configuration included traffic flow, docking
port requirements, maintainability of modules and subsystems, and flexibil-
ity for the ever-changing requirements of the experiment program.
The arrangement whereby all crew facilities are contained in a single
module enhances the usability of the dedicated space and minimizes the crew /
traffic between modules. The Space Station C,eneral Purpose Laboratory is
located in a single facility to achieve maximum _paciousness and to keep
experimental functions close together.
22
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' 5n Mrlock _s provided by the back-to-back hatches at the module
(} '
interfaces. This airlock provides the capability to evacuate a module and
reenter without the need to evacuate the adjacent module to equalize pres-
sure, An EVA airlock is provided by the Isolation and Test Fa.cility in the
General Purpose Laboratory and a two-man EVA airlock is provided in each
Logistics Module.
Figure 3-7 shows the inboard profile of the assembled station.
In the GSS configuration, five additional docking ports are available to
accommodate one additional Logistics/Crew Cargo Module and four additional
Research and Applications Modules. The GSS configuration with its maxi-
mum cluster arrang(:ment is illustrated in Figure 3-8.
The minimum launch weight of the three-module cluster is 2Z, 058 kg
(48,629 lb) (see lable 3-1). At the start of operation, the on-orbit weight is
increased to 35,310 kg (77,845 lb) due to the addition of supplies and equip-
, rnent transported via Logistics flights.
A primary consideration in the configuration design was clearance
between docking ports to allow direct docking of a module by the Shuttle.
g: Figure 3-9 illustrates the clearances in docking of modules to the GSS. A
,<..,.
"... minimum distance of 10.3m (35.5 ft) between docking port centerlines pro-
"_, vides adequate clearance as shown in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-10 illustrates in schematic form the utility runs through the
three modules of the ISS Figure 3-11 shows the interface pattern used
at each docking port. This pattern has an axis of symmetry which is the
Z-axis of the module allowing any pattern to match any other pattern Fig-
_ _ , ure 3-12 illustrates the details of utility run installations.
3.1. 1 Power/Subsystems Module
An inboard profile of the Power/Subsystems Module is shown in Fig-
ure 3-13, This module contains capabilities for electrical power, guidance I
and control, propulsion, ground communications, data management, and _I
thermal control. The Power/Subsystem Module is 17.7m (58 ft) long and I
uses the maximum length of the Shuttle cargo bay. The large cylinder and .- i
, the conical sections on each end total 9. 1 m (30 ft) in length. The cylinder
/
diamcter is 4.3 m(14 ft) with protrusions out to 4.6 m (15 ft) diameter. The
pressure shell diameter is 4. 1 m (13 ft 4 in,). These diameters are corn-+
i,_:' men with other modules of the Space Station. The power boom cylinder has
\
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/!".;'""i:!;":i a 1 m (3 ft 4 in ) inside diameter and is 8 5 m (28 ft) long including the for-
' :ii:_i'.: ward docking port and the solar array turret.
Externally the module cylindrical section has an end docking port with a
, ! i ' thermal cover and three 2. 1 rad (120 degrees) radial docking ports with
i. thermal covers. The hatch in each of these docking ports is slightly oval
: ..,::,.,i with a minimum diameter of 1.5 m (60 in. ). Each hatch contains a central
• _: : window, 0 2 m (6 in.) in diameter The hatches cun be operated by one
...... crewman and are supported in a stowed position when they are not closed•
The pressure shell is encapsulated in a meteoroid shield and radiator and in
high performance insulation (HPI) blankets. Four thrustor modules, one in
i
each quadrant, are located on the forward end. Ahorizon sensor, star i
sensor, and star tracker are located between the docking ports and the fe_ro
,.: ward end. Three VHF and S-band omni-antennas are located between the I
., • radial docking ports.
,": Internally, the cylindrical section is divided into two compartments• /
• :i.., ; '
/:i_ The larger of these compartments, at the aft end, houses the expendables
:,;,:, ;' for station atmosphere supply (four 0.8 m130 in.] diameter N 2 and three
0.8 ml30 in.] diameter 0 2 tanks), cylindrical atmosphere pumpdown
' ';: 25
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tanks (0.9 m 136 in.l long by 1.5 m 100 in.] diameter), and a section where
,'., the five 1. 1 hi (4Z in, ) diameter CMG'_ ark installed. This section also has
a chec]_aut system for use with the other subsystem:_ installed within the
module, such as electrical distribution equipment, communications equip..
ment, and the radiator and electa ical equipment for the Thermal Control
System. The pressurized compartment contains adequate free space for
maintenance of all the equipment inside the compartment and for tim crew to
inspect the vehicle walls by removal of equipment, if this Mmuld become noc=
essary, This compartment i_; normally pressurized and has a habitable
shirtslet:,,o _mviromn_mt, Periodic maintenance and monitoring of sub_y_-
toIlls live required hut lie crew _tatiun cxi_;t,q iu thi,_; [ltod_llo, ']7,he ttw;rag_,
', crew residency tinle in thi,_ module i_ o_tinlal:_d to 13o about one percezlt,
Porward of this compartment is a 1)rc_urizahlv compartment which is
normally unpresmlrized; it is vented to va.cumn and houses tin, prol)vllant
tanks (4 cylindrical N?,It 4 tanks) 2 GNg tanks, and 9 GUy I:anks, The come
partment in which these propellants are stored ha'_ adequate free space for
ma'ntaining thi:4 equipment. The interior of this module is designed for
' ??
zero-g,i.e., no floors or decks; however, without penalty, equipment is
oriented and packaged to accommodate ground test and checkout in a one-g
,/],? '
:..; e nvir come nt.
The power boom supports the solar array gimbal turret and the solar
arrays. These double-gimballed arrays in the retracted position are also
•,., supported during launch at the opposite end. The solar array incorporates
. ;":" a 14 m 2 (150 ft z) solar collector which is used to supply heat to the EC/LS
:?': Subsystem. The forward end of the turret incorporates a docking port so
"':: that, if necessary the Power/Subsystems Module can be separated from the
balance of the Station by the Orbiter and returned or replaced with another
Power/Subsystems Module. (This is a contingency capability only.)
The power boom can be pressurized for shirtsleeve access to maintain
equipment in the solar array drives. The power boom has a meteoroid shield
and high performance thermal insulation. An EVA hatch in the turret is pro-
vided to permit on-orbit inspection and repair of the solar array and the ._!
solar collector, if required. ,j
#
Tbc minimum launch mass of the Power Subsystems Module is 7,943 kg
(17,513 lb) Included on the first Logqstics Modules are expendables, pump- .....
down tanks, and CMG's which are not required during buildup.
)
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-*: 3. I._ Crew/Operations Module
: The Crew/Operations Module is shown in Figure 3_14, It is 13.7 m
(4,5 ft) long and has a cylindrical diameter of 4, _ re, (14 ft), the same as the
diameter of the other modules in the ISS, The Crew/Operations Module has
two end-docking ports and three radial-docking ports at 2, 1 rad (120 degrees)
located midway between the two ends, All docking ports have thermal covers.
There are three retractable high-gain antennas spaced at 2.1 rad(12Odegrees)
' indexed between the three docking ports, 5.2 m (1.7 ft) aft of the forward end.
, Four thru_tor modtfie_ are located at 1. fi rod (90 degrees) spacing at the aft
end o_ the modtlle.
The interior of the Crew/Operation_ Module contains Ml of the facilitie_
needed for the crew duriny, the duration of the mi,_ion trader normal, opera-
tin_ conditton_. The confi_,ttro, tion i_ _pecifically oriented for zero=gravity.
This re,_ults in a, highde_ree of space: utilization. However, for ground test
and cneckou,t, all facilities are compatible with one-g. The crew accommo-
dations have been arranged so that a mixed crew (male and female) can be
accommodated. Grew quarters art; divided into two groups of three and
there are two complete and separate hygiene facx.:.tes. A galley, award-
. _,,
_, room, a recreation and exercise area, the primary control console and its
':: associated electronics are located in this module. One of the two six=man
EC/LS Subsystems is also incorporated. This module contains a portion of
the onboard complement of batteries and provides for storage of crew and I
.... other equipment that is retained on-orbit.
.(:: At the forward end of the Crew/Operations Module is a conic section
_. where the 1.5 m (60 in.) hatch is stowed. An area for miscellaneous stor-
age is also provided in this region. Three of the crew quarters are located
at the forward end. These quarters, one on each side and one overhead, are
approximately 2. 1 m (7 ft) by _.. 1 m (7 ft) by 1.5 m (5 ft) Each of the three
crew quarters contains a closet for the flight crew's personal gear, a sleep
restraint, a desk, a restraint for use at the desk, and awindow 0.3 m (1_. in.)
in diameter. If the large, accordion_type doors on three compartments are
opened simultaneously, a single spacious compartment is provided. In addi-
tion, the entry way from the crew quarters to the wardroom (or control, j
center) can be closed to form a large Z2_. 7 m 3 (800 ft 3) stateroom.
f
; One of the hygiene compartments is located adjacent to the crew quar=
.. ters and "above" the control center. The hygiene compartments contain a
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'. " hand wash, laundry, shower, urinal, and a waste management system. There
D: is a storage capability for hand wipes and similar equipment inside the
hygiene compartment.
The primary control and display console for Station operation is located
directly under the hygiene compartment on the right-hand side, This con-
sole is normally used hy one crewman, but can be used by two when required.
The cunsole is in full view of the wardroom area but may be i_olated by a
, curtain when desired. An 0.3 m (1Z in.) viewport is located adjacent to the
console so that the crewmen will h_: able to make space and/or l_arth obser-
vations while seated at the console.
,. Opposite the primary control ccmuol.o are located the associated rice-
• .',. ironies and other elecgrical equklm=_,nt that arc peculiar to the Crew/
of,' of tl:e electronic cquilm-lent console::". Operations Module, Immediately " '"'
' is the _C/LS Subsystems equipment.
". :.i: In the central region of the Crc_'/.Operations Module are three docking
?... ports. This area is reasonable large and adds considerable spaciousness to
..!.:_,,,:,,;: the general-purpose area used for recreation and exercise. The dining area
::).:}il}:i is located just aft of the radial docking port on the right-hand side It has a
'"" table with restraints and can accommodate the entire crew. There are three
:.:: .:..:,:, 0.3 m (12 in. ) windows in the dining area.
" !":i!?!?:" The galley is across from the dining area and contains the food manage-
:.':i,;.i'::;i:: ment and trash management equipment. Food management equipment
,,'.'.:,' includes storage for a 30-day food supply, an oven, a freezer, and a refrig-
.',:..... crater. Adjacent to the wardroom/galley are the other three crew quarters.
:,.. ':, ,",: ."
':'_":"" The end conic section is used for storage.
"."<.-. The minimum launch mass of the Crew/Operations Module is 7,043 kg
(15,529 lb). The configuration of the Crew/Operations Module evolved as an
iterative design that made use of layouts, small-scale models (1.7.0), and a
number of full scale mockups. This arrangement of the Crew/Operations
Module was built as a full scale soft mockup prior to being selected as the
configuration for the ISS.
_._::. 3. 1.3 General Purpose Laboratory (See also Section 5, 1 ) /
'"' An inboard profile of the GPL Module is shown in Figure 3-15. The
• " General Purpose Laboratory is 13,7 m (45 ft) long and 4.3 m (14 ft) in
: :.,,:. i :. diameter; dimensionally it is the same as the Grew/Operations Module;
37
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Figure 3.15. General Purpose Laboratory Inboard Profile
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li however, the General has an both ends butPurpose Laboratory docking ports
no radial ports. The open end port can be used for temporary attachment of
RAM's or Logistics Modules. Each docking port incorporates a 1.5 m
(60 in.) diameter hatch, Covers provide thermal and meteoroid protection
for the port when it is not beingu_d, Th_ General Purpose Laboratory has
been configured to provide maximum spaciousne_.s, capability for continual
growth, and ease of transport of equipment, in or out. The laboratory
]
equipment is generally located in five row_ of conanlon, one along the bottom
center line, _ne on each side near the bottom, and one or, each side near the
top.
A pressure bulkhead located near the outbo_rd end of tim General Ig-ur-
,: pone Laboratory separate_ the normal laboratory function_ from activltie_
and equipment that require inolation in a t_eparate facility, Thin i_olated
" facility can also be used for an .b_VA airlock.
The General Purpose Laboratory serve_ as a separate pressurizable,
habitable compartment and contains the second EC/LS Subsystem, em_rgenc y
.... food, and water storage; it also contains two three-man 96-hour emergency
'_,_i' pallets. For convenience and also to provide the second habitable eompart-
;:'_? ment, the GPL Module contains a hand and face wash facility mounted on the
:_.,' pressure bulkhead at the outboard end of the module. To provide ease of
.::':" inspectionp maintenancej and repair of the pressure vessel, the cabinets and
consoles in the General PurposeLaboratoryare designed to swing away. Those
V, in the upper quadrant pivot about a point near the top of the console. They
'('_,.... pivot approximately45 degrees to expose the pressure shell and rearand sides
,. %,
"_' of the console. Consoles in the lower quadrant pivot about a point on the lower
edge, These pivot outward and downward approximately90 degrees.
The General Purpose Laboratory is likely to require replacement and
addition of large pieces of equipment during the program; therefore, a 1. 5 m
d
(60 in,) diameter area-way has been provided through the length of the module,
This makes it possible to transfer large items into the Crew/Operations
. Module, Extensive storage area ts provided in the inboard end conic, inside )
4
most consoles, and under the 'rfloor.:' .t
The minimum launch mass of the General Purpose Laboratory is /
7_ 070 kg (15_ 587 lb), The on-orbit mass of this module is increased by the
r.-. ..
'ii_ addition of equipment as the experiment program proceeds. This configuration
m _ _
': evolved as an iterative design that made use of layouts, _aall scale models,
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and a number of fu11-seale cardboard rnoekup_,. 'This arrangement of the
General Purpose Laboratory was rnacked-up in full scala before being selec_
tad as the Dnal eonfiguratinn,
Laboratory equipment and facilities af tl_e GPL are fully described in
Section 5. _,
3.2 SUBSYSTEMS
This _ectinn contains summary do,_criptian_ of c_ach subsyst_,na {listed
below) and il:f_ a_t,_nctat,M asaambllea,
• t'll_ctr teal Paw_:,r
ll I 4 t
• _mv,ronn)(ata_ Control/Life _quppc_rt
• Crow l.Iabitability and l--h'otaction
• Guidance, Navisatioa, and Control
• Propul_)ion
' • Data Manap, cment
• Communication
, ,p
: I) Onboard Checkout
'I
: • Str ucture s/Mechanical
Elements of these subsystems are distributed throughout mdividual
':!i modules, Data buses provide key [nte,rfaces for command and monitor func-
' tions. The schematic in Figure 3-16 tllustrate_ these subsystem interfaces
• ,: and functional arrangements. (For clarity, some redundant installations are 1
":), omitted. ) The matrix at the left of the schematic lists actual equipment .,,_
:. locations,
, 3.2. 1 Electrical Power Subsystem
The electrical power subsystem (t_PS) is composed of nine major
assemblies as shown in Figure 3-17. The solar-array power source con-
sists of 12 independent flexible panels divided equally between two wings..
Each panel contains two electrically independent half-panels, each of which
supplies regulated power to either of the two source buses.
The deployment and orientation assembly provides (1)initial array :
deployment from the stowed position along the power tunnel, (2) individual /
' panel retraction for EVA replacement, (3) group panel retraction for btow-
• age and return of the Power/Subsystems Module, and (4) two-axis gimbal -
orientation on a continuous basis to ensure maximum solar-energy collection
, 40
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": for all station flight attitudes. The solar pane_,q are t'feathered't for minimum .........
•,"i' . drag during eclipse periods, and are recycled pcior to reentering the sunilght
to windwtnd the trailing cable which transfers power across the gimbai
interfaces.
The primary switching assembly in the turret area provides for (1) con-
trol of power flow from the 24 half-panels to eithor of the two source buses,
(Z) control of source bus connections for either parallel or isolated operation,
r, and (3) control of power flow from the source buses to the four transmission
. lines, Primary switching is also provided in each station module to (1) sec-
tionalize the transmission lines, _2) control power flow to the main distribu-
tion centers from the selected transmission cables, and (3) sectionalize the
t.
.' main distributor buses.
':, The EPS is arranged to provide a minimum of two independent systems
: with two _tback-bonet'transmission circuits per system. The two systems
• :.',
',: are normally bused together to meet total power demand, and each system
." can accommodate full system power.
:"_':.. The energy storage assembly for the InitialSpace Station (ISS)consists
._ ..
.".._ _, of hermetically sealed, temperature-controlled, nickel-cadmium batteries,
• ,_:.
i./iii.!i:.: '_ ._:: located at the main distributor center in each station module. These bat-
:.,.:;.,."::,; teries provide all of the electrical power during eclipses ..........They also supply
: .."::i (1) supplemental power during partial reductions of normal solar power,
• ?,..L
.,, (Z) emergency power intheevent of loss of solar-array power, and (3) pri-
:::_:, mary launch and ascent power for the Power/Subsystems Module. The
.:,, :> batteries are charged concurrently at low voltage by individual battery
"":" chargers The batteries are discharged with four batteries in series to the
'i?. associated main distributor bus at 115 ± 3 vdc through the pulse width
modulated series buckload regulators. The battery energy is available to
all station modules through the transmission assembly.
The Power/Subsystems Module is launched with four batteries installed
to provide power prior to array deployment. The array is deployed on-orbit
and is operated in a minimum-drag (trailing)position untilISS manning
occurs. The Crew/Operations Module and the GPL are launched without
,t
:_! batteries and use Space Shuttle power until they are docked and electrically --
/
_.: connected to the Power/Subsystems Module power-transmission system.
' ' The power control and regulation assembly provides solar-array voltage
_::: '_: regulation. The regulation system uses a sequential partial shunt regulation
(SPSR) technique to provide a full linear range of voltage control.
'.i:: 43
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The transmission, conditioning, and distribution (TCD) assemblies
constitute the power-transfer and power-processing assomblies. These
include switching and protection in the transmission and distribution assem-
blies, battery charging and regulation, and dc/ac inversion in the condition-
ing assembly, The inverter modules operate in parallel within each station
module with no paralleling betwoen modules. Power transfer between major
station modules occurs only through the ll5-vdc transmission assombly, and
power transfer to Logistics Modules and RAM's occurs only through load bus
feeders in the distribution assembly.
A single-point ground is provided for each electrically independent
(isolated} system. Structure ground points are provided for connections of
the negative dc source buses and each ac load bus neutral.
', The electrical power management function is provided by integrated
subassemblies located in the EPS and the DMS. It includes monitor and
: processing functions to control Elms switching, array voltage regulation,
array orientation drive c_._trol as required by sun-acquisition computations
.'. and _olar-tracking sensors, and battery charging and discharging electron-
:,!:ii ics. It also provides for preprocessing of data to be used for the integrated
:.._:..:.! displays and controls and onboard checkout functions, and itcontrols the
:_";'.:::::.._,. system loads in accordance with established priorities. These functions are
• "i,: performed automatically, with manual backup or overrride capability for all
, .':'_: essential management functions.
.....:::,.: Table 3-Z provides key specifications for the electrical power sub-
i:i::i:i'iiii system. Figures 3-18 and 3-19 provide a block diagram and schematic
_. ":_. diagram for this system.
3.2.Z Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem
The EC/LS subsystem provides cabin atmosphere control and purifica-
tion, water and waste management, pressure=suit support, and thermal
control for the entire Space Station, Concepts selected for major functions
are listed in Table 3-3.
The cabin atmosphere is maintained at sea-level pressure and two
six-man atmosphere reconditioning subsystems are provided, one in the
crew module and one in the GPL. The crew module unit processes gas for /
• the crew, power, and attached modules. Each module contains separate
atmosphere-cooling provisions.
:. The ISS employs an open oxygen loop initially, but provisions are
": ": 44
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SOLAR ARRAY MODULE t MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3
BUS SOURCEBUS OI9T BU, 1 DIRT BUS 2 DIST BUS3
120,6VDC 11B,7VDC 11B,BVDC 113,2VDC 112,0VDC
_W" _ "ll_JJ 315869W" -- .: 1-2432B W'_10634W" ....... =11162" W"_ 2136 tW" I 11494 W*
t 12.118 VDC
112.1 ElVDC
_A _' BOLAR ARRAY
8PSR - _EQUENTIAL
' PARTIAL 8HUNT
REGULATOR
R n BATTERY LOAD
REGULATOR
B _ BATTERY SET
C _ CHARGER
I _ INVERTER 4.27 KW 0,63 KW 4,70KW 1.54 KW 4,27 KW 1.32 KW
* _ 66 MINUTES/ORBIT OC AC DC AC PC AC
" ** D 36 MINUTES/ORBIT
TOTAL OUTPUT _ 16,736W
':' ' TOTAL INPUT _ 36,463 W
; DESIGN FACTOR = 2.18
Figure 3-18. Electrical Power Subsystem Block Diagram (for ISS)
included to add oxygen recovery at any time. CO2 removed from the
:_._." atmosphere by molecular sieves is used in a resistojet low-thrust propulsion
i.: system.
The subsystem has full HzO recovery; that is, more water is recovered
in the Space Station than is required for drinking and washing. A water- "'i
.. management system is located in the crew module, and a 30-day contingency
water supply is located in the GPL,
The reverse-osmosis assembly purifies 80 percent of the condensate and
wash water; the ?.0-percent residue is cycled to the air-evaporation urine
water-recovery assembly. There, the residue, urine, and urine flush water
are purified at a 99-percent efficiency; the only water lost is that contained
in the replaceable wicks. The purified water from the water-recovery units
provides wash water, water for EVA cooling, and the water consumed by the
crew in excess of that provided in the food. Oxygen required for crew
metabolic usage is re supplied in the form of gas, /
• The total heat generated in the Space Station is rejected to space through
t' segmented radiators integrated with the micrometeoroid shield. Each coremodule contains independent thermal control loops. A separate water loop
47
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. "t ..... Table 3-3
.'_. l LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY SELECTION ......
Function Selected Concept
0;2 and N 2 storagr_ Gaaeous at 3, OOO pain
Atmosphere temperature control Module heat exchangers
tturniditv control Condenser-separators
Trace contaminant control Catalytic oxidation
CO_ remnval CO 2 save molecular sieve
Ventilation Central fan-diffuser s
Urine water recovery Air evaporation
Wash and condensate recovery Revorne osmosis
• Water ate r ll•ization Pan, tour ization
Fecal collection Heat plus pumpdown for drying
I_VA/IVA P/BS/PI-BS or face mask
Thermal control Two fluid circuits and integral radiator
' Procet_ heat Solar collection
between core compartments provides a sharing of cooling capacity. A solar
collector i_ mounted on the solar-array structure to provide for EC/LS
....,,, process beat.
,.', Figure 3-20 is an assembly breakdown; key specifications are given in
. ', i Table 3=4 and a block diagram in Figure 3=21 Schematic diagrams of the
, -, , ,'
.,.. ::, ECL_S equipment in each module are provided in Figures 3-22, 3-23, and 3-24.
,h
•i': 3.Z 3 Crew Habitability and Protection Subsystem Descriptio n
":!.(i?i: The crew habitability and protection subsystem (CHPS} provides the .j
' , L
::: crew with livingquarters, work stations, and enough provisions to sustain
: ... a six-man crew for 90 days.
•. The food management assembly provides the food stores {both ambient
and controlled temperature), equipment, facilities, and supplies required
for the storage, preservation, preparation, service, and consumption for
si_ crewmen for 30 days. Onboard storage provisions include a six-man
30-day basic supply and a six-man 30-day contingency supply. The remain-
der of the food is stored in logisticsmodules. Equipment is included for hot
and cold preparation, cooking, and warming of foods. Zero-g restraints
:: and serving and eating utensils are supplied as required.
/
:'_i A hygiene assembly provides the crew with the equipment and supplies
necessary to maintain health and grooming standards. The hygiene assem-
' '.,i. "!_ bly consists of subassemblies, such as showers, chamber sinks, personal
hygiene kits, and a laundry. \
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..: Table 3_4
:_, SPECIFICATIONS OF THE EC/LS SUBSYSTEM
Capacity: 6 men (with redundancy), I2 men (maximum)
Cabin atmosphere pressure: 10. 13 x 104N/m2 {14, ? psia)
Mixture: 0 2 and N 2
PO2: 21.4x 103 N/m 2 (3,1 psla)
CO 2 lev_l_ 3_mm Hg maximum, 7, 6 mm of Hg emergency maximum ............
for 7 days
Atmosphere velocity: 6. 1 to 15.24 m/rain (20 and 50 ft/min)
Cabin temperature: 18,3 ° to 30 °C (65 ° to 85 °F)
Mean radiant wall temperature: 15,6 _ to 25,7 _C (60 ° to 80"F)
Maximum internal surface contact temperature: 40,6"C (105 °F)
Water vapor partialprcaaure: 8 mmof Hg to 13 mm of Hg
Transients: to 6 mm of Hg
Metabolic lev 1. 11. 8 xe • 106 J/day (11,200 Btu/day)
O_. and N z repressurization: 257 m ] (10, 13 x 104N/m 2)
._ (9,300 ft 3 (i4. 7 psia))
Contingency O2: 159 kgm (30 days) (350 Ib t30 days))
: Regulated O2/N2 pressure from supply (in atmosphere supply 'ines)
" 4. ]3 x 105 N/m 2 (60 psia)
O2/N z pressure: 4. 13 x 105 N/m z (60 psia)
CO 2 generation: 6. 3 kgm/day (13.8 1b/day)
:!:_ _i(!.' Equipment humidity load: Z. 48 x 106 J/hr (2,355 Btu/hr)
:::/ Water Supply:
,. Wash water rate: 22.7 kgm/man-day (50 lb/man-day)
: Wash water temperature: 40.6 °C (105 °F)
Potable water rate: (53.4 kgm/min (peak),
_! 2. 32 kgm/man-day (average), 120 lb/min (peak),
': 5. 13 Ib/rnan-day (average)
: EVA water rate: 1. 04 kgm/day (2.3 lb/day)
Potable water temperature (hot): 71 ° C (160 ° F)
Potable water temperature (cold): 7.2 ° C {45 ° F)
Frequency of defecation: 1/man-day
Frequency of raicturations: 6/man-day
Urine water: 1. 56 kgm/man-day (3.45 lb/man-day)
EVA metabolic rate: 7.. 100 x 106 J/hr (peak) 1. 267 x 106 $]hr (average)
(2,000 Btu/hr (peak), 1,700 Btu/hr (average))
IVA metabolic rate: I, 688 j/hr (peak), 845 j/hr (average)
(1,600 Btu/hr (peak), 800 Btu/hr (average))
Average number of EVA events: 1. 5 events/month
Number of EVA crewmen: 2 crewmen/event
Radiator design orbit inclination: 55 deg [
Orbit altitude: 455 to 500 km (246-Z70 nmi)
Orientation: no restrictions allowed
,_ Equipment air heating load: 20 percent of total electrical power dissipation
"]:- Total cooling required: 101 x 106 J/hr for ISS (95, 800 Btu/hr_
Radiator reliability: 99 percent for each module for 10 years
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The crew accommodations assembly consists of the following
subassemblies:
A. Crew quarters provisions: bunk, bed roll, desk, individual light
fixture, personal communications, clothing, personal items
and expendables.
B. Crew aids: restraints and locon_otion devices, tool kit, portable
lighting (IVA and EVA), and cargo-handling equipment.
C. Medical support: diagnostic, therapeutic, urinalysis, hematology,
and microbiology equipment.
The intravehicular activity (IVA) and the extravehicular activity (EVA)
support assembly provides protective garments, emergency oxygen masks,
: portable oxygen supply, maintenance devices, communications, tethers, and
restraints for all emergency and any planned hazardous operations requiring
special support equipment. It also provides for special lighting and crew
status monitoring.
: The housekeeping and trash-handling assembly provides for (I)the
collection, containment, decontamination, and transport of all forms of
• loose debris, trash, and particulate material, (Z) cleaning and disinfection
'F. of all microbiological contamination, (3) collection, temporary storage, and
. !:. pretreatment of all trash and waste, (4) deactivation of all bacteria in the
-7 collected trash and debris, (5) processed and unprocessed trash compaction,
.::% (6) stowage of processed trash, ensuring that deactivated bacteria remain in
• the deactivation state.
;! Off-duty equipment is provided to reduce monotony, muscular tension,
and stress, and to maintain morale. Individual selection will be provided
insofar as practical, and will include reading materials (microfilm and
viewer, books, magazines, and journals), writing materials, log books,
workbooks, games and hobby equipment (group and individual), and exer-
cise equipment (group and individual).
Crew accommodations are provided in the Crew/Operations Module, the
GPL, and the Power/Subsystems Module, The accommodations shall gen-
J
erally be integrated witI,[n defined comparttnents, work stations, or open
functional areas. /
The primary radiation protection afforded the crew is spacecraft shell
.. and equipment shielding. The radiation protection subassemblies monitor
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:y, the extent and kind of crew-radiation exposure. The equipment includes
,,',¢
onboard and extravehicular dosimetry, which will be tied into the caution
and warning systems.
Figure 3-Z5 is an assembly breakdown of the Crew Habitability and
Protection subsystem; Table 3-5 provides key specifications for this
subsystem,
3.2.4 Guidance, Navigation, and Cont:_ol Subsystem
The guidance, navigat',on, and control (GNC) subsystem provides stabili-
zation, attitude control, navigation, orbit maintenance, and attitude and rate
data for experiment support.
The GNC subsystem senses, computes, and receives the commands and
data for these functions; and the propulsion subsystem and the control
moment gyros generate the actuation forces and torques needed for attitude
control. Sensing and computation of station attitude and angular rates are
provided within the station, and the navigation data are provided by the
ground-tracking network.
_('!ii The GNC subsystem provides the Modular Space Station with the capabil-
' ity to maneuver and hold any orientation to support the orbital and experi-
ment operations in the presence of the orbital disturbance environment. The
station can accommodate any inertial orientation for an indefinite period,
subject to propellant expenditure and potential contamination associated with
use of the high-thrust system. Normal attitude control is performed by
control moment gyros (CMG's), which provide sufficient capacity for the
cyclic disturbances of the worst-case orientation.
The primary orientation of the Modular Space Station is trimmed
horizontal, which is an Earth-centered orientation. This orientation aligns
the Z axis along the radium vector and the body is rotated about the Z axis so
that the bias torque on the vehicle is zero, the amount of rotation depends on
the particular configuration of the Space Station. Other orientations, such as
inertial, may be imposed by the experiment operations, 1
The GNC subsystem sensors, gyrotriads, star sensor, horizon sensor,
and star trackers (which provide the all-attitude capability) are located /
in the power module. The star sensor and gyro triads provide the pri-
_:, mary trimmed horizontal reference. The horizon sensors are used to
_ provide the acquisition of the Earth-centered reference; they are al_o used
57
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!_! Table 3- 5
:'. SPECIFICATIONS OF CREW HABITABILITY AND PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
Provisions Six-man crew for 90 days
Food Storage Routine-30 days (Crew/Operations Module)
Contingency--30 days (ISS proper)
Replenishment- 30 days (Logistics Module)
, Food Design Six men, 30 days; crewman weight of 240 kg and
volume of 0. 5 m 3
: Food Water 2. 8 kg/man/day
, Requirements
.i' Diet 11.7 MJ (2800 Kcal)/man/day
EVA Prebreathing of O 2 for 3 hours;
maximum EVA--3 hours
Emergency Oxygen 15-minute supply per portable bottle;
96-hour supply per emergency pallet
Private Quarters Minimum volume o£ 2. 1 by Z. 1 by 1.2 m
m_" Minimum Free 2 by 2 by 2 m
_ :' Volume per
::i C ompa r tment
:: Hygiene/Waste Two enclosed facilities
Management
_:_:: Hygiene Shower I.7
:*:": Compartment Waste management 1. 8
:i:: Volumes (m 3) Urinal/handwash O. 85
La.undry O. 56
Free space 1.8__._0
Total 6.7
Command Equipment 3. 1
Center Operating space 3..__0
Volumes (m 3) Total 6. 1 k
Wardroom, Minimum Volume of 40 m3 ,
Galley and Gym 1
J
Medical An assembly shall be provided _or first aid,
Support resuscitation, and support measures
Protection The follow_ng shall be provided for allmodules: /
• Alternative escape routes
,,_, • Fire prevention and suppressant equipment
:, ,:: • Strategically located IVA and EVA suits
• Meteoroid and radiation protection and detection.
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with the gyro triads to provlda _ limited-trim or untr.immed horizontal
reference.
The star trackers provide a highly accurate drift-free inertial reference
for the Space Station. These inertial reference data are used to support the
experiments.
Four control-moment gyros (CMG's) provide primary control actuation.
A fifth CMG is maintained in a standby mode. _esistojets are used for orbit
keeping and CMG desaturation. The biowaste system has more than sufficient
capacity for the trimmed horizontal orientation. High-thrust jets control
docking disturbances and provide a backup capability to the resistojets. The
high-thrust jets provide the primary control torques for the unmanned phaee.
The data management computer is used for GNC computations. Station-
attitude and rate-reference data are supplied to the dedicated experiment
computer in the GPL for user support.
",. The GNC subsystem is designed to maximize the operational effective-
ness of the Modular Space Station throughout the build-up phase with varying
.....:j:
.....':-, Soace Station physical characteristics while constraining the required pro-
:, .. pellant and electrical power resources to a reasonable level. ,-*
i iii:i!i:,i:! i!_!: Figure 3-Z6 is an assembly-level breakdown and Table 3-6 provides key
:':;f?::ii:" specifications for this subsystem. A block diagram is provided in i 1.g-
" ,: ure 3-27 and a schematic diagram in Figure 3-28.
:":::!"_.i!:::::i: 3. Z. 5 :Propulsion Subsystem
..... :.!!', The Modular Space Station propulsion subsystem is a combination mono-
_i, :i:i propellant (NzH4) high-thrust (lllN/thrustor, 25 lbf/th_ustor) system
. ::.. and a biowaste (CO2) resistojet low-thrust (0. 111 N/thrustor, 0.025 lbf/
thrustor) system. The low-thrust system performs orbit keeping and CMG
desaturation, and the high-thrust system provides the impulse for attitude
maneuvers and the correction of docking and dedocking disturbances when i
the orbiter is not attached. I
The propulsion elements, exceptingthrustors, are located in an
unpressurized, but pressurizable, bay in the forward conic section of the
";.. power module. This provides isolation in the event tbat system failures
. :., /
": cause leakage of propellant or pressurant. Maintenance may be performed
' .,i.:.: in either an EVA or shirtsleeve mode, depending on the nature of the
I
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_ f1300[I!: GUIDANCE,NAVIGATION,ANDCONTROL
ATTITUDE
CONTROL NAVIGATION
ATTITUDE ..... EXPERIMENT
DETERMINATION EARTH,CENTERED GROUND SUPPORT
INERTIAL TRACKING
'_ RATESTABILIZATION EPHEMERISMANEUVER8
J , ii __
GYROASSEMBLY(2) CMG(B) ORBITKEEPING ATTITUDEDATA
HORIZONSENSOR(4) CMGELECTRONICS(2) MSFNTRACKINGDATA NAVIGATIONDATA
STARSENSOR(1) CONTROL EPHEMERISUPDATE
STARTRACKER(2) ELECTRONICS(2) NAVIGATIONCOMPUTATIONS
: INTERFACE
ELECTRONICS(2)
' Fibre 3-26. Guidsncs,Navigation,andControlSubsystemAssemblyGroupBreakdown
iiiiiiii;':: _'!_ maintenance; i.e., most maintenance will not involve opening a propellent
::= system and will be a shirtsleeve operation.
• .i.
;: All needs for impulse are determined by the GNC subsystem, which
sends commands directly to the thrustor valves, subject to system-status
:'_" info rmati on.
_:_ The high-thrust propellant (NzH4) is stored in positive-expulsion metal
i_" bellows tanks and expelled with regulated GN 2. Of the four propellant tanks
.... required, only one is pressurized and in use at a time. The propellant is
routed through dual feed lines to the eight thrustor modules, four of which
are located on the forward end of the power module and four on the aft end
of the crew module. Use of the high-thrust system will be very infrequent,
t
a few times a month at most.
On-line redundancy is provided in the pressurant storage and regulation, !
propellant storage and distribution, and thrustor assemblies. ,_
The low-thrust subsystem receives waste CO z from the E;C/LS sub-
' ,_i /
system and routes the CO z to the power module, where it is compressed and
' ,_ stored in titanium spheres as a gas. The CO Z is regulated to approximately
'"_i three atmospheres for distribution to the thrustors, where it is electrically
heated and expelled.
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Table 3-6 -
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE GNC SUBSYSTEM
Altitude 455 to 500 km (246-270 nmi)
Orientation
Primary Trimmed horizontal
Others All attitude
Attitude Centrol (all attitude) _0, 25 deg
Rate Control (stability) ±0. 005 deg/sec
Attitude Reference Data _0, 02 deg
Rate Reference Data _0, 001 dog/see
Navigation el. 86 km (_1.0 nm£)
• Momentum Storage Requirements
Roll Axis 6,410 N-m-see (4, 720 lb-ft-sec)
': Pitch Axis 10,280 N-m-sec (7, 580 lb-ft-sec)
Yaw Axis 9,700 N-m-sec (7, 160 lb-ft-sec)
Momentum Storage Capacity Four improved ATM CMG's,
._ 4,070 N-m-sec/CMG (3,000 lb-ft-sec)
:':: Roll Axis 8, 140 N-m-sec (6,000 lb-ft- sec)
Pitch Axis 16,280N-m-sec (12 000 ib-ft-sec)f P
Yaw Axis 16,280 N-m-sec (12,000 Ib-ft-sec)
;: Propellant Requirements
(Biowaste Output--6. 35 kg/day) ....
: :::: Attitude Centrol Orbit Keepings
Orientation kg/day (lb/day) k_/day (lb/da)r)5 "i ,," '
.: Earth-CenteredTrimmed Horizontal 0.23 (0. 51) 5.3 (11. 7)
:: Untrimmed Horizontal 17.2 (38) 5. 1 (11.3)
•.':::_._ Worst Case 204.0 (450) 5.8 (12.8)
Inertial
:: Worst Case 118.0 (260) 5.6 (12.4)
:: :_ Average 18. 6 (41) 5.6 (lZ. 4)
'._'.
,:,Maximum solar atmosphere at 455 km (246 nmi),
Compression of CO 2 is a nearly continuous function, subject to some
changes in supply pressure and quantity. Consumption ef CO z will also be at
a high duty cycle. The propellant (CO2) requirements for orbit keeping, d
combined with CMG desaturation, if desired, are approximately equal te the
i
EC/LS output during maximum solar=density years. During low solar- t
, idensity years most of the COz will be expel}ed nonpropulsivel7 through
: opposing resistojets.
Figure 3-29 is an assembly-level breakdown and Table 3-7 provides key
specifications for the high- and low-thrust assemblies Figures 3-30 and 3-31
. show schematically the high- and low-thrust assemblies. Figure 3-32 pro-
vides the legend for these schematics.
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:( _'::' The data management subsystem (DMS) provides data-acquisition,
.. control, transfer, storage, and processing for Modular Space Station users,
..,.: "
r:'_ ;:. subsystems, and experiments. Control of ISS operation is provided through
standard data bus terminals and appropriate digital and analog interface4
• :/_:)i'!: equipment under computer control. Crew access to computer operations is
_"::,. provided through keyboard and display equipment.
.'.:. Two computer complexes are provided, one in the Power/SuL ,stems
Module for subsystem operations and the other in the GPL Module lor experi-
ment operations. Each of the computer complexes is a modular multiproces-
sor. For backup, the experiment multiprocessor can be rapidly reconftgured
to perform the subsystem operation functions.
.tJ
The computer's auxiliary memories provide the capability for reading a
variety of stored programs into the computer's main memory on an as-needed
: basis, New programs, as required, will be generated on the ground and
trans_.nitted (via RF links) or carried (via the Space Shuttle) to the Space /J
.... Station. The crew can also initiate program changes through the alphanumeric
fill:: keyboards. The file tape transports provide the highest level of memory in
::_ 65
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• Table 3-7
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM ,i
HIGH-THRUST PROPULSION SYSTEM
Total Impuls e:
Pulsing 803,000 N-sec (180,000 Ib-sec)
Steady State I,025,000 N-see (230,000 Ib-sec)
3 Axis Translation
Redundant Thrustors
Thl"ust Levels=
Z2Z N (50 lbf) nominalmX 445 1 0 Ibf) maximum
• Y or Z 144S N (100 Ibf)nominal890 Z max mum
'. Torques: [ 493 N-m (363 ft-lb)nominal
• Roll
r '' ' r, i_ 13' 940 Nora (Z, 900 ftolb) maximum
{4,420 N-m !3,250 ft-lb) nominal
.: • Pitch or Yaw 8, 840 - t6,500 ft-lb) maximum
.: Propellant System
'"71 Propellant Monopropeilant- NzH 4
•,.... : Capacity 455 kg (I, 000 Ibm)
::'.::'.i'_ Work pressure Z. 07 x 106 n/m z (300 psia)
" ::: Temperature 10 ° to 40 ° C (50 ° to 105" F)
•:.....' Resupply Bulk transfer
::> .' _:' Storage Tank Positive expulsion-metal bellows
: Length 1. 15 m (45 in, )
" . i" Diameter 0. 475 m (18 in. )
,% :,, Material Titanium shell; stainless steel bellows
: _ :' Number required Four
,:, • Pressurant System
....."_ Pressurant GN zj' ,.-.
/•':i_ /:} Capacity zg. 1 kg (64 lbm)
.. :_ Storage Pressure Z0.7 to 3.44 x 106 N/m z (3,000 to 500 psia)
.... ' Temperature 10° to40°C (50 ° to 105 °F)
Regulated Pressure Z. 07 x 106 N/m z (300 psia)
Storage Pressure
Diameter "0. 495 m (19. 5 in. )
Material Titanium
Number Required Two
Thrustors
Thrust Level 111 N/thrustor (Z5 lbf/thrustor)
: Expansion Ratio 50:1
(Pulsing) 180 sec
' _'_ Isp (Steady State) Z30 sec
. /
' ("'" Chamber Pressure I.38 x 106 N/m 2 1200 psia)
":'" Catalyst Shell 405
: ,, Number Required 40
" ..,
\
!/q
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'_:_ Table 3- 7
mb
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM (Continued}
LOW-THRUST PROPULSION SYSTEM
_.General
Tntal Impulse:
Maximum Daily I0, 800 N-see (2,420 Ib_sec)
Stored 21, fi00N-sea (4,840 Ib-sec)
Three-Axls T ranslat_nn
, Redundant Thrustor _l
Thrust Levels:
0, Z22 N (0,05 Ibf)nominaleX 445 1 Ibf)maximum
0.Z22 N (0,05 Ibf)nominaleY or Z ,667 1 max mum
: 10.4.93 Nora (0, 363 ft-lb) nominal1.97 N.m (1.45 ft.-lb) maximum
IZ. Zl N-m (1.63 ft-lb) nominal
• Pitch or i 6.63 N-m (4. 88 ft-lb) maximum
p_'opellant S }rstem I
Propellant Biowaste CO z
Capacity 12.5 kg (27.6 Ibm)
" Storage Pressure 0. 31 to 2.07 x 10bN/m z (45 to 300 psia)r ,I
'., Storage Temperature 10 ° to 40"C (50 ° to 105"F) /
..' Storage Sphe:e
.... Diameter 0. 787 m (31 in, )
• Materi01 Titanium
Number Required Two
,. Thrusters
:'?. Thrust Level 0. 111 N/thrustor (0. 025 lbf/thrustor)
.;' Isp 175 sec (maximum)
55 sec (minimum--cold flow)
, Chamber Pressure 0.31 x 106N/m 2 (45 psia)
Number Required 3Z
the computation memory hierarchy for infrequently used data, and they are
identical to the digital bulk-storage units.
Intermodule communications (data distribution) are accomplished under
computer control of the data buses. Terminal-to-terminal transfer of data
may also occur within a module. The data bus concept employs a hybrid time
division multiplex (TDM), frequency division multiplex _FDM) technique for
_ digital data transfer; the latter is used for analog data transfer. Control, is /
., accomplished by a computer input and output controller using standard con-
'_':_: trol words, whi h provide terminal addressing and instructions. (A terminal
is defined as any device directly sending or receiving data from a data bus. )
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.:.-.:,ti:.. Data acquisition is implemented by analog and digital terminals, which
,;_ have the ability to handle eight standard interfaces. The number of channels
.-T in a digital terminal may be effectively expanded to 512 by connecting a
:_i:!ii: remote data-acquisition unit (RDAU) to each standard interface. Each RDAU
• i:':!,i!i! will accept up to 48 (analog or discrete) inputs and output 16 discrete corn-
':::: ma_.ds. Analog terminals are used to multiplex nonsampled experiment data
i'!i: onto analog bus subcarriers. The analog bus also carries wideband video on
• :' individual subcarrier s.
Bulk data storage utilizes ultra-high-density magnetic-tape recording
techn;.ques and is configured to meet high data-volume-storage requirements
and relatively slow access-speed requirements. The storage is used pri-
marily for digital data recording prior to onboard processing or zeturn to
Earth via logistics module and shuttle orbiter for ground processing. Mag-
netic tape recorders also provide for the storage of voi_=e and analog data. ,_
:_" Film is used widely as a storage media for experiment data. Film cou!d I
! /
also be used for recording certain system performance data and onboard
: {_.i operations. This use is expected to be minimal; however, Capability for
: storing, calibrating, and processing film are described in Section 5.2,
:. General Purpose laboratory.
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Image-processing equipment provides a capability for selected processing
" of high-resolution video data, for transforming film data into electronic signals,
or both. Tape storage for experiment video is also provided.
Displays and controls provide the crew with monitoring and control
capability over the Modular Space Station, the subsystem, and experiment
program operations, A primary displayand control center for subsystem
operation is in the Crew/Operations Module. This is similar to the experi_
mant operations center in the GPL which is described in Section 5.2. The
• .. exper.mant operations center can also be used as a backup center for
' subsystem operations.
Entertainment asseI,_blies provide relaxation for off-duty crew members.
The entertainment assemblies in the DMS include TV monitors in the crew
... ._. quarters and wardroom as well as music through the speaker system. A video
: reproduction unit provides a source for playing stored program material,
._ Figure 3-33 is an assembly-level breakdown of the data management sub-
system; Table 3-8 provides key specifications and Figure 3-34, a block
....: ..... diagram. Schematic diagrams showing data management equipment in each
.... _.:::...:: module are given in Figures 3-35, 3-36, and 3-37. _
: ...... 3.2.7 Communications Subsystem
•:::: ._: Direct communication with the ground stations is provided by an S-band
:<_::.:.: transponder, which receives voice, commands, and ranging information at
:.:::i:i::::i:::i. a frequency of approximately 2. 1 GHz and transmits voice, telemetry, and "-_
..... '" ranging data at a frequency between 2.2 and 2 3 GHz. An S-band FM exciter
: :_: and power amplifier, operating at a frequency between 2.2 and 2.3 GHz, is
; _: also provided for the transmission of video and digital experiment data.
Two-way voice, low-rate data, and ranging communications with the Shuttle
are also provided by the same S-band transponder that is used for direct
ground communications. However, a power amplifier operating in conjunc-
tion with the transponder is required to provide simultaneous voice, data,
and ranging at ranges up to _-00 km. A common low-gain S-band antenna
system will be utilized for communications with both the ground and the :
:.. ,.. shuttle, f
: " Communications with the DRSS are provided by Ku-band transmitting and
• receiving systems, operating in the 14.4- to 15.35-GHz and the 13.4- to .....
..... 14,2-GHz frequency bands, respectively. The design power output operating
=" 70
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Table 3- 8
.' SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DMS SUBSYSTEM
Data Sources 2790 analog (_ 10-kHz bandwidth), 24 analog
(>10-kHz bandwidth), 1480 discrete,
160 digital serial {data sources and
command s )
Digital Serial Kate 1 megabit per second
Discrete Commands 1,480
Analog Data Voltage 0 to 40 millivolts or 0 to 5 volts, full scale
Analog-to-Digital Conversion 8-bit accuracy
Remote Limit Checking Bit-by-bit comparison of 7-bit words
Number of Digital Data Three, expandable up to eight
• Bus Chain, els
Digital Data Bus Channel Kate 10 megabits per second
Number of Analog Data One public address, one telephone carrier
" Bus Channels reference, one emergency call tone, one
' ? emergency alert tone, 36 telephones, three
:. entertainment, one television carrier ref-
'".. ::::i erence, eight television and video,
' one onboard generated test ...
..-..... Digital Data Bus Terminations 128
:. _i!: Analog Data Bus Terminations 64 maximum
Digital Data Bus Addressing Up to 1,024 unique devices ._
:./.!:.ii:"i:._ Digital Data Transfer <10 -6
...... Bit Error Rate
!.::::;:i)i: Digital Data Transfer Proba- <1.2 x 10 -10
:":i:i::::, bility of Undetected Error
._ :!).: Computing Processing Kate At least 1, 9-13,000 operations per sec
" ' Main Memory Capacity At least 192 000 32-bit words
" _"...::,.:: Auxiliary Memory Capacity At least 1,376,000 39--bit words
iii":):!i( Digital Data Recording Kate At least 2. 5 x 107 bits/second
Digital Data Storage Capacity I0I0 bits minimum per tape reel
::i..
Video Recording Frequency 4. 5 MHz at 3 db
•i?: Response
Video Recording Time Three-hr minimum per reel
Multipurpose Display 96 ASCII alphanumeric character set,
Capability 1, 9-50 characters per frame, 800 linear
inches per frame for graphics
Video Display Capabi!ity 525 conameraial standard TV lines
in conjunction with an 8-ft-diameter high-gain antenna is required to provide
• for commercial-quality television or high-rate digital data transmissions
:: " through the DRSS. Multiple voice channels, medium data rates, and /
• //
. .. turned-around ranging transmission are provided simultaneously with the ._
wideband transmission on a separate carrier, Simultaneous reception of
multiple voice, medium rate datap and ranging information is also provided.
ii " 72
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Ill Two-way voice and low-data-rate communications between the Space
Station and the DRSS are also provided in the VHF band at frequencies from
126 to 130 MHz and from 136 to 144 MHz, These links use a low-gain antenna
systemj which will provide nearly omnidirectional coverage,
Full-duplex voice communications with crewmen engaged in extra-
vehicular activity (EVA) and the reception of crew biomedical telemetry are
provided. These channels will utilize frequencies in the ZS0- to 300-MHz
band and will be multiplexed into the VHF antenna system used for relay
,'. satellite communications.
Figure 3-38 is an assembly-level breakdown of the communication
, subsystem; Table 3-9 provides key specifications. Schematic diagrams of
.: equipment in the Power/Subsystems Module and the Crew/Operations Module
:, are given in Figures 3-39 and 3=40.
{
3.2.80nboard Checkout Subsystem
The onboard checkout system (OBCO)provides checkout and fault-isolation
support of ISS integral subsystems and experiments, as well as limited sup-
s,.: port of subsystems and experiments within docked modules. Capabilities are '
'' included for determining whether or not the ISS subsystem and experiments
:_::':: are operating in an acceptable manner, supplying information for ISS repair
: .... and reconfiguration actions, and verifying subsystem and experiment opera-
': tion following failure correction. The OBCO is utilized as the primary check-
.:...
:'::_ out and fault-isolation tool during the postmanufacturing, prelaunch, on-orbit
buildup, and on-orbit operational phases.
:,ii::. The OBCO design preferred for the ISS is an automatic, high user-
oriented system whose elements are largely integrated with or have design
commonality with other onboard hardware and software. The system takes
advantage of ISS data-management capabilities in the areas of data acquisition
and distribution, computation, storage, display and control, command genera-
tion, and operating system software. Special-processing and stimulus=
generation capabilities that are integral to other subsystem and experiment
equipments are also utilizeO. Capabilities unique to the OBCO, however, are
provided for stimulus generation, critical measurements, and checkout soft=
':! f
ware. The OBCO function of monitoring life-critical warning functions is
i.: ,_:'. implemented independently of DMS operation,
/:(i= Figure 3-41 is an assembly level breakdown of this subsystem; key
specifications are listed in Table 3-10. An overall block diagram depicting
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' _: Table 3-9
SPECIFICATIONS 01_ THE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
,i
V HF S/stem
Frequency range 126 to 144 MHz and 250 to 300 MHz
Antenna type Low gain (omni)
Transmitter power 20 watts and I milliwatt
Receiver noise figure 4 db
S- Band Syst_e_m_
Frequency range 2. 1 and 2.3 GHz
Antenna type Low gain (omni)
Transmitter power 20 watts and 1 watt
Receiver noise figure 6 db
_Ku-Band System
Frequency range 13.4 to 15,4 GHz
Antenna type 2.44 m parabolic reflector
Transmitter power 20 watts/channel
Receiving system temperature 1,000°K
Internal Communications System
: Baseband emergency voice channel
36 audio subcarriers on analog bus
18 audio terminals
,"_: OBCO elements is provided in Figure 3-42. Stimulus generation, command
S'/ generation, and data acquisition capabilities are distributed throughout the
:': station as dictated by checkout data-point locations.
' Local caution and warning units are located in each habitable compart-
;_ ment, with overall status provided at both the primary and secondary
control centers. Display, control, and data-processing functions, on the
other hand, are primarily centralized with separate capabilities provided
for subsystem and experiment support. Distribution of information between
various elements of the system is primarily by the DMS digital data bus.
The ancillary test equipment shown in the block diagra.m is provided as part
of the GPL experiment-support capabilities. This equipment is necessary to
support checkout and fault isolation, which involves measurement require-
ments exceeding basic OBCO capabilities. These requirements are due, for
example, to the need for measurements of extreme accuracy or range, or to 1
nonelectrical interfaces that are not convertible to OBCO-compatible form.
Limited use of the equipment is expected, and it has no direct interface with //
other OBCO elements.
The OCS design minimizes the need for crew participation in routine
:W '
_"" checkout functions, but it does allow for crew intervention when special cap-
abilities of the crew are needed or requested. It also operates largely
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Table 3- 10
'/Ii SPECIFICATIONS OF THE OBCO SUBSYSTEM
Gapaclty
Sub- Intogral IS_
Function Charactoristic s,'stoms Exporimenta Tt_tal Operation
Chockout Data Serial digital inputsl Computvr-cantrollod
Acquisition _ I _ i0 A bps par channol 74 8 8_
Dtscrvta lnpatsl Random or
O or 5 vdc 1,488 1_8 I,616 saquantial sampling
Analog inputsl 0-40 my 2,790 _40 3,030 Remotely pro-
or 0 to 5 vde procos_od grammahlo limits
wlth _ 7 -bit accuracy
Stimulus ,qerial digital outputs! Computor-e_ntralled
Goneratian _ 1 g l0 t, hps per channel :t7 8 45
Dlscr0to otLtpata I
0 ar 5 vdc i, 4fig 17,8 i, 615
Analo_ otttput_l
0 to 115 vdc _f14 17,8 _17_
Critical Caution paramotornl Ind_ponchmt warning
Moaaliromentn 0 or G vdc dil_crotos 40 0ystolll
flto 41)mv or Onto 5ovdc annln_ _9_ Localand control
dlfq_layll
Warning paramotorsl Audio and ¢isual
I)or 5 vtlc discrotas 18 alarms
0 to 40 my or Onl.o50..wlc_nah,g t_a
,_ampling rato; _: 5 timofl pox'
l_rocc0sln_I Operations pot uocondm 40, 000 48,000':' 88, 000 Automatic
Main momory: 5Zobitwords IB,000 I0,000':' _B, 000 R_(_tructurnblo
application programs
Auxiliary memory,
_-bit words 43,000 54,000" 97,000
,,_:; ':'Includcu Into ral and RAM experiments
autonomous of ground control, although a high degree of ground system
interface is possible. This is because of the system's capability for random
access, rapid distribution, and complete control of checkout data. Any or all
; checkout data points can be selected for transmission to the ground. It is
', anticipated, however, that ground . ._out support will be limited to that
. required for consulting with the crew on checkout and fault isolation problcms;
supporting ISS quiescent modes of operation; performing large data-
processing tasks, such as long-term trend analysis; and conducting detailed
failure analyses through examination of engineering data and failed parts that
have been returned from orbit.
Another important aspect of the selected design is that of minimizing the
types of OBCO interfaces. This is particularly important since the OBCO
must interface with all other subsystems, diversified integral experiments,
and docked modules. The minimization of interface types, as well as a high i
degree of standardized modularity in design, assures responsiveness to /
station reconfiguration and growth.
." Figure 3-43 is a schematic diagram of the OBCO subsystem.
, _.!
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3.2.9 Structure Mechanical Subsysten_
• The design _f the strueture/mech;tnical subsystem is t)asod on tile require- l
.," 1i ment ta provide structural integlity during g,'nund operations, shuttle launch,
on-orbit operations, and shuttle return. The 10-year life impt),qo,_ a require-
' , mont for at rugged, damago-resi,qlani design that car withstand boih meteoroid
I
impact and accidental damage, The slructural material also provides thermal
protection and radialion shielding.
The prc_ssuro shell s[rtw.turo for oath c)f tho. three modules is of the same
basic dvsign, 1)ifferences oxis! Cmly in ]mlgth and radial docking port tilt(liltS,
The cylindrical portion of the shell is 4, 1 m (160-in,) innide diamoter and is
stiff,,ned with 24 oqually_spac_M integral lm_giiudinal ribs and rings spa.cod
:,, every g0..3 cm (8 in. ) along thv, length, lnlogral end flange_ pr_\'j, do a bolted
::: and ,qeal¢,d intorface with the conic transition structttre, 1_'igurt, 3-44 i.llus-
tratt, s the shell de.tail_ for tlw Power/Subsyste,n Module, All stiffening ribs
.,. are located on th(: outside surfact: loaving th<, internal surface s,no<)th to
..
,' facilitate on-orbit tel)airs. This p()rlion o1 the shell is fabricaled from
':;i 2219-T87 atlo_ in three segments and welded along I.ongiludinal seams, The
: membrane is O. 15 cm (0.060 in,) and the external stiffeners are 2.54 cm
@::l, IONIC TRANSITION R30O
......
. .,):_ SECTION
• .Z'..
!i.i[.i,_i
!_.ii,' "_,,,,""'" &PRIMARYWELD JOINTLONGERON
., ; v:.
• .7.'5
MEMBRANE De,ME
PRESSURE CYLINDER
DOCKING PORT CUTOUT
CONIC
TRANSITION SECTION
:: Figure:_44. Power/SubsystemsModulePressureShell [
• .. r
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' ,,_, (1. O-in.) high measured fromthe inside surface. The integrally stiffened
:: 1-. conic structures are used on all modules to make the transition from the
4, 1 m (160-1n,) diameter to the Z, 59 m (10Z-9n,) diameter docking interface.
This conic is extended on one end of the power module to interface with the
solar array support tunnel, A spherical membrane dame 0, 15 cm (0,060-in,)
thick is used only in the Power/Subsystems Module to form an unpressurized
compartment to house the Propulsion Subsystem tankage,
A ring- forged fitting is attached to the pressure shell at each docking port
cutout. This fitting forms the end closure of the module, r.*ovides the structural
interface with other modul.es, provides structural support for the docking
mechanism, and forms the frame for the pressure hatch. The fitting is machined,.
: from a ring forging o£ ZZI9-T87 aluminum aLLoy. The design allows it to be used
for radial or end docking ports.
Figure 3-45 shows the baaic structural concept for each of the Space
Stationmodules. An external shroud encapsulates the pressure shell and pro-
vides the radiating surface for the EC/LS Subsystem, meteoroid protection,
,,ci
:. and thermal protection, The 0,04 cm (0.016-in.) outer surface is formed from
Ii :i extruded sections which contain flow passages for the EC/LS radiatior fluid.
.::i:, RADIATOR v"'l NTEGRATEDMETEOROI!)
: ':_ \SHI ELDIRADIATOR
,:i-_::'. SECONDARY
.::./_. METEOROID' ",_",.
';_i',; SHIELD "7
_::_:'? INSULATION
. ' FIBERGLASS BLANKET
:':: SHIELD *
"T
_:}:; SUPPORT.-_...... PRESSURESHELL SHUTTLE
CYLINDER ATTACH
";' TRANSITION
<,,,b/
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A second bumper, tn protect the 1.27 cm (l/2-in.) blanket of high perform-
ance insulation, is attached to the radiattor extrusion forming a box section.
The assembly is installed over the pressure shell and supported by fiberglass
insulatars. The outside diameter of the radiatior is 4,3 cm (168-in,)
diameter.
Detail design of the C rew/Operations Module and the Power/Subsystems
Module is shown in Figures 3-46 and 3-47, The power module solar array
support tunnel of 2219-T_7 aluminum is 5. 59 meters (18, 35-ft) long and
1.02 m (40-in.) inside diameter. The tunnel shell is stiffened with integral
ribs in an isogridpattern, The membrane is 0. 127 cm (0,050-in.) thick,
. The tunnel pressure shell is shielded with a spaced double bumper of
7075-T6 aluminum, each sheet of which is 0.03 cm (0.012-in.) thick. Fifty
layers of superinsulation (doubly aluminized mylar with interspersed layers
of dacron net) are installed on the inner surface of the second bumper with
_.. nylon pins.
The power module solar array turret is a truncated sphere of 2219-T87
:"_:" aluminum which is Z. 44 m (8-ft) inside diameter. The sphere is machined
_"' in two sections from forged hemispheres which are subsequently welded _
:(!::i:_::?:: together with the weld line located 90 degrees from the solar array masts.
i_:.::_.:i.:i Apattern of integral ribs stiffens the spherical pressure shell. A 45 degree
_ cone of integrally stiffened 2219-T87 aluminum provides the transition
_' between the spherical turret and a standard machined docking ring which
:::-: .... provides a standard docking interface at the solar array end of the Power/
• ::_!::._::i:i.:,.... Subsystems Module. Conical and cylindrical sections of spaced double bumper
aluminized mylar and dacron net on the inside of the second bumper provide
meteoroid and thermal shielding for the turret.
The internal support structure is a cage-type structure composed of
12 longerons and interconnecting beams spaced at intervals along the longi-
tudinal axis. These beams connected at the longerons form a dodecagon
shape which fits within the 4.1 m (160-in.) diameter of the pressure shell.
The cage is pinned to the pressure shell at one end of each longeron,
thus, longitudinalloads, both tension and compression, are transmitted to yf
_.:. the shell through these pins. Radial loads are transmitted to the pressure
: shell through blocks which are spaced along each longeron and attached t_ .....
_"_ the pressure shell. The internal support structure provides the mounting
for all internal equipment and allows flexibility of arrangement and assembly.
...._ " 88
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" .:" The docking mechar_ism for the Modular Space Station is a neuter,
o :, _, clear-center design. The structural interface is 2.59 m (102 in.) in dista-
l eter and a clear passage 1.54 m (60 in.) in diameter is provided. Each
o docking, interface is the same, therefore, any module may be docked with
,,0
any other. The mechanism consists of a square frame with guide arms and
capture latches mounted in two opposite corners. The frame is supported
by eight hydraulic shock absorber/actuators. The displacement of the frame
J against the force of the actuators absorbs the docking impact energy. After
.[
stabilization, the actuators are retracted, the structural latches engaged,
and the pressure seal inflated. After two modules are docked, pressurized
: access to the docking mechanism and structural latches is inherent in the
design.
o ..,
_,i ::: Each of the docking ports which may be exposed for extended periods of
• : time on orbit must be protected from meteoroids and insulated thermally.
;%" 4 .,. '";
•::.... Protective covers are therefore provided. Since the module end-port cover
• ,. must be open during Shuttle transport, the cover must be stowed within a
. .... 3.8 m (15 it) diameter envelope. The end-port covers have the same shape
:." as the radial-port covers and are stowed on the outside cylindrical surface
; :_;:.;::.. moves the cover along the longitudinal axis and then rotates it over the end
'" :"_)":_'_ port. The radial covers are simply hinged and must remain closed during
- • :AL':L
..... : ,, Shuttle transport. The curvature of the docking structure-cover interface
.... ::.:_, provides clearance for the guide arms of the docking mechanism. The covers
"::ii::_:'i: are driven by electromechanical actuators. "_
::_': A common hatch design is used throughout the Space Station. All hatches
o ' are domed, eliptical sections, aluminum honeycomb sandwich construction,
o," and capable of differential pressure in either direction. A dual-seal arrange-
.... ment is used which consists of an inflatable seal plus a static O-ring seal.
o
_ Two sizes of hatches are used. Most provide 1.54 m (60-in.) clearance.
. Three smaller hatches provide 1.03 m (40-in.) clearance. When two modules
are docked, the domed hatches provide an intermodule IVA airlock which
= allows two suited crewmen to gain access to an unpressurized module. The
selected design provides this feature with essentially no weight penalty. Each
'_ hatch contains a 15.3 cm (6-in.) diameter viewport. /
., In addition to the hatch viewports, 30,6 cm (12 in.) diameter viewports
• are installed in each crew compartment, three in the wardroom, one at the
/
o_ I_ " primary command and control console, and one adjacent to each scientific
i: 93
I
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.... airlock in the GPL, The viewports are designed with dual• panes to provide
i.." protection against meteoroids and internal damage. A mechanism for th_
replacement af a viewport assembly has been designed which allows viewport
removal and replacement without depressurizing the module.
Figure 3-48 illustrates schematically the solar array drive and ori_nta_
tion mechanism. The array is driven about two axes. The longitudinal axis
drive is located between the fixed tunnel and the turret, Two independent
drives, attached to the turret, rotate the array wings in the transverse axis,
... All drive mechanisms are identical and use an electromechanical power source
and a harmonic drive for gear reduction and torsional stiffness, The interior
: of the turret is pressurized allowing the drive mechanisms to operate in an
atmosphere and allowing shirtsleeve maintenance, Each drive incorporates
. : a pressure balance arrangement to eliminate static load on the bearings,
!,
..... , Design of the GPL module is the same as the crew/operations module
,4 except that it does not have radial docking ports and includes a test and
:.f:..:i:k: ' ,.' :,".:. R300
" ij..' "'2;.": '
' "5 _?. _ I I
;i.:. )! D L._I p-Axis0RIVE 40IN.DIA
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L; :I separates the GPL into two separate pressurizable compartments is flat and
• :'_" 15.2 cm (6-in,) thick. It is fabricated of aluminum honeycomnb sandwich_
contains a 1.54 m (5-ft) diameter hatch opening and Is designed to take full
differential pressure in both directions. The bulkhead is bolted and sealed
between two sections of cylindrical pressure shell.
t ,' g
'/
i!
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Section 4
LOGISTICS SYSTEM
The Space Station logistics system provides for transportation a£ cargo
to and from the Space Station, rotation of the Space Station crews and rescue
;'!, of the entire crew in an an-orbit emergency situation. A. iogistic_ system
was defined based on a shuttl_ crew carrying capability of 4 (inclu, ding 2
orbiter crew), Two crew rotation option_ wore oval, uated for the ISS phase.
Those are (l) transportation of crews in the orbiter and (2) use of a crew
cargo module carried in the orbiter cargo bay. Kotating two men _n the
Shuttle at 3h-day intervals (required for rotation of entire six man crew
every 90 days) results in the highest operational costs due to the required
frequency of Shuttle flights. In addition, it is necessary to rotate crews on
"" RAM delivery flights since two men must be rotated on every flight due to
: ,_ Shuttle flights being limited to one every 30 days (study guidelines). With this
..:;:,, option, a rescue module is required for emergency return of the six-man
. : crcwwlthin 96 hr of an emergency. (Design of a module solely to rescue
.:: six men does not provide the capability to transport six men in normal oper-
:,:i: ations; differences in design requirements arise from the fact that the rescue
':75 module is manned only during the descent phase of a mission and that
,':, emergency rescue is a contingency operation having a low probability of
. ...
:'.,i:,: occurrence. )
.: The development cost of a six-man Crew/Cargo Module, however, is
higher than an unmanned Logistics Module. The total difference in DDT&E
is $Z4.8 million, in production it is $14. 1 million per article or $56.4 million
for four flight articles. In the case of a logistics=only module, one flight
article is designed for use as a rescue flight article, The cost difference
between these two approaches is therefore $71 million. These do not include 1
additional Shuttle costs to accommodate a Crew/Cargo Module. For example,
means of emergency egress from the cargo bay and ground support systems
.:. for rapid transport of the crew to a safe area would be required. Therefore,
'%,
Ii the lowest initial program coat is achieved by development of a cargo-only
module.
9"I
.... 00000005-TSD10
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Sinc_ minimum initial cost t_ the IOC is the overriding study guideline,
the selected approach for planning and costing purposes is to rotate Space
Station crews two at a time in the Shuttle with flights every 30 days. It should
ha noted, however, that the design of the Space Station does nat preclude the
utilization of a Crew/Cargo Module, and that this approach could be readily
implemented,
For rotation of GSS crews, a Crew/Cargo Modulo is required. Crow
rotation In accomplished _lu men at a time and therefore the Crew/Cargo
Modulo l_ sided tQ accommodate _J,_ men,
The Logistics Modt,|o provides a major supplement to the Space Station
, onoorbit cluster because it r_main_ attached to the Station during rom_pply
intorval_. The Logintic_ Modt_lo prov[dc_ for (1} _torage of con_umables_
(?.) storage of return cargo (,uch a_ wa_tc_ and experiment hard copy data}:
' and (3) _torage of equipn_ent (such a_ CMG'_) which is carried onboard and
installed to complete the Space Station buildap. The _torage vohtme provided
in the Logistics Module minimizes the storage space required in Station
modules. In addition, it has contingency uses, such as extra crew aecomoda-
. tions, during the Shuttle loiter on orbit.
Figure 4-1 shows the Logistics Module in perspective and indicates the
• cargo storage concept and the transfer of a large item of cargo. Routine
items of cargo are stored in standardized modules and submodules which are
• :.., moved into the Station on demand. Large items of cargo are transferred b V
: :: _: the crew with the assistance of a cable and brake device which is temporarily
installed for that purpose.
4. 1 REQUIREMENTS
Maximum discretionary payload for the Space Station modules is obtained
by transporting some equipment and expendables in the Logistics Module.
Candidate items for logistics transport are not mission-critical daring
activation and are designed for periodic replacement or have a simple instal-
lation interface. Items currently considered as logistics options for the 1
L
Power/Sttbsystems Module, Crew/Operations Module, and General-Purpose ._
Laboratory are shown in Table 4= I. /
: The first Logistics Module, concurrent with the first operational crew,
'_ .... would transport expendables and most of the crew-related items. The second
, Logistics Module launch would bring up additional expendables, two additional
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":I'I'Y' crewmen, and crew equipment needed for them. Logistics options not
• 'i"_, required for early operation (mainly GPL equipment) will be transported to
i orbit as the logistic payload permits
. !,:i: While some propellants are listed in Table 4-1 as options, sufficient
":::!"_.,, propellant is onboard the modules when they are launched for 120 days of "'I
_ :_:.; unmanned operation and activation. Similarly, batteries are logistics
options, but sufficient batteries for activation operations are launched
onboard, although complete repressurization gases are considered an accep-
table option prior to manned operation• A portable checkout unit is included
for use of the activation crew.
Table 4-2 defines the supplies required for an average 90-day-resupply
period, Items iden_ifiedwith an asterisk in Table 4-2 are planned for
replacement at cycles longer than 90 days. As an example, batteries are
replaced every two years on a scheduled basis. The battery weight shown
• represents the average weight required for each 90-day increment. /
• ' The packaging welgbt required for solid cargo is generally 10 percent of
_: the item weight, For certain items such as food, batteries, and CMG's, the
packaging weight was established based on the nature and characteristics of
: , 99
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.....' Table 4- 1
::ii//
, LOGISTICS OPTIONS FOR SPACE STATION BUILDUP
First Second
Logis tic s Logis tic s
Flight Flight
(kg) (ibm) (kg) (Ibm)
POWER/SUBSYSTEMS MODULE
•. CMG's (4) 728 I,605 ......
Battery Set No. 2 ...... 724 1,596
.:. Re1:ressurization O 2 (I tank) 133 Z93 ......
'::: Repressurization N 2 (4 tanks) 481 I,060 ......
Metabolic O 2 (reserve) 163 559 163 359
.; Metabolic Oz (contingency) 163 359 163 359
:":" Computers No. 5 and 6 18 40
i ': Pumpdown Accumulators (Z) ...... 146 322
. _-:::i Spares/Miscellaneous 49 108 TBD TBD
""_ I,735 3,824 I, 196+ Z,636+
.':_' CREW/OPERATIONS MODULE
.-.?
-..:i:_. Battery Sets (No. 1 and Z) 7Z4 1,596 724 I,596
' _'_' Water (contingency) 246 523 246 5Z3 ....
{i;_:_.:!:._!!? Portable Life Support Units III Z45 111 Z45
:.:.;...:_...:; Food and Container (backup) 14B 315 143 315
.. -..;..>?,
::..:_:... Food and Container (nominal usage) 143 315 286 631
.:.i_,::_i_ Trash Compactor-Dryer 50 1 10 ......
/-;.!i_i!, Trash Canisters 51 IIZ TBD TBD
; ..-.:'.:::i Housekeeping Items 35 73 48 106
._:,.__;_'-..
:..:._:;_,. Furnishing s 190 419 156 344
•_ ',,"_';:.., Personal Hygiene 14 51 Z8 6Z
' .;...: Exercise Gear 34 75 TBD TBD
'-:_.::_"..: Spa r e s / Miscellaneous 31 68 TBD TBD
, .:'. I, 770 3,882 1, 74Z+ 3, 507+
GENERAL-PURPOSE LABORATORY MODULE
Battery Sets (No, I and 2) 7Z4 I, 596 7Z4 1,596
CO Units (Z) 90 198 ......
B&C Microfilm Viewer, Hand 40 88 ......
ControUer, etc.
Data Management Recorders and 198 437 ...... 1
Film Digitizer ,_
:..: Film Vault (3,500 lb) Launch No. 3 ............
...._i Microfilm Retrieval Unit _ 18 700 /
:.. i .'• (700 Ib) Launch No. 1
..... Miscellaneous GPL Gear (620 Ib) ............
n q n
m
din"
I 370 3,019 72_ I,596 I
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Table 4_2
MODULAR SPACE STATION (ISS) AVERAGE 90-DAY RES1
LEGEND: S -- Solids, L = Liquids, G = Gases, Pkg = Packaging, * = See Item J
Delivery W
Including Pac
(lb)
Resupply Item
Subsystem Type Doscriptien Item Weight
A. Structural/Mechanical SoSpares Latches, seals, motars, etc. *
(S_e sub_
L or G None required system G)
B. Electrical Power
Power Distribution S-Spares Relays, switches, converters *
and Power
Conditioning L or G None required --
Primary power S-Expend Batteries 93Z + 47
C. Propulsion
High Thrust S-Spares Valves, regulators, burst *
disc, seals, etc.
L-Fuel NzH 4 at 25_ psig Z0 + 4
G-Press GN z at 3,000 psig I.5 + I.6
Low Thrust S-Spares Valves, seals, etc. *
F -Fuel ....
G- None required --
D. Navigation and S-Spares Sensors, electronics actuators *
Guidance S-Spares CMG bearing 2 + 0. 5 ft
L or G None required --
E. Vehicle Electronics
Onboard Checkout S-Spares Sensors, circuit boards *
displays
L or G None required --
Communications S-Spares Switches, relays, tube, *
motors, etc.
L or G None required --
Data Management S-Spares Switches, displays, lights, "._
electronics
S-Censure Video tape, voice cart, TV 250 + 25
film, digital tape, etc_
L or G None required --
Wiring S-Spares Wire, connectors, J-boxes 5 + 0.Z5
F. Crew Systems
Crew Life Support S-Spares Valves, sensors, restraints, *
lights, etc. 4S-Censure Food (frozen, dehydrated, 1,376 + 335
wet pack, perishable)
00000005-TSF02
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Table 4_2
(ISS) AVERAGE 90-DAY RESU_PLY REQUIREMENTS
= See Item J
Delivery Weight Return Weight
Including Packaging Including Packaging
(lh) Delivery (lb) l%eturn
V olume V olumeTotal Total
Item Weight Weight (ft 3) Item Weight WRight (ft 3)
(See sub-
system G) ......
20 + 4 24 1.0 Z + 4 6.0 1.0
1.5+1.6 3.1 0.5 0.1+1.6 1.7 0.5
:_ _',_ _',_ _:_ _ _',_
:_ctuato r s ,:c , _,_ ,',_ _,¢ ,
2+ 0.5 ft 2.5 0.25 Z + 0.5 2.5 0.25
hts, * * * ;:' * *
:, TV 250 + 25 275 7.0 230 + 25 255 7.0
C.
,oxes 5 + 0.25 5.25 0. 1 I + 0.25 I.25 0. 1
ted, I,376 + 335 I,711 53. 5 I0 + 335 345 53. 5 /
)
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Table 4-2 |
MODULAR SPACE STATION (INS) AVERAGE 90-DAY RESIJP_
1LEGEND: S = Solids, L = Liquids, G = Gases, Pkg _ Packaging, * = See Item J
Delivery W|
Including Pa,
(lh)
Resupply Item
Subsystem Type Description Item Weight
F. Crew Systems S_Consum Wipes, liners, soap, wicks, 353 + 70
(Continued) charcoal, towels, bedding,
vacuum bag liners,
persona.], equipment
So Trash container 75 + 5
G few E quipment S -Spa re s Exercise equipment, *
medical facility
C_Consum Medical supplies, paper, 25 + 3
hobby, sports, etc.
L or G None required --
G. IVA/EVA
Portable Life S-Spares None required --
Support C-Censure Battery modules 5.5 lb/4 hr 82 + 5
LiOH 5 lb/4 hr
02 1.6 lb/4 hr; 108 hr/yr
2 EVA/IVA suits 140 + 7
H. Environmental and
Life Support
Environmental S-Spares Heat exchangers, valves, *
Thermal Control pumps, control assembly,
and Atmosphere accumulators, sensors, etc.
Reconditioning S-Consum Wicks, charcoal beds, filters, 380 + 38
water transfer disks, etc.
L- None required --
G-Consum 02 (metabolic) 1,058 + 1,267
G-Consum Og airlock make-up 15. 3 + 18.4
G-Consum GN 2 airlock make-up 58.2 + 10.0
I. Life Support Pallet S- Replacement unit 88 + 5
(Average weight/90 days) I
J, Items Identified by * S-Spares Spares for all subsystems 530 + 33 ,
(
to include both wearout and
randofn failure based on an I
initial inventory
Totals 5, 195 + 1,937 /
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Table 4-2 ,,
AVERAGE 90-DAY RESUPPLY REQUIREMENTS (Contirmed)
See Item J
Delivery Weight Return Weight
Including Packaging Including Packaging
(lb) De live ry (lb) Return
V alume V olum eTotal Total
Item Weight Weight (ft 3) Item Weight Weight {ft 3)
icks, 353 .t- 70 423 23. 5 130 + 70 210 23. 5
75 + 5 75 105 433 + 5 438 105
,', 25 + 3 28 1 5 + 3 8 1
....... m ....
4 hr 82 + 5 87 3 170 + 5 1.75 $
yr
140 + 7 147 14 140 + 7 147 14
o-_)_, g" .,,¢ .-,,_ $ * ",_
.," Ibly,
etc.
380 + 38 418 2.4 380 + 38 418 24
_}tc.
1,058 + 1,267 2,327 34 3 + 1,269 1,272 34
15. 3 + 18.4 33.7 1. 5 0.5 + 18.4 18.9 1.5
58 2 _ 10.0 128.2 5. 5 1 + 70. 0 71. 0 5. 5
88 + 5 93 10 88 + 5 93 10
rs)
s 330 + 33 363 8 330 + 33 363 8
and
n an 1
2,519 (O2;GN2)
5, 195 + I,937 7, 132 295 Z,726 + I,937 4, 663 295 /
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the item, The average 90-day resupply .equired to sustain ISS subsystems
..... and crew is 7, 132 lb with a volume of approximately 295 cu ft,
5 i, The open-loop oxygen system of the FC/LS subsystem requires
.:,ii: .B 32, 5 percent of the resupplyweight, (Gaseous oxygen is stored in the
Logistics Module on orbit,} The battery energy storage system accounts for
14 percent of the resupply weight while food accounts for 24 percent of the
90-day resupply weight.
Return cargo requirements for the crew and Space Station subsystems
are also shown in Table 4-2. All return cargo (except for trash) will be
packaged in the replacement cargo contain_r and transferred to the same
storage rack, bin, etc., assigned to the up-cargo item. Empty trash con-
tainers will he delivered to exchange with the fullcontainers. The average
. 90-day return cargo is 4,663 Ib roquiring 295 cuft of storage volume.
',i; ,' The experiment resupply and initial experiment equipment requirements
depend on the experiment program selected. SE-06 lists the initial,, resupply,
and return requirements for constamables, expendables, and spares for each
'::. FPE. Down-cargo requirements are also provided for each item.
Based on the FPE schedule of case 534G {baseline), the average 90-day
""'_' experiment resupplg during ISS operations weighs 5, 200 lb and during GSS it
:" weighs 8, 835 lb. These values include all experimental equipment, solids,
;_"__:_ '_ liquids, and gases to support the operation of integral, attached, and free-
::ii!ili:i/!ii._, flying RAM's, but not include the delivery or return of the actual RAM's.
":"" " 4. Z LOGISTICS MODULE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
....: _.,::... 4.2. 1 Configuration and Structural Design
: ?:ii::!.i The recommended Logistic Module configuration is shown in Figure 4-2.
':-... The nominal design weigb.t of the module is 3,011 kg (6, 638 lb) leaving a
discretionary cargo payload capacity of 6, 061 kg (13,362 lb) (Table 4-3).
The configuration shown in Figure 4-2 is a typical internal arrangement for
the module, consisting of space for containerized and bulk solid cargo, and
tankage for both volatile and nonvolatile fluid transport. This configuration
provides a capacity for 13.6 cum (480 cuft) of solid cargo in 60 by 60 by
60 cm (2 by 7 by 2 ft) standard containers, approximately 3,40 cum (120 cuft)
of bulk solid cargo and 5.95 cum (147 cu ft) of liquid and gaseous cargo. An
unpressurized compartment is equipped with permanent tankage for transport
,:-... and storage of high-quantity fluids utilizing an on-orbit hard-line transfer
103
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/I' Table 4-3
LOGISTIC MODULE MASS SUMMARY
Mass
........... J
Code Des eriptlon (kg) (Ibm)
02.00 Structure I,ZOO 2,647
0_. I0 Unpressuri_ed Compartment 0 0
0_, II Pressurlz_d Compartment l,183 _,609
OZ, 15 Finish, Seals, and Spares 17 38
03, 00 Meteoroid and Thermal B01 I, 104
Protection
03.02 Passive Thermal Protection 155 342
03.04 Meteoroid Protection 346 7(72
04. 00 Docking Provisions Z79 616
04. 05 Docking Structure Z79 616
06.00 Propulsion 72 158
06.07 Fuel Container 14 50
06.09 Pressurization and Control 23 50
_' 06. I0 Fuel Distribution and Control 6 13
,:!,,:_:.... ':i_,:.:_ 06, 14 Umbilical 14 30
:.:,,_ 06. 15 Support Structure 15 35
08. 00 Power Conditioning and 35 77
.: Distribution
.c
"_,i_! 10.00 Electronics Z07 456
I0.01 Guidance and Control 3 7
i._i: i0.OZ Onboard Checkout 103 ZZ710.03 Data Management 28 61
i0.06 Communication Z9 64
10. 15 Displays and Controls 44 97
11. O0 Wiring 75 165
IZ. 00 Atmosphere and Thermal Control 336 40
IZ, 0Z Atmosphere Control and Supply 336 40
14.00 Crew Life Support and Interiors 197 435
14o 01 Hand Rails and Restraints 31 69
14. 03 Cargo Handling Z3 51
1%,04 Interior Furnishings 143 315 /
Z I.00 Residuals 109 Z40
_, Zl. 13 Other Residuals 109 Z40
Total 3,011 6,638
i Jllll ii........................
I05
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mode for fluid movement, ghe design provides a 1,52 m {5 ft) diameter
twooman airloek which serves as a crew transfer tunn_l across the u_Ipres-
surized compartment-orbiter interface and provides EVA capability to the
basic Statinn,
The Logistic Module is an integral structure design which can aceommo_
date a variety of cargo mixes through the use of a cage-type, dodecagan_
shaped or 12-aided internal support structure and secondary mounting adapter
units, The presnllrized section, whiah is approximately 7, 32 m (24 ft} In
length, is formed by the cylindrical shell with a conic and docking part
,tructure at on.o, aad and an in_ernal module me_-M_raneotypo, dome-shaped
bulkhead at the other, The unprennurtzeit _eetion I,n formed by the internal
b_lkhead wall, the cylindrical shell, conic end, and a 1, _2 m (_ ft) tunnel
_ctlon.
The cylindrical portion of the mndule 8tructt_re shell employs the same
de_iga a_ other module_. It l_ st_ffeaed with 24 integral, longitudinal ribs
and rl._gs sp0cod -very 20. 32 cm (8 in. ) along the length. The 0. 15 m(0. 060 in.)
spherical membrane dome and the Integrally stiffened conic structures will
be fabricated from 2219-T87 alloy material as will the cylindrical shell. _:
Bolted joints are used to assemble the major structure sections (pressure
:_' shell, conics, bulkhead, etc. ) to facilitate manufacture and assembly of the
module.
Meteoroid protection for the Logistics Module is achi_vecl by using a
:.' double-wall meteoroid bumper design. The double wall consists of an
0. 016-in.-thick inner shield separated 1. I25 in. by ring frames on 20. 3_- cm
(8 in. ) centers. High-performance insulation is mo,,nted beneath the inner
shield, supported on the inner shield, supported on the inner leg of the ring
frame stiffeners, The insula_ion blanket design provides the thermal char-
acteristics needed to maintain the pressure shell wall temperature above that
of the ambient module air to eliminate wall condensation.
The Space Station interface end of the module contains the standard 2. 58 m
(102 in, ) diameter docking ring structure and neuter docking mechanism i
utilized on all other modular station modules. A 1. 52 m (5 ft} diameter clear ,_
opening hatch is provided at this interface for grouad loading of cargo and /
on-orbit transfer,
The orbiter interface end of the module is also equipped with a standard
docking port mechanism and interface structure. The cylindrical tunnel sec-
tion is _, 52 m (5 ft) in. diameter and is 1, 52 m (5 ft) long, Hatches of
106
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.:# 1.02 m (40 in,) in diameter have been incorporated in the airlock, Size
selection was based upon personnel transfer as the prime function. The
hinged hatch can be opened from either side and is identical to the hatch pro-
posed for the turret end (orbiter docking end) of the basic Station Power Sub-
systems Modale.
The tunnel section through the unpressurized compartment undergoes
structural deflection between the internal bulkhead and docking frame as a
re_ult of pressure diff_rential in the module compartments during ascent and
descent. A _oft joint _t one of the tunnel-support 0tructar¢ interfaces
accommodates this structu_'al deflection and provides the required thermal
: lno]ation in a single design,
,:._ The design criteria for the structure-mechanical subsystem of the
Logistics Module is essentially the same as for the basic Station modules.
_ Environmental stresses occur periodically for the Logistics Module due to
' its multimission usage; however, the overall influence of these effects is
.... minimal, being well within the limits of the design of the basic Station nods-
' les, A high degree of commonality therefore exists between the Logistics
i:i1 Module and the basic station modules, Foremost in this commonality is the
' .' carryover in the structure-mechanical s_bsystem, Specifically, this includes
i":':: the pressure shell sections (differentonly in length), the end conics, docking
interface structure and docking mechanism as well as the dodecagon-shape
t ,
'. internal support structure. The hatch designs as noted earlier are used on
."i::,,,,._ the basic Station modules, Similarly the internal membrane dome bulkhead
' ,: is used in the Power/Subsystem Module.
4.2.2 Corse Accommodation
The internal support structure provides. +he primary interface for the
individiaul or modular cargo support adapters. This cage-type structure is
composed of 12 longerons and interconnecting beams spaced at intervals
along the Iongitudina_ axis. These beams connect to the longerons and form
!
a dodecagon shape which fits within the 4.06 m (16¢ in. ) diameter of the
.:: pressure shell. The cage is pinned to the pressure shell at one end of each
:. , longeron; thus, longitudinalloads, both tension and compression, are trans- /
mltted to t,,eshell through these pins. Kadial loads are transmitted to the
:,_,. pressure shell through blocks which are spaced along each longeron and
"_'" 107
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attached to the pressure shell. Using this structure as an effective strong-
back, considerable flexibility is achieved in cargo mix and arrangement with
little impact upon the primary structural elements of the modules.
Palletized cargo is accommodated in this system through a modular
framing adapter designed to support various standard-sized pallets in incre-
ments of 60 cm (Z ft) cubes. In the baseline configuration, six bays of 10 pal-
., lets each r.an be accommodated. This modular framing adapter is nominally
configured by removal or relocation of support members to accept cargo up
to the size that will pass through the 1, 52 m (S ft) diameter docking hatch.
The forward or docking end of the module is utilized for stowage of bulk
or special cargo items. This area is sized to accept items such as CMG's,
food freezers, a trash compactor, and experiment items of a shape and size
not conducive to efficient volumetric palletized packaging. The support con-
.". cept for these items includes the use of special adapters tailored to the
individual cargo units for support and interface to the strongback cage-type
. support structure described earlier.
:.ii As the need arises, the bulk cargo volume can be increased by the
i:.::' removal and replacement of bays or rows of the modular support structure
• for palletized cargo with additional special support adapters. Using this tech-
" niq,'e, nearly unlimited flexibility and versatility of cargo mix is provided in
..-:: the pressurized compartment.
: The unpressurized compartment tankage required for the worst case mix
: and quantities expected is as follows:
Fluid 30-in. Tanks Required
Metabolic Gaseous Oxygen 8
Experiment Support Gaseous 3
Oxygen
Propulsion System GN 2 4
Atmosphe ric GN z 1
Propellant (NzH4) Z
18 Tanks
The 30-in. -diameter tank size was selected for the Logistics Module to retain /
: commonality with the pneumatic tanks used in the basic Station modules.
\
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:. 4,2,3 Rescue Module Configuration
' The Logistics Module provides a six-man rescue capability. Since the
: :;_ module is manned only daring the descent phase, seat orientation and crew
::.'' '"Jr egress requirements need consider only the reentry and landing conditions.
The configuration shown in Figure 4-5 is a modified Logistics Module with
six crew seats installed. The seat design is a simple web structure mounted
between rails that extend between top and bottom attach points on the module
internal support structure. The seats are adjustable from an upright seated
position to a fully reclined position. The adjustment is made by sliding the
3
back section up the rails and locking it in the desired position. The seats
;":'..': are oriented ia a rearward-facing position for proper alignment for reentry
' ' and landing forces. The web structure of the seat provides a large body
:,. contact area for the g forces of deceleration and landing. The flexibility
:<' provided in the seat position, as shown in Figure 4-3 allows the crewman
:!; ..:"
to assume any desired position..
" _._: Simplicity of the seat design allows installation in the module to be per-
• ";'" "':L
....:::: formed in a relatively short time. Each seat is an independent unit for ease
:.':i:_ of entry through the 1. 5Z m (5 ft) diameter hatch. The seats are arranged in
_".,=. two rows, three deep, with a center aisle between the rows for ingress and
:!ii_'.!!): 't egress. Arranged in this fashion, the seat modules are identical.• Support services including power and co m nications are supplied from
•.,::_c..... the orbiter subsystems. Each seat station will be equipped with an emergency
i:L_;::i',- oxygen mask and portable oxygen bottle supply. Space is also available in
_.:::y.:::;_ the module for incorporation of contingency equipment such as survival gear,
:=, ?..z •
-.:.:_:_:,'. if these provisions are not available from the orbiter.
:'i:.' Normal egress froln the module after landing occurs is through the orbi-
.- .,:,,.
: ter tunnel interface; the orbiter crew provisions are used for alighting to the
: :' ground.
4. Z. 4 Subsystems
The Logistics Module requires only minimal subsystems since it (1) is
unmanned except when on orbit and when used for a rescue mission and
(Z) receives support services from the Space Station and orbiter vehicle.
• . These support services consist of power, conditioned air, and monitoring,
-, warning, and display of parameters associated with module habitability, /i
i. : (on-orbit only) system status and cargo status. This section describes the
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Figure 4-3. Modular Space Station LogisticsModule Rescue Configuration /
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". il i! environmental control and data management/communications provisions of
: the Logistics Module (the struetural-mechanfeaI design is described in See-
t._on 4.2. 1}.
4. 2.4. 1 Environmental Control
The environmental control system provides atmosphere distribution,
, atmosphere dump and relief, module pressurization, resupply gas pressure
regulation, pumpdown pressure control, and postlanding ventilation during
: normal operation. Atmosphere conditioning on-orbit is provided by
' _ interchange air from the core modules.
"_: Emergency provisions are included in the design to provide essential
: EC/LS functions when the Logistics Module acts as a crew refuge or an
:.! emergency rescue vehicle. Essential services include metabolic 0 2 supply,
.;'
i:?: humidity and CO 2 control, cooling, emergency food, waste management, and
:., .:.
..... medical supplies.
::.: An active thermal control system is not required during normal opera-
i::!!:ii: tion; the thermal capacitance of the structure and low heat-leak prevents
_: excessive interior temperature excursions. Cooling is required during
ii:iiii: emergency crew occupancy and this is provided by the water boiler in the
'::::_'..: 96-hr pallet. DurLng normal operation when the Logistics Module is attached
:S"
-" to the Station, thermal control is provided by the interchange of air from the
)L !
";"_i- core modules.
The Logistics Module must be maintained as a habitable volume during::.
:: both normal and emergency operation. Detailed performance requirements
are given in Table 4-4. Figure 4-4 is a schematic of the selected design for
the Logistics Module. Conditioned air is provided by the EC]LS equipment
located in the basic Space Station modules and distributed in the Logistics
Module with a fan (item code 2903) and distribution duct. The distributed air
picks up humidity, CO2, and contaminant loads in the module; they are
returned to the basic Space Station EC/LS system through a return duct to be
processed, i
The normal resupply 0 2 and N Z is stored in tanks at 2.06 x 104 kN/sq m i
(3, 000 psia). As a safety precaution, the gas is reduced in pressure before //
being withdrawn for use in the Space Station. Pressure-_-_gulating valves
'Ii: (1202) reduce the pressure to 410 kN/sq m (60 psia) at the tank outlet lines.
\
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: Table 4-4
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
Atmosphere Supply and Control
Atmosphere Relief Relieves cabin pressure at
105,5 • 1.4 kN/m 2 (15 • 0.2 psia}.
Dump largest compartment to
6, 89 kN/m 2 (1 psia) or less in
3 rain
Atmosphere
Oxygen Partial Pressure 21, 4 kN/m 2 (3, 1 psia)
Total Pressure 101 kN/m 2 (14.7 psia)
Atmosphere Reconditioning
CO 2 Partial Pressure Normal - 0.4 kN/m 2 (3 mm Hg)
or less
Emergency 1.0 kN/m 2 (7.6 mm Hg)
maximum for 7 days
CO 2 Generation Rate, Peak/ 0. 354/0. 260 kg/hr
Average (0.78/0. 575 lb/hr)
0 2 Use Rate, total Average 0. 218 kg/hr (0.481 lb/hr)
Free Moisture in Atmosphere None allowed
..._.iii,_ Metabolic Levels Normal - 136 w (465 Btu/hr) for24 hr
Design - 235 w (800 Btu/hr)
(2 men)
.:... Atmosphere Temperature 18.4 to 23.9°C (65 to 85°F)
• : Dew Point Temperature 7. 2 to 14. 5°C (45 to 58°F) with
transients allowed to 4. 5°C (40 °F)
:_: Velocity in Occupied Regions 0. 1 to 0. 25 m/sec (20 to 50 ft per
rain)
Design Latent Load 310 w (I, 060 Btu/hr)
The airlock located at the end of the Logistics Module is used as an EVA
airlock during normal mission operations. To conserve airlock gas during
crew egress, the design provides for airlock pumpdown. The system, located d
in the Crew/Subsystems Module, pumps the air from the airlock. The pump-
down air is s_ored in an accumulator in the Power/Scbsystems Module. Upon
i
crew ingress, the airlock is repressurizedwith the accumulator air. 2[
A post-landing ventilation capability has been included in the design to
: allow ambient air to be drawn into the module when used as an emergency
rescue vehicle. An investigation has shown that the cargo bay temperature
in the Shuttle will be sufficiently low near landing so that ambient air
112
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i:/_!_i:_:), ventilation can be used. The air is drawn into the module through a vent
.-",",_::::: fan (2906).
,_. During normal Logistics Module use, a 96-hr pallet (5500) is located
_:_":::i_li.li_!:il onboard for crew use during an emergency. The pallet provides essential
•/.'-_'i! services for a three-man crew and relies Ln no way on other Space Station
:.... support.
_: :
.... The Logistics Module serves as backup function for crew rescue. The
module is outfitted with restraints and essential services for return of the
six-man crew. Two 96-hr pallets are used during this mode to support the
crew. The pallet provides crew metabolic O2., potable water, food, waste
storage, and emergency medical supplies, A water boiler is provided which
cools the atmosphere and condenses out excessive humidity. The boiler
functions while in orbit and during reentry until the atmosphere is encountered.
There is sufficient thermal capacitance in the module atmosphere and equip-
ment to absorb thermal loads and humidity until the postlanding fan is activa- f
ted prior to landing. Maximum interior temperature is estimated to bei . ,
'I' 37. 8 °C (100 °F). A canister of LiOH removes crew-produced CO Z from the
air. Sufficient batteries are included to operate the pallet equipment and
provide for minimal lighting.
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Thermal control during prelaunch operations is not required because the
bay is purged with dry, temperature-controlled gas, Also, the cold radiation
environmont from the lower ba 7 will be compensated for by the ,warmer
upper-bay environment; the pressure shell is sufficiently thick to preclude
large temperature gradients around the periphery of the module, Super
insulation will provide sufficient insulation to prevent larg_ losses of heat
from the module, During prelaunch and launch, no appreciable electrical
power will be generated in th_ module.
The modul_ ts subjected to temperaturos during launch of ,_p to 149°C
(303 °F) in the Shuttle bay, In this environment, a surface of zero therraal
c_pacitance would become hot (82.2 ° to 110 °C or 180 ° to 230 °F). The Logis-
tics Module has considerable thermal capacitance, especially around the
pressure shell, and therefore excessive temperatures are not expected
Since mylar super insulation can be distorted by temperatures above
107 ° C (Z25 ° F), the outer layers of insulation should be made of Kapton, which
"' can tolerate temperatures up to 426°C (800 °F).
' Once the Logistics Module achieves orbit, the super insulation is
: effective in maintaining a low heat exchange between the module and the sur-
: :v .. rounding Shuttle bay. This is due in part to the low emissivity in the current
;.." design for the Shuttle bay interior walls.
While the Logistics Module is attached to the Space Station, conditioned
:. v: atmosphere will be supplied from the Space Station EC/LS system. As much
.::_ as 136 cfm may be supplied, which enters the module near the selected Space
:: Station temperature. Assuming the air enters the module at 24°C (75°F) and
leaves at 18. 3°C (65°F), about 42.0 w (1,430 Btu]hr) of heating is provided.
In a similar manner, about the same amount of cooling can be provided. By
reduction of heat shorts in the structure and b 7 proper outer surface coating
design, the heat loss or gain through the module surface can be kept below
these values.
During descent, local surface temperatures on the module may approac}.
93. 3°C (200°F) in areas with small thermal capacitance. With the outer few
layers of insulation made of Kapton, the anticipated temperature levels should
._ not present a problem. /
Frozen food is stored in well-insulated containers which are transferred
i
to the Space Station freezers after arrival. Frozen food reaches -9. 5°C
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L:W (+15 _ F) about 84 hr after loading if it is initially subcooled to ,54 ° C (-65"F},
This Is adequate time to effect transfer, Fresh perishable foods are also
carried in insulated containers.
4.2.4.2 Data Management and Communlcations
The data management/communications subsystem in the Logistics Module
supports the following iuncz_ n_. (1) voice communications; (Z) monitoring of
critical measurements; (_) determination of system compartment statu_:
{4) periodic subsystem checkout; and (5) spares and consumables management,
The interface between thv various elen_,ents of the subsystem is a data bus
accepting and transferring both video and digital data, An additional interface
is provided in the form of hard wire for critical or safety measurements.
Since the Logistics Module must operate in conjunction with the payload sup-
'., port system of the Shuttle during ground checkout and ascent to orbit and the
:'_ Space Station while on orbit, their bus systems will either be identical or
interface adapter will be required in the Shuttle. Figure 4-5 shows the man-
ner in which system assemblies are interconnected and the functions per-
!::i. ,:::'_..,_:.. formed by each. It also indicates that the primary equipment providing the
..:.:.:-
:... services for the Logistics Module is actually resident in the payload support
/: system of the orbiter or the Space Station, As a result, equipment located in
":! the Logistics Module consists only of input and output devices such as data.
::.: acquisition units, sensors, and display devices.
. .: _.
.... The data bus within the Logistics Module is an extension of the Station
,::: bus system which is coupled to the main bus via branch couplers. Ingress
and egress to the bus is accomplished through data terminals using data-bus ..
terminal couple rs.
Sixty-four channels on the analog data bus spaced at 4-kttz intervals
between 60 and 316 MHz are apportioned between 48 audio terminal units
{ATUs). Three df these terminal units have been assigned to a Logistics
Module: i. e, , each module would contain ATU's with individual transceiver
frequencies to which they would respond. Each ATU would also include !
amplifiers for operating at baseband, this mode to be used for emergency i
" alert or public address. /
The monitoring of critical measurements will be performed locally using
if" stand_[rd local display and monitor units. These units process and display
all such data which generate caution or warning audio and visual alarms. \1
1t5
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:/
';_ Signals of the caution type are then relayed to the central control facility via
the data bus while warning signals are transferred via hard wire, Three such
units are located in the Logistics Module monitoring environmental parame-
ters such as 02, N_, CO_, temperature, and pressure as well as safety-
status signals from airlock monitoring t_ansducers, leak detectors, fire
detectors, interlocked controls, etc. 2_ small panel will be located in the air-
lock in conjunction with pressurizing and evacuation controls to inform crew-
men engaging in EVA activities when hatches may be opened,
_ystem status is provided by remote data acquisition units operating in
conjunction w_th data bus terminal units, Checkout of the Logistics Module
,. will be performed utilizing equipment such as remote data acquisition units
:,. and terminals provided for system status determination
An additional piece of equipment, the portable monitor and control unit,
:"_. is provided for local checkout and maintenance in the module. It consists of
a keyboard, CRT, and associated electronics allowing the crewman to display
,i...,:.,: particular parameter values, ascertain tre_:l_, and obtain procedural infor-
::."_::': mation as to how to perform repair or replacement operations. The portable
i:i"" monitor and control com_ole is also used as an input-output device for deter-
:::.:":"." mining the level of spares or consumables available and the location of spares
...: : .,).:.
: .:::.. _n the storage bins of the module. Withdrawals and additions (where parts
., :, are shifted from one Logistics Module to another) are entered via the key-' ? :,_
::,_":_':i: board after call-up of a particular item's name or part number which would
....:.:_:'.:-:-i:., also result in a display of the quantity of spares remaining and their bin
.ii. " location.
!: ::: The communicat].ons and data management subsystems will require the
components or assemblies shown in Table -4_-5. Also included in the table are
power and weight resource requirements, i
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Section 5
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT CAPABILITY
, 5. 1 SUBSYSTEMS SUPPORT
The resources provided by the Space St_ttionto support experiment and
. applications programs are:
A. Power level of 4.8 kw at 115 vdc for experiments and experiment
t
support with growth to 8.5 kw.
: B. Color TV, high-resolution black-and-white TV, high bit-ratedigital
/.:! data (approximately 109 bps), analog data and high-resolution film
;',., (black-and-white, color, infrared, ultraviolet).
',!
C. Digital, analog, and TV data transmission in real time to Earth.
-,' D. Payloads up to a five-ft-dia sphere and up to Z,000 lb initialweight
:' with growth capability to 8,000 lb.
'_|:_;! E. Three attached experiment and applications modules with growth to
m:':i;:: e i ght.
:_ F. All orientation capability (i.e., Earth-oriented, inertial, solar,
:iii: gravity gradient, etc )
::i:!::_ G. An attitude-hold capability of 4-0.02 deg in the Earth-oriented mode
_...
'::'/ and 4-0.05 deg in the inertial mode.
,, I A
"_ H. A stabilization rate of 4-0.001 deg/sec.
I. A gravity level down to 4 x 10"5g (quiescent) to 1 x 10"4g (crew
movement).
5.Z GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY
The General Purpose Laboratory (GP.T ) provides the capabilityto per-
form and support experiments and to support RAM's and experiments in
. RAM's. It is capable of supporting a broad range of experimentation and
operations. The support for experiments and subsystems provided by the
"' GPL includes (I) physical accommodation to perform experiments, (Z) equip- /,
meat to perform experiments, (3) calibration of experiments and operational
i_:':, equipment, (4)analysis 'nd test, (5)disassembly, assembly, and repair, ._
and (6) parts storage (spares, operational equipment, etc.).
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The GI:}L is divided functionally and physically into eight laboratories• !
' and facilities combining related activities. Figure 5-1 shows the location of
these facilities and laboratories in the GPL. Facilities are permanent
throughout the operational mission life, but equipment for test, calibration,
alignment, and the like can be reconfigured for experiment program changes.
Design requirements for the GPL were determined from an analysis of
each FPE and FPE subgroup, which resulted in identification of support
equipment nncessary to perform the expnriments. EquipmQnts provided in
" the GPL have common application to a number of experiments and in addiHon
include those normally required in a multicapabilitg laboratory, A list of
. major GPL equipment is provided in Table 5-1.
: Table 5-Z summarizes the principal accommodation requirement_ of each
,: laboratory and facility and its interfaces with the Space Station.
• z•_/
: 5.2.. 1 Data Evaluation Facility (Figure 5-2)
. The data evaluation facility inciudes equipment related to or associated
' ):;;., with film, video, analog, and digital data and the handling, processing, and
'.! evaluation of such data. This facility is both an experiment and operations ,_,="
:_,':' .: 7" R 300
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Figure5-1. GeneralPurposeLaboratory
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Table 5- 1
GENERAL_PURPOSE LdkBORATORY MAJOR
Item
Data Evaluation Facility Experiment and
Multiformat Viewer Editor tIazard Detect:
Microfilm Retrieval System Electrical and
Automatic Film Reader Hydraulic
Copy Machine Cryogenic
Stereo Viewer Hig
Image Processing and Data Management Control Station Airlock/Envir_
Working Image Storage Chemistry and
Permanent Video Storage Chemistry and
Permanent Diglt_l Storage
Time Reference Unit Electronic / Eleetri_Printer Electronic
Video Tape Unit Multi
Scientific Computer Battery Char_
Analog Recorders High-Voltage S
Digital Storage High- Energy C
Mechanical Sciences Laboratory Miniature Glov
Mechanical Workbench
Experiment and Isolation Test Laboratory Monitor Panel
Laminar Flow Vacuum Glove Box Biomedical
Specimen Structural Tester BiochemicalBioscience GIo"
Metallographic Tester and Microscope Bicycle Ergom,
Thermostructural Test Equipment Lower-Body N_i
X-ray Generator Body Mass Mee
Precision Work Fixture Biomedical Dis
Optical Sciences Laboratory
Optical Work Station Experiment/Second_Optical Bench
Precision Work Fixtures Multipurpose D:
Microdensitometer Video Surveilla:
Monochromator Spectrometer Color Dis c rims/
Alphanumeric I_
Modulation Transfer Function Measurement System Warning Matrix 1
Optical Spectrum Analyzer Caution Display]
Scientific Airlock Chamber Voice Message 1
Precision Optical Window Status Lights ]
Hard-Data Processing Facility Microfilm View_
Film Processor-Rapid Dedicated Displ_
Film and Plate Processor-Color Programmable ]
Film Processor-Black and White Dedicated Switc!
Film Storage Hand Controller_
Microfilmer Printer
Light Table
Spectrophotometer
Densitometer /
k-''; °: ° ° ° ................."...... 00000006-TSA05
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Table 5- 1
IENERAL_PURPOSE LABORATORY MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Item
Experiment and Test Isolation Laboratory
Hazard Detection System
Electrical and Vacuum Power Center
Hydraulic/Pneumatic Work Station
Cryogenic and Fluid Storage
High-Pressure Gas Storage
rol Station Airlock/Envlronm_ntal Chamber
Chemistry and Physics Glove Box
Chemistry and Physics Analysis and Storage Unit
Electronic / Electrical Laboratory
Electronic Work Station
Multiinstrument Test Bench
Battery Charger
High-Voltage Source
High-Energy Counter Calibration Equipment
Miniature Glove Box
nitor Panel Biomedical/Bioscience Laboratory
Biochemical and Biophysical Analysis Unit
Bioscience Glove Box
Bicycle Ergometer
Lower-Body Negative Pressure Device
Body Mass Measuring Device
Biomedical Display and Control Unit
]Experlment/Secondary Control Center
Multipurpos e Display
Video Surveillance Monitor
Color Discriminator
Alphanumeric Displays
rstem Warning Matrix
Caution Display
Voice Message Generation Unit
Status Lights
Microfilm Viewer
%
Dedicated Displays
Programmable Function Keyboard
Dedicated Switches
Hand Controller
Printer
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• MATERIAL TESTING AND ANALYSIS • BLACK AND WHITE COLOR CALIBR
FILM PROCESSING
• MECHANICAL WORK STATION •ELECTF
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• MICROFILM
• FILM VAULT
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CALIBRATE FILM
• OPTICAL ANALYSIS •FLIGHT CREW WELL-Bt_ING
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• SUPPORT OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS •SPECIMEN PREPARATION
• FLUID ANALYSIS
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• ISOLATED EXPERIMENT • ELECTRONIC CALIBRATION
OPERATIONS
• CHECKOUT AND DIAGNOSTIC
eFLIGHT CREW WELL-BEING eCHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS STIMULI
EXPERIMENTS
• BIOSCIENCE RESEARCH • MULTI-INSTRUMENT TEST
• SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK STATION
• SPECIMEN PREPARATION
• REMOTE OPERATION • ELECTRONIC WORK BENCH -_
• FLUID ANALYSIS
i
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Figure 5-2. General Purpose Laboratories end Facilities
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support facility and, as such, provides services to all experiments and sub-
• systems. The data evaluatinn facility is an integral part of the data manage-
ment subsystem. Many items of equipment that are located in this facility
are part of the data management subsystem.
The multifarmat viewer-editor can accept film widths from 35 mm up to
9 in, and film plate. It projects images and film frames at up ta 313 times
magnification, has the capability of producing hard copy of selected frame,s,
and has a film_advance control which allows searching far a specific frame.
The m!crofilm retrieval system is capable of storing 30 million frames
, of data with a maximum search time of 20 ace; when the syn_.em ia loaded to
lower than the 30_raJllion frame eapaci W, it has a proportionally r_harter
hearth tithe. The microfilm r<_tvieval syaLem canbo updated uning the gdcroo
fi],mer and the hard-d_ta processing facil.ity, A e_triemal ayatcn_ diapl,_yn
full_ize hnap, e ¢.pic'a af pap:_a nf data and it hal_ th,_ capability nf _t_'ndin_z
the aelected ima,.:e framo_ on the video sy_t,:m to any TV monitm" ou tht_
statkm or to the ground through the data bu+_. '£he retrieval, _y_tem i_ a,l_o
capal)l_; of producing hard copies in the size of the original data do ,ttment.
The copy machiae in the data evaluation facility is a Xerox-_ype which
can produce high-contrast copies of black and white documents ca a nmltiple
or single basis. The stereo viewer is a standard piece of equipment utilized
for stereo film evaluation and analysis,
The data evaluation facility printer is capable of producin a contact prints
of negative and positive film strips (both still and motion picture) and also
making high=resolution copies of film and other data. It can enlarge sections
of a segment of a frame or make one-to-one sized copies. This equipment is
:';) '1
":" a composite of printers and copiers now currently within the state of the art
!t:,.
and in widespread use.
5.2.2 MechanicalSci_ences Laboratory (Figure 5-2)
Many types of mechanical, electromechanical, and chemical functions
can be acc6mmodated by the equipment in the mechanical sciences labora-
tory. The laboratory features a laminar-flow glove box for h_uvy-duty and
light-duty repair, replacement, purging, and cleaning of experimental
equipment subassemblies. The glove boxprov_des zero-gholddown for items
subject to this assembly as well as for removed elements and high replace-
ment parts which require clean facilities, chemical washing, or treating and /
must be isolated from the Space Station environment and flight crew.
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The, m_chanical sciences laboratory also contains such equipments as a
i metallograph, thermostructural tester, x_ray generator, tensile and com-
pression tester, and a mechanical work bench on which is recanted the
tensile and compression tester, This equipment la typical of that In a
metallurgical mechanical research laborat,_ry for per¢ormance and analysis
of material sciences experiments, Other equipment utilized for mechanical
sciences e_perimenta which mi_,ht be pro)vialed at a later date for detailed and
compl.a_ _ctentificaaalysl_ of materials includes _-ray diffractionunits and
a scanning electron microscope.
_. 2.3 _cAc_c_ La.b?_ratorg (Fl_u__re 5-Z)
The optical _ctence_, laboratory i_ u.ned to perform rnaintcnanc, _ and
operations requiriu_ optical _upport. The laboratory includes eclttipment
and facilities for a wide rant_e of optical calibrations, maine, vance, mea_-
, urements, and te_te.
The laboratory contains a scientific airlock chamber for performance
and deployment of experiments. Associated with the airlock chamber is an
optically fiat, broad-spectrum transmission window which allows viewing and
{_.W.(tl photography of externa; czperiments and external phenomena. Because this i
$,
:.:;:. window has broad-spectrum transmission during normal Space Station opera-
tion, a filter must be placed over the window to shut out ultraviolet rays for
astronaut safety. The scientific airlock chamber is 0.61 m in diameter.
•:_, An experiment and airlock display and control unit is mounted adjacent
.. ,(,,
_. to the airlock for control and oFeration of the experiments associated with
.i. the optical sciences laboratory in the experiment airlock chamber. An air-
lock chamber extension is provided which allows the chamber to accommodate
experiment packages up to 7 ft in length. The laboratory also has a heat-
dissipation unit which will work in conjunction with a high-intensity light
source when used on the optical bench.
When working in the optical sciences laboratory, a swing-aside light
suppressing panel need be drawn around the optics bench to cut off extraneous
light from the equipment and to close off the laboratory from outside
inte rfe rence.
5.2.4 Hard=Data Processing Facility (Figure 5-Z)
"I:i: :_i" The hard-data processing facility provides allthe equipment utiliz,:d for
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film storage, handling, processing, spectral and density calibration, and
• _ quick-look strip evaluation, The hard-data process facility s_rvices all
experiments and operations that utilize film and as such is used widely.
Film and plate storage is provided in this facility under controlled
temperature and humidity conditions. Shielding by the film vault is required
to prevent emulsion fogging by natural radiation. If required, low tempe r _-
lures can be used to lengthen film shelf life. The film and plate processors
are based on current technology spray-type processors with double harriers
and seals to prevent potential emission of toxic fluids or gase,,_. The rapid
film processor can use adry or semi-dry process. This type tffprocessor
is proven, highly relialle, and produces fairly high-resolution quality copy
' of negative or positive formats. The processed film is of archival quality
: .
and as such can be stored aboard the Space Station for return, kept on board
for further evaluation, microfilmed, analyzed in the data evaluation facility,
.. or copied on the contact printer or the photo copier.
:i_'!' 5.Z.5 Experiment and Test Isolation Laboratory (Figure 5=Z)
The experiment and test isolation laboratory is a separate compartment -=
:._.': within the GPLwhich can take reverse or positive pressure. Access to
:'.:. :: vacuum is provided by an airlock chamber which is an integral part of the
. :. ,L.
. !:. facility and by the total facility itself, which can be sealed and depressur-
..._ ized for EVA or for experiment deployment. The isolation laboratory is
:._,: used for all experiments and maintenance that require isolation from the
• ;.:i!=',
• .I: Space Station environment for safety, toxicity, or other purposes for which
• _. a single barrier or glove box of similar capability does not suffice. The
i:" isolation laboratory is used for experiments and testing which are potentially
hazardous, such as those involving welding, cryogenics, high-pressure
fluids, and high temperatures. A remote console for the isolation and test
laboratory is located outside the sealed wall of the laboratory to allow moni- ,!
toring and control of isolated experiments during operations. Aviewport is
i
provided to observe activities inside the isolation laboratory. Hazardous t
i
experiments to be conducted in the isolation facilitywill be set up with the ,t
.: astronaut in the facility and the facility pressurized but sealed off from the
:( remainder of the Space Station. Cryogens toxic fluids, and high-pressure /
: ' gases are stored in the isolation facility as required ........
iil ::_ The experiment and test isolation laboratory also contains an isolation
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test work bench which provides the capability for calibration and repair of
i_!'. hydraulic, pneumatic, and other types of equipment which util_.ze high pres-
sures and fluids and can produce a hazard in the Space Station. This isolation
and test work bench provides all the plumbing and capability to teat, monitor,
and measure fluid flow, fluid pressures, and gas flow and pressures.
5.2.6 Electrical/Electronics Laboratory (Figure 5-2)
'_' The electrical and electronics laboratory provides the instrumentation,
test, stimuli, controls, and displays necessary for testing and electronic
calibration and maintenance functions. As with other GPL laboratories and
facilities, the equipment will be modularized so that carry-on equipment can
be utilized and the laboratory can be reconfigured.
As a minimum, this laboratory will include the following items: an
.... oscilloscope, hard-copy strip recorders, voltmeters, power suppliesp sig-
:. nal generators, signal analyzers, test sets, small patch panels, test con-
... hectors, continuity c_..2ckers, multimeters, timers, frequency counters, test
._,, sets, function generators, special hand tools, and mounting fixtures. As
. required, this equipment will be augmented by modular plug-in test equip-
_'_,,_..:
.',:_.: _:,.' merit for support of experiments when special equipment is required to supply
:..: .. stimuli for checkout and test of experiments or to calibrate experiments.
' 5; ;
" The main service facility is a multiinstrument test console which pro-.:,.
:._: rides the capabilities for bench checkout, calibration, and Contingency
,-.h" repair. The instruments in the multiinstrument test bench can be uu.plugged
': and utilized in a remote location as portable test equipment, Built irzto the
.:!i.._ electrical and electronic test and checkout work bench is a miniature laminar-
::: flow glove box for cleaning, assembling, diassembling, soldering, and spot
welding.
5. Z.7 Biomedicai/Bioscience Laboratory (Figure 5-Z) ,!
The requirement_ of a small bioscience research program and monitoring q
of astronaut well-being have been combined into a single laboratory because i
of commonality of equipment and like equipment functions. The equipment
,- for bioscience experiments consists of plant, invertebrate and microbiological /
.... incubation facilities, photo and TV coverage, specimen identification, plant
and celI chemistry analysis, biological fluid handling, macro and micrography,
: '_.... specimen preparation, preparation of microtomes (microscope slides and
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sections) a liquid-separation centrifuge, and refrigerator and freezer
capability for storage and preparation of specimens for return to Earth.
The biomedical equipment will be capable of measuring heart functions
with an electrocardiogram and a vectorcardiogram, work performance with a
bicycle ergometer, body mass with a body mass measurement device, and
effects of weightlessness on the pkysiology of astronauts using a lower=body,
negative-pressure device.
Biochemistry of body fluids will be performed using some equipment
shared with the bioscience laboratory, The equipment will have the c_pa-
bility of performing automated urine analysis, automated blood analysis,
and specimen mass measurement.
A biological glove box is provided for work in any of the biomedical or
bioscience areas requiring isolation or separation from the Space Station
environment due to contamination. The glove box will also be used for dis-
: section and specimen preparation.
f
' 5.2.8 Experiment/Secondary Control Center (Figure 5-3}
: The experiment/secondary command and control center is a centralized '_ ,,
.:!::.:: operations station for monitoring and management of experiments. In addi-
;,J' , i
..: tion, it provides emergency and backup vehicle and subsystem control in the
. .... event the crew is forced to evacuate the Crew/Operations Module. Display
' and control hardware at the center is basically the same as at the primary '
•., command and control center with additionaldedicated experiment displays "
:: and controls for monitoring and control of experiments. The configuration
:::.. of the center allows for fully independent two-man capability so that one
_ operator can concentrate on one set of experiments without interference from
the other operator.
The major assemblies of the experiment/secondary command and con=
trol center are as follows:
A. Multipurpose Display and Input Devices--The primary display
element is a computer driven cathode ray tube device which permits
information to be displayed upon a single time-shared device as
:_ requested or through cycling procedures. The CRTdisplay is f
•' capable of presenting computer-generated data such as characters,
:i"_( vectors, and tabular data as well as dynamic real-world TV imagery
t.
• provided by Vidicon cameras and other analog sensors. These two
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sources of data can be shown independently_ adjacent to each other
or superimposed to provide complete flexibility and visibility of
computer processing and data control operations.
B. Video Surveillance IVionitor=A surveillance monitor is included at
the command and control centers to provide internal and external
surveillance capability over designated areas of the Space Station.
This display can also he used for monitoring experiment data, pro-
grams, and parameters available within the system on a real_time
ba_i_ or from stored memory as directed by the operator.
C. Color Discriminator-Color discriminator capability is provided to
enhance data comparison operations, and to highlight those part_ of
the data in a particular spectral range. This feature may be used to
: highlight data that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to
visualize.
D. Alphanumeric Displays--Alphanumeric readouts are used to con-
tinuously display selected parameters that are considered critical
• ii'iiii.!: to Space Station integrity, important to certain mission phases, or
if!i'll:;ii to provide information of general interest in the form of computer-
':L. '.:.?¢;
....:, .;. _._ generated digital data. These readouts are liquid crystal cell dis-
_:'"_ _ ' plays which incorporate the advantages of high reliability and
.. ,":i:' lifetime, wide-angle viewing having little or no parallax, continuous
i,"/i/!, brightness independent of ambient lighting, and microwatt power•
:::!:"i_iiii':.:•..,:_; E. Warning Matrix--Continuous monitoring of subsystem critical
i_•.._i:, ,, i,arameters is performed as part of the onboard checkout subsystem
:. ..... with a matrix of annunciators at the command centers to display and
.... alert the crew to failed or out-of-tolerance conditions. The warning
functions consists of an array of dedicated light annunciators that
are hard-wired to the onboard checkout subsystem detection
equipment,
F. Caution Display--Display of caution-level functions is by a liquid
cry :tal cell display which indicates a message determined by the
" multiprocessor. This display interfaces with the multiprocessor
, via the data bus and operates in a manner similar to the alpha- /
:_:'_ numeric displays The lower portion of the display will permit
:' storage of past caution alerts and allow recall capability of functions
" that have not been corrected. In this manner, status of caution
00000006-TSC05
':i_ functions can be determined by activating a switch to call up the
message for uncorrected caution conditions.
G, Voice Message Generation Unit--A voice message generator is pro-
vided which permits spoken voice messages to be, generated by
computer control. This unit supplements the caution and warning
functions.
H. Status Lights--Status lights and monitors will be provided to show
subsystem and experiment operating conditions. These monitors
will be used to indicate active or passive conditions, depict normal
• or alternate modes, provide positive control feedback response, and
in general indicate subsystem status and experiment conditions.
I. Microfilm Viewer--A microfilm viewer is provided to assist the
• crew member in trouble-shooting procedures, maintenance tech=
, niques, control operation procedures, and other related information.
J. Dedicated Displays-Several dedicated meters and other display
devices are required for t_[que and emergency or contingency condi-
tions. It is expected these will be utilizedin the event of emergency
_ response, power failure conditions and other contingency conditions
/:_ as yellas for subsystems and experiment control.
K. Programmable Function Keyboard--A programmable function key-
board is supplied at each operator station as an input device for
access to the computer. This keyboard-display-computer loop
allows one operator to sequentially select from a computer-listed
"menu" and progressively construct command code for computer
initiation of the required operation. Through a series of fixed=
programmed select keys and a series of function keys the operator
can select the desired operation. The fixed program keys are
typically push=button switches, while the display function keys are
activated by the operator touching the nomenclature with his finger. -!
This technique allows the operator to implement control capability
without requiring a dictionary of the computer command codes. 1
L. Dedicated Switches--Rotary and toggle switches are provided to
the previously described control devices. The controls //supplement
may be utilized for specific subsystem and experiment functions as
....._I_Ii /_., well as for emergency and contingency capability. Critical control
L ':i ..... -
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• functions and backup functiona are hard-wired for maximum
reliability.
M. Hand Controller--Depending on mode selection, the hand controller
is used to perform manual steering operations, operate attitude and
tr_nslationthrusters, and aim sensor_/cameras to track landmarks
and targets. The hand controller provides emergency direct-
attitude control capability through hard-wired inter£ace_.
N. Printer-A printer provides a record of ground communications in
: the event that the console is not manned during a ground contact
period. The printer can be used as a means of producing a hard-
copy record of instructions, computer programming changes, and
subsystem data.
::'....
....,_
• ... _.
• ".."
Section 6
EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS
-, This section includes a description of the mode of accommodation of
experiments, the baseline exp_riment program and sensitivity of require-
ments to the experiment program, and a description of Research and Appliea-
._. tions Modules with emphasis on interfaces with the station.
A list of FPE's and FPE subgroups is provided in Table 6ol. These were
: derived from the NASA Blue Book to facilitate the analysis of experiment
_ requirements. The use of identicaldouble letters (for example, ES-IAA,
i. Earth Observations Sequential) indicates that many of the Blue Book defined
packages have been incorporated into one larger package. For this example,
,:._, ES-IA, B, C, D, and F are included in ES-IAA.
'_i: 6. 1 EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATTON
::/:i!,;:i_:( The possible modes of accommodation include::: .:..; ..
_>:. A. Integral--lnGeneral-Purpose Laboratory.
:.!:i_i
:,::"_: B. Dedicated Module--Attached module dedicated to a single experiment
.i!;)_.;,.' or experiment group.
:i:::il;_!i C. Free-Flylng Module--Module operating detached from station.
•ill::'.
..... In the selection of the modes of accommodation, resource requirements
_:.+:
_:_ for each FPE and experiment subgroup were compared to the Space
" Station g-level, pointing stability, available vohrne, and contamination
environment.
Table 6-_. summarizes the mode of accommodation results.
6. 1. 1 Gr,_vity Level
• Crew motion sets a lower limit on ambient acceleration levels (gravity !
: level). This gravity level is I.4 x 10"4g for the ISS and I.Z x 10"4g for the '_
::_i_i GSS. The plant research activity of the Life Sciences FPE has a requirement /
:::.. for less than 10"Sg 90 percent of the time and 10"4g 10 percent of the time.
:,_,_ Certain chemistry experiments require 10-4g and the material science
.' experiments desire 10"Sg, but wiI1 accept 10"3g. Allowable acceleration
'._':.,: 133
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levels for astronomy are primarily determined by attitude stability require-
rnents, The astronomy experiments requiring less than 10"4g r_qulre free
flyers to satisfy other criteria, The allowable gravity level for aBtronorny
instruments accommodated in an attached module is within station limits,
Fh_ld physicB experiments require continuous discrete acceleration
levels from 10 "5 to 10_3g for long tim_ periods (approaching 5,000 hr), A
free-flying Mod_l_ taunt be used, since it l_ not practical to accelerate the
_tatlon,
The _qpaco ,qtatiou l_oiuting and _tahilLty capahiltty arc adoqttate for all hut
a_tronomy, cou_mt_nicatton_/navig_tion_, and the advanced gt_tdanco syotom
_xporimont that is flown piggyback on the advanced _tollar a0troaomy modtfle.
Of these, the UV survey, high energy, and IR astronomy experiments can be
accommodated on the Station with the use of a gimbal system, The advanced
x-ray, stellar and solar experiments require free-flying modules. FPE's
with pointing requirements are accommodated as folio.we.
A. Within basic Station pointing capability
i _ I. All physics.
.,.,'
2. Technology (except for A-2 Module piggyback).
B. Accommodated on Station with gimbal system
I : 1. Earth observations.
2. Intermediate UV telescopes, A-4.
3. High-energy astronomy, A-5.
4. IK astronomy, A-6.
C. Require free flyer
1. X-ray stellar astronomy, A-I.
2. Advanced stellar astronomy, A-2,
3 Advanced solar astronomy, A-3. _J• i
6. I. 3 Size 1
Experiments not requiring large depressurizable volumes or very large
dedicated facilities can be accommodated integrally. Large experiments //
require a dedicated pressuri_ed module. These are:
A. Intermediate size UV-telescopes, A-4A and B. "_
B, Plasma physics experiments using subsatelIite, P-2BB.
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5, 1, 4 Contamination
Optical contamination offsets _nd count,_rmeastwes are automatized in
Tabl_ 6_, X,,ray imaging Instraments have novere _cnsitivl,ty to contamina-
t]on due to the refraction and absorptiot_ by very thin contamination layers on
grazing incidence optics. At the far UV end of the spectrum, extreme
absorption is aloe encountered. At wave lengths in near-UV and visible
spectra, the susceptibt).it_r to coudensablcs is moderate. At IR wavelengths,
the effects are low but the use of cryogenically cooled mirrors greatly
increases the sticking coefficient and therefore the contamination buildup rate.
Degradation produced by scattering from the contamination cloud sur-
@: rounding the station is worst in the UV, visible, and IR wavelengths.
i:': Table 6-331
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY AND COUNTERMEASURES
Susceptibility Susceptibility
Instrument to to Active
Wavelength Condensables Scattering Replacement Cleaning Calibration
X-ray Extreme Low Alignment Difficult without Difficult due to
(imaging) very degrading weak sources
difficult surfaces
Ultraviolet Absorption high High Okay for Promising con- Observe
for shorter small optics, cepts (most standard stars
wavelengths ifprovided require vacuum), or built-in
in design Slightdegrada- sources
tion must be
recalibrated "-J
Visible Moderate High Okay for Techniques Observe
small optics available [use standard stars
solvents in or built-in ]
pres surlzed _oarces 1
envelope)
Infrared Low (but Low Okay for Techniques Observe
increased rate small optics available (use standard stars
with cryogenic solvents in or built-ln
mirror) pressurized sources
._, envelope)
\
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. Contaminants exist for at least several orbits after a substantial EC/LS
or RCS dump, The time for dispersal is substantially extended by condensa-
tion on cool Space Station surfaces with subsequent vaporization when reheated
by solar radiation.
The most promising countermeasures include replacement, active clean_
ing, and calibration to take account of changes in reflectlvityor transrnissi-
btlity. Replacement of x-ray grazing incidence optics is difficult due to
extreme alignment accuracies required and the absence of strong stellar
• : calibration sources. Replacement of small UV visible a,_d IR optics (i. e. ,
on the order of 0. 3 m or 1 ft diameter or less) is feasible if provision is
• made in the design. Calibration can be supplemented using built-in or
standard stellar sources.
Active cleaning techniques for x-ray optics do not appear feasible due to
_':' the complexity of structures such as the grazing incidence venetian blind col-.. . ,.:
limator. The x-ray mirror surface finish is unacceptably roughened by active
cleaning techniques which are sufficientlyvigorous to remove most contami-
• ':i:: nants There are several promising active cleaning techniques for UV reflec-
t:':. tots; for example, ion bombardment. At visible and IR wavelengths, solvent
,:'.:,_.:. cleaning procedures can be used ifthe optics are in pressurizable carriers.
::."i' .: q.t'.
_.:'.. Conclusions related to contamination are that the A-I and A-SA x-ray tele-
.::ii!,. scope and A-Z stellar and A-3 solar telescopes require free t_yers.
", "!:'4
. . ,-.,
.'".."i:ii!/ 6, Z MODEL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM AND SENSITIVITIES
,.::.iiii!_
The experiment program analyses resulted in the derivation of resource
requirements, a model or baseline experiment program, and alternative
" experiment programs. A large number of experiment programs were struc-
tured to evaluate resource parameters, particularly cost and experiment
crew size• A principal objective of the analysis was to define an experiment
program having minimum cost but which effectively utilizes other resources "
of the Station (particularly crew time).
Figure 6-1 is the experiment flight schedule for Case 534G, the Baseline
Experiment Program• The figure indicates the accommodation of each experi-
.... merit (GPL, attached RAM, free-flying RAM). LS-IA, the Minimal Medical /
_" Research Facillty, is launched with the Modular Space Station during the first
quarter of experiment operations. Several technology experiments are also _
• performed during the firstquarter. The firstRAM, Communications/
-o'•,°°°"°_!_.... • ,_.i 138
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Figure 6-1. Baseline Research and Applications Program
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Navigation Subgroup A, is brought up in the second quarter. During the third
quarter, the second RAM (ES-IG, Earth Survey Core package) is brought up.
CN-IA is returned to Earth for refurbishment and launched as CN-IB in the
ninth quarter. Materia| Science, MS-3A through MS-3E, should be con-
sidered as one facility brought up in Increments, TI-3B, an attached RAM,
is brought up after the conclusion of the Communications/Navigation CN-IB
package. Shortly thereafter, the UV Astronomy Module, A-4C, is launchedJ
in the 14th quarter, The remainder of the ISS portion of the baseline exper[-
: ment program continues with the addition of five more physics experiments
carried in the GPL.
Figure 6-2 is the docking port Ioad for the baseline experiment program.
: It can be seen that during the ISS portion, three experiment docking ports
are required and during t_. GSS portion of the program, eight experiment
docking ports are required.
Resource requirements for Case 534G are shown in Figures 6-3 (cost},
6-4 (manpower), 6-5 (power), and 6-6 (logistics). It was determined that
'_ the resources did not vary greatly during the ISS portion of the experiment
.....:_,, R300
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program over a large case sample. This was due to the imposition of cost
constraints.
A life sciences emphasis, non-cost-constrained experiment program
was generated (see Figure 6-7). In this program, both LS-1A (Minimum
Medical) and LS-I (the Minimum Life Science Research Facility) were
launched initially. LS-IB was launched in an attached module. After one
,, year, it was retvrned to ground for refurbishment and relaunched as LS-IC,
the Intermediate Life Science Research Facility. It extended past the end of
the ISS one year into the GSS, and at that time it was joined by LS-ID, the
Dedicated Life Science Research Facility, also in an attached module. The
primary parameter of interest is the cost at the beginning of the ISS,
$767 million. An astronomy emphasis program was also run as Case 538A.
As many modules were made to fly during the ISS as were consistent with
available resources other than cost. Here, the cost at Space Station launch
was $1, Z07 million.
6, 3 RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS MODULES
. ,_11r
To establish requirements for the Space Station preliminary design, a
":",., set of Research and Applications Modules (RAM's) were defined. This section
.',,
describes the modules selected to accommodate those Blue Book FPE's that
• have been assigned to RAM's as a result of the mode-of-accommodation
/:: analysis and their interface with the Space Station. A total of 23 experiment
.: groups require modules. Eight module configurations were developed to meet
the requirements of these experiment groups.
6. 3. 1 Module Description
The eight module types are discussed below with reference to Figure 6-8.
The experiment groups accommodated in each type are noted in Figure 6-8.
6. 3. I. i Type 1 Module
Due to launch weight limitations on x-ray stellar astronomy and advanced
and ATM follow-on solar astronomy, only the module volume containing sub-
systems is pressurized for shlrtsleeve access. The primary optics and /
experiment sensors are supported in an unpressured structural framework.
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' 6, 3, 1 2_ Type 2: Module
' The 6, 300 kg (13, fl00 lb) mass of the 3-m advanced stellar astronomy
telescope (exclusive of module and subsystems) precludes the inclusion of a
pressurizable volume, Themodule could, however, be launched in two s_c-
tions and a pressurized volume provided.
6, 3, 1, 3 Type 3 Module
i
The _-m intermediate stellar telencepo is flown in a thr_ .... section_d
' : module. The subsystems chamber in continuouslyprossurlzed, The experi-
ment sensor chamber can be pressurized for changing san0or_ and matnton-
r.,, ante and flepressurizcd for operatt.on, 'Weight limitations 0till require the
.i !
:, primary optics volume to remain unpressurizable,
r
. '; 6. 3. 1.4 Type 4 Module
: The airlock module configuration accommodates the most experiments
': with the 12 groups noted in Figure 6-8 in the airlock volu,'_.,e,plus appropri-
ii,'}",,i ate manned support equipment in the pressurized volt:me.
,i:_::.,_ 6. 3. 1, 5 Type 5 Module
i:ii,;(.i; Weight of the small x-ray telescope package al!ow_ _he use of a fully
• ::.. ,'
:i:'!:i!' pressurlzable free-flyer design,
• i 'V
....) ,_._(
_,.• 6. 3. 1.6 Type 6 Module
•i :.
•":'.,_ The all-up dedicated life science research facility,and the cosmic ray
";!?i" physics laboratory are located in dedicated modules.
..',:,
6. 3.1,7 Type 7 Module
Accommodation of the entire Earth surveys experiment complement on a
large gimbal platform requires a dedicated module with a depressurizable ,. .
volume.
• 6. 3. 1.8 Type 8 Module.
':!,., This free flyer provides the long-term linear acceleration required for /
cryostorage experiments. The volume containing the experiments can be
:iii_.' Q depressurized if required for proper environment simulation.
.':i ,' _
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6, 3. 2 Module_Space Station Interfaces
6, 3, 2, 1 Module Pumpdown
Table 6_4 shows pumpdown volume requirements, The Space Station
supplies the pumping system and 1, 2 cum (42 cu ft), 2,070 kN/sq m (300 ps!)
storage tank_ for upto 23, 2 cure (820 cu ft) of gas, Additional storage
volumes required for module TFpes 4, 5, and 7 are supplied by similar
attxtltary tanks located in the modules.
6.3.2,2 Electrical Power
The dedicated l'ife n_tencen module veq_uiren the mo.t power with an
average load of 6.6 kw which e_ceedo thepower avai, lahle for attached modulen
and experimet_t_ during the ISS ph.r_e of oporationo. Thin module can be
accommodated ia the GSS phase becaut_e additional power i.s available. Most
, of the modl_s rcqtt_re approximately I to Z kw average powor_ including
, control and display and pumpdown power. This power is supplied from the
station when t_odules are docked.
_, 6, 3.2. 3 Weight
:.:, Table 6-4 shows that the 9,072 kg (20, 000 lb) modulo 'tdeslgn-to't weight
"". :i limit is exceeded in two cases, even after off-loading of easily removable
subsystems and initial logistics, The 9, ZS0 kg (Z0, 4Z0 lb) weight of the A-1
module could be reduced to almost 9, 07Z kg (ZO,000 Ib) ifthe control moment
_, gyros are Installed in orbit. The 10,900 kg (Z4,000 lb) launch weight of the
A-Z module cannot be substantially reduced without a radically different
.... design approach.
. The eight modules weighing exactly 9,072 kg (Z0, 000 lb) all have some
carry-on logistics required.
6. 3. Z. 4 Data
During attached mode operation, data are transferred to the Space Station
data bus. The primary signal processing equipment on the modules includes
signal conditioners, remote acquisition units, a data programmer, modula-
tor and demodulator system, and duplex intercom system. All photographic
film and other hard-copy processing is accomplished in the GPL, /
Free-flying modules transmit data to the Station at a range of up to
.... 1,850 km (1,000 nmi). Transmitters operating at Ku-band are used with both
omni and 1. 3Z-m (4-it) diameter directional antennas,
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Table 6-4
EXPERIMENT MODULE REQUIREMENTS
D_pressurizable
Modul_ Experiment Launch, kg Carry-on, kg Pumpdown Volume, m 3
Type Group (lb) (lb) (ft 3 )
1 A-I 9,270 {20,420) 518 (1, 140) None
A-3AA 9,072 (20,000) 14 (30) None
A-3CC 6,4fl3 (14, Z80) .... None
2 A-2 10,896 (24,000) 463 (1,020) None
3 A_ZA 8,077 (1',',790) .... 33 (1, 163)
4 A-4A 7,1,05 (15,650) .... 68 (Z, 407)
Ao4J% 6,846 (15,080) .... 68 (Z,407)
Ao4C 6,fi87 (14,730) .... 68 (2,407)
A_SB 8,303 (18, Z90) .... 68 (2,407)
A-6 8,76Z (19,300) .... 68 (2,407)
P-2BB 9,07Z (20,000) 586 (1,290) 68 (2,407)
ES-1AA 8,917 (19,640) .... 68 (2,407)
ES-IG 8,662 (19,080) .... 68 (2,407)
CN-I 6,805 (14,990) .... 68 (2,407)
CN-1A 6,633 (! 4,610) .... 68 (2,407)
CN-IB 6,678 (14,710) .... 68 (2,407)
T-3B 9,07Z (Z0,000) 195 (430) 68 (2,407)
5 A-5A 8, 930 (19,670) .... 115 (4, 078)
6 1°-3 9,072 (20,000) 12,163 (26,790) None
LS-ID 9,072 (20,000) 232 (510) None
7 ES-I 9,072 (20,000) 1,094 (Z,410) 88 (3,102)
8 T-ZA 9,072 (Z0,000) 3,500 (7,710) None (4)
T-2BB 9,072 (20,000) 4, 372 (9,630) None
Notes:
(I) Maximum daily average electricalpower delivered to module fromS[atlon, plus control a
module operation. Power for docked or attached modes only.
(2) Maximum daily average power supplied by free-flying module power subsystem. /(3) Average includes yearly replacement of superconducting magnet/dewar.
(4) Assumes that experiments normally operate in pressurized chamber, but could be depres
experiments.
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17_I,DOUT FRAME _
Table 6°4
:PERIMENT MODULE REQUIREMENTS
Depressurizable Electrical Power
arty-on, kg Pumpdawn Volume, m 3 Station Power (1) Free-Flyer l_awer (2)
(Ib) (ft 3 ) (kw) (kw)
518 (1, 140) None 0. 10 1.42
14 (30) None 0. 11 1.49
.... None 0. 10 1.42
463 (I, 020) None 0. 12 1. 10
.... 33 (I,163) 0.53 1.51
.... 68 (2,407) 2.22 N/A
.... 68 (2,407) 2.28
.... 68 (2,407) I.95
.... 68 (2,407) 2.20
.... 68 (2,407) 2.31
586 (1,290) 68 (Z,407) 2.02
.... 68 (2,407) 4. 57
.... 68 (Z,407) 3.90 i
.... 68 (2,407) 2. 14 ,
.... 68 (2,407) 2.05
.... 68 (2,407) 2.07
195 (430) 68 (2,407) 1.79 I
.... 115 (4,078) 1.56 1.29
163 (26,790) None I.62 N/A
'_32 (510) None 6.61
.)94 (2,410) 88 (3, 102) 5. 79
(7,710) None (4) 0. I0 I.33
372 (9,630) None 0. 15 I.41
to module from Station, plus control and display and pumpdown power supporting
modes only.
Kflying module power subsystem.
)nducting magnet/dewar. /
)ressurized chamber, but could be depressurized if required for some particular
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.' 6, 3. 2, g Control, Display, and Checkout
The primary monitor and control console for the free-flying modules is
located in the GPI,. When docked, the local control and display for free-
flying modules is provided by a portable unit containing a computer-
addressable keyboard, CRT display, and associated controls and electronics.
This unit interfaces with the data bus,
Onboard checkout is accomplished through the data managemen_ system,
To a large _xtent, routine stimuli generators and response analysis will be
_' computer-controlled for automated monitoring. Many of the modules have
as many as 2,000 to 3,000 checkout points to accomplish this, The crew can
override these operations for flexible adaptation to specialized conditions,
/,,! 6. 3. 2. 6 Guidance and Control
•: Attitude reference data for gimbal/platform pointing on attached modules
,!,i is supplied from the Space Station.
i, 6. 3.3.7 Propulsion
The propulsion system for free flyers uses monopropellant hydrazine.
i:?!; Propellant is supplled from a nitrogen-pres surized, blowdown-positive
::" expulsion system using bellows-type tanks. These tanks are filled from the
::i Station through a coupling at the docking interface.
, 'L" '
':';_.: 6. 3. Z. 8 Atmosphere Control
":; Atmosphere for shirtsleeve operations in attached modules and docked
i::: free-flyers is supplied from the Space Station, Filters to increase the
cleanliness to Class 10,000 are required for most of the astronomy tele-
scopes located in pressurizable chambers. As previously noted, pumpdown
is accomplished using the pump/reservoir system on the Station with addi-
tional reservoir tanks on the modules as needed. --_
The atmosphere in the life sciences cages and glove boxes is isolated
from the Space Station atmosphere by a separate EC/LS System. 1
i_;_ 6. 3. Z. 9 Thermal Control
i' Heat is not transferred across the Station-module interface (except via /
. air circulation). Therefore, attached modules and docked free flyers
_ independently reject heat. The modules are thermall 7 isolated using
148
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'W high-performance multilayer insulation, The modt_le thermal control sys-
. terns use two clrculati_g flaid loops coupled by a heat exchanger, Water is
used in the cold-plate loop to ensure a nontoxic condition in the event of a
leak,
Section 7
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The operations analyses performed on the Modular Space Station are
reported in this section. The ground operations are summarized inSec-
tion 7, 1 while the flight operations analysis is included in Section 7.2.
..: 7. 1 GROUND OPERATIONS
Ground operations for the Modular Space Station encompass development,
manufacturing, launch-site and sustaining support activities. The follow-
}, ing discussion of ground operations includes predelivery and refurbishment
activities and overall test philosophy as they affect launch site operations.
7•I•I Space Station
(/,:ii'., Space Station ground operations include all launch-site activitiesneces-
:. sary to activate the site and to process (receive, service, installin orbiter,
:, a_d launch) all modules required to complete the orbital buildup of the Space
! Station. The firstthree modules launched (see Figure 7-I, overall launch
: schedule) will comprise the ISS, while a second group of two modules that
i_i' may be launched five years later would provide for growth to the full IZ-man
:: station. Hence, the concepts for training and maintaining of ground personnel
and the disposition of GSE form an important part of prelaunch and launch
operations• KSC is assumed to be the Shuttle launch site for this analysis.
7.1•1. 1 Development and Test
Pre-delivery activities are based on the test philosophy developed for the
Space Station. Some of the most important guidelines of the test philosophy
are as follows:
A. The Space Station is controlled by a single GEl specificationwith
, finalassembly test, and integration done by a single contractor at /
. one facility.
/: '_ B Imposed environment testing, both development and qualification,
will be concentrated at the assembly hardware level and lower,
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"_ there will be no environmental testing at the systems (module)
_._,i .. i_
....... level
r"'"
,+_ C. Testing of assembled modules and clusters will be limited to the
: •. ,:_ I. Design develepment tests utilizing a functional model (FM) that
iii is an electrical, electronic, and data subsystem breadboard of
.... the ISS modules.
2. Design-qualification demonstrations utilizinga flightintegration
tool (FIT) that is a physical and functional replica of the ISS
modules. (The FIT is also used for sustaLning support of
mission operations are discussed later.)
3. Hardware-acceptance tests of flightmodules. Irnplicitin this
test philosophy is the intent to elLminate environmental mission
.' profile qualificationtesting at the module level or above, and
. to minimiz_e repetition of integrated systems tests, whether /
performed at the factory or launch site.
.... D, A policy of shipping an orbit-ready module from the factory will be "
:_ followed. However, should launch site testing be unavoidable, it
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?.... : :'. will be no more rigorous than acceptance testing performed at the
•ii factory. Major disassembly and tests at lower levels of assembly
will not be permitted in the field except when necessary to isolate
malfunctions. Launch checkout will be accomplished with onboard
checkout instrumentation, supplemented, as necessary with external
GSE for control and monitoring purposes.
E. Tests will be assembled into an overall test plan covering all aspects
of testing so that (1) tests conducted at lower hardware levels
:', generally will not be repeated at higher levels, and (Z) development
' testing is performed so that sensors and parameters which will
. ultimately be used for acceptance testing will have a credible data
base. Similarly, acceptance and prelaunchtesting will be con-
strained to those sensors and parameters previously utilized in the
development qualification testing programs.
The funct'onal model, Figure 7-2, will be used as a breadboard for
_: development of electrical, electronic, and data systems and module-to-
': module electrical interfaces. The FIT modules, Figure 7-Z, will be
_:?_:;: developed in parallel using refurbished test specimens from the qualification
test program. The FIT modules will be used as production prototypes to
:_. develop cable and wire runs, assembly techniques, etc. Each of the FIT
..... modules will be tested utilizingproduction GSE after which itwill be substi-
: :.:i:: tuted for its counterpart in the functional model. After all three have been
i:_:i: substituted in the FM, they will be assembled into the ISS configuration _
_:( utilizing split interface adapters.
_'.. The production flight articles will then be manufactured (Figure 7-3).
': They will be substitutedfor the FIT modules, one by one, and operations
verified. The flightarticles will be assembled into the ISS configuration and
integrated operation verified. By this technique, both the FIT modules and
the flightarticles can be proven to operate as assembled ISS configurations.
The interchange of modules between the two verifies the intermodule inter-
face and overall operation of the flightarticles and the FIT, which will
support the 10-year program on the ground for integrationof subsequent
:" changes and new hardware. After this integrated test which must verify
readiness for orbital operations, the modules will be disassembled, the
Ii:_ items to be off-loaded removed, and the modules individually shipped to the
' 153
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Shuttle launch site for tending in the orbit,_r and subsequent launch. This
process is illustrated in Figure 7-4.
Mating of the ISS flight modules for integration could be performed at the
contractor's facility or at an integration facility at the launch site. Mating at
the launch site would allow integration to be accomplishad immediately before
launch of the first module without cro_s-country transportation between
integration and launch.
An alternative approach would he to perform the integration at both the
factory and launch site; however, this would duplicate testing and require the
off-loading of subsystems which will be later delivered to the Space Station
to be done at the launch site where the installation experience does not exist.
Performing the flight module integrated testing only at the launch site invites
schedule slip and cost increase in that the flight modules would be first
assembled there and any difficulties encountered in initial assembly of
modules would have to be accomplished remote from the engineering and
production sites. Also the FIT and all the GSE to operate the FIT and flight
'::: module cluster would have to be shipped to the launch site and set up in a
specific facility. Since integration at the manufacturing site minimizes pro-
.....
gram cost it is recommended.
• " After the ISS development, the FIT should be located at a site that most
,ii;,i conveniently accommodates the majority of its continuing activities as noted
_. in Table 7-1.
i: ,:: 7.1.1.2 Prelaunch and Launch Operations
_' Prelaunch and launch operations include all launch site acti=,ities
required to prepare and launch the Spate Station modules. It is assumed that
launch will be from Complex 39 (LC-39) of KSC by Shuttle launch vehicle.
Space Station operations described in this section have been developed accord-
ing to the overall test philosophy and integration concepts delineated in Sec-
tion 7. 1. 1. 1. The three ISS modules equipped with the integral experiment
hardware installed in the GPL will be fully assembled and a complete inte-
grated test performed at the manufacturing site. The entire Space Station
, will be acceptance tested, the three modules demated_ and designated items /
:.r
off-loaded to b1"ing the module gross weight within the Shuttle cargo weight
: limit.
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Table 7- I
MISSION SUPPORT FUNCTIONS FOR
THE FLIGHT INTEGRATION TOOL
Aid configuration control of the orbiting Space Station.
Aid trouble_shoottng of orbital problems which cannot be solved by the
flight crew.
Provide for functional and physical integration of new or modified Space
St,_tion flight hardware_ experiment_, and experiment modute_ (RAMIe).
Provide for functional integration of new or m_dified _oftwave.
,Aid flight crew profici_ncy training.
Provide for verification of the _paee Stat_on-_ light Control Center func-
tionaL interface.
Aid in development and revision of maintenance pianu and procodurc__.
Aid principal inveotigator orientation.
Oualification testing of software.
Indoctrination of the scientific community.
Modutes wilt be transported to the launch site by air, serviced for
flight, loaded in the Shuttle orbiter, and interfaces verified. ]_-
The launch of the ISS Space Station is essentially a one-time launch and
as such does not warrant the buildup of a field station crew to repeat testing
that should be performed at the manufacturing site where facilities, equip= 1
ment, procedures, and manpower already exist to perform this function.
The overall general operational flows for each of the Space Station
modules is identical {Figure 7-5), differing only in details. The duration of
launch site operations ranges between 15 and _-1 days from landing at the
launch site to lift-off. At present, the Power Subsystem Module requires the
longest time due to battery installation at the launch site.
7. 1.2 Logistics and Crew/Cargo Module Operations
Two types of modules are used for logisticssupport of the Space Station.
The Logistics Module used during ISS operations is unmanned while in the
Shuttle. The Crew/Cargo Module will be used during GSS _perations and is
simiiar to the Logistics Module except that itwill contain a lifesupport sys- f
tern and carry six passengers to accommodate rotation of the larger crew.
In both cases, the onboard subsystems require littlein the way of ground
O0000006-TS F 13
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' checkout. The basic concept for Logistics and Crew/Cargo Module opera-
' _ tions is as follows:
A. _xisting facilities will be used for the Logistics Module and CCM
operations (the VAB low bay area).
B. Logistics Module and CCM operation_ will be a continuing effort
for the duration of tho Space Station program with up to one launch
per month except when superseded by a Space Station module or
Research and Applications Module launch.
C, There will be no impact on flight operation_ support (in terms of
Logistics Module and CClvi mission control facilities and GSE)
beyond that required for Space Station and Shuttle mission control
' ope r at ion s.
The overall operational flow for the Logistics Module at KSC and the
related cargo-handling flows are shown in Figure 7-6. The flow has three
:_ major branches: the flow for the initialflightof a Logistics Module, originat-
, ing at the factory with manufacturing and shipment to KSC; the flow for
i_ repeated flightsof a Logistics Module returned from orbit;and the flow for
cargo and supplies to be loaded on the Logistics Module. These branches _
• :(
;'...... converge to a common flow for later stages of Logistics Module operations,:, :.:!::
(i":_"i: beginning with final checkout of the Logistics Module and terminating with
' ;i!: launch.
.i: Figure 7-7 shows a schedule of Logistics Module turnaround and
"_',i:', maintenance activities. Logistics Modules will be maintained through an
airline method of operation as illustrated (i. e., preflight and postflight checks,
_- correction of malfunctions experienced during flight, and periodic maintenance. )
Crew Cargo Module prelaunch and launch operations are essentially the same
with the addition of servicing and checkout required for the manned systems.
7. 1.3 Experiment Operations
Experiments require the following types of support at the launch site:
I. Specialized or Unique Facilities.
If. Maintenance of Unique Protective Environment.
III Test and Checkout.
IV. Prelaunch Servicing of Consumables. /
• V. Active Support at Lift-off.
VI. Installation During Countdown,
._., VII. Program-Peculiar Functions. \
• _ ':": 160
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' 'S. Table 7-2 shows the types of support which each ]?PE subgroup
. I scheduled in the Case 534G Flight Plan require (F]PE's launched with the
GPL are excluded.) When the FPE's and FPE Subgroups are grouped
according to common support requirements, six distinct groups are apparent,
as shown in Table 7-2. A typical sequence and description of operations at
KSC was defined for each group. These are presented in MP-03, Integrated
Mission Management Operations. Supporting facilities andGSE required at
' KSC were also defined and included in MP-03. A brief,_ummary is included
in Section 7. 1.5 of this document, and some unusual support requirements
are noted below:
:
A. Space Biology Experiments-The operational activities associated
with the specimens for the space biology experiments represent the
' • major effect of the experiment program on the launch site. A bio-
,i.: logical laboratory must be provided for specimen storage, care,
feeding, and flight preparation. It is desirable that this facility
•.,,. duplicate insofar as possible the orbital configuration.
"-_'_ B. Continuous Active Support Required--Four of the FPE detectors wilt
._..:, require continuous active support. One of the detectors in both
',,._ FPE A-l, Grazing Incidence X-ray Telescope, and A-5B, Gamma
1:%,:- Ray Telescope, must be kept at dry-ice temperatures when rot." i .2,::_ operating and must operate at LN 2 temperatures The crystals will!;;;:.: be transported in dry ic and installed at KSC after activation and
'ii._i: functional verification of the cryogenic loops. In addition, a contin- j
i"._ -]
.::/: uous GN 2 blanket will be maintained on the optical trains of many
,:i.i._:.: FPE's to meet environmental requirements for cleanliness and
-"_ humidity control.
C. Time-Sensitive Installations--All films and emulsions will be stored
in a refrigerated and radiation-shielded vault. These items will be
installed prior to module-orbiter mating.
7. 1.4 Mission Support Operations
The 10-year continuous operation of the orbiting Space Station, the mul-
tiple project interfaces, and the requirements for continued resuppiy generate
_,: a requirement for a different form of mission management than employed in /
' the past.
,_" Mission management for the Space Station must be developed considering
its relationship to other projects and programs and NASA's overall scientific
r.
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Table 7-2
KSC REQUIP_EMENTS GROUPING SUMMAN.Y
I II Ill IV V Vl VII
Crlterla Malntvnancv
ofProtective
Environment
Not
Specialized Normally Prelauneh Active
FPE _ or Provided by TeAt Servicing Support Installation Program_
Sub- _ Unique Launch Site and of at During Peculiar
............... Checkout Conaumablca Lift-OH Countdown Functionsgroup _ Facilitie_ Facility
A-I X X X
A.2 X X X
A-2A X X X
A-3AA X X X
A-3CC X X X
ES- I X X X
ES- IAA X X X
ES- IG X X X
._' P-3 X X X
T-ZA X X
T -ZBB X X
T-3B X X
A-4A X X X
A-4B X X X
A-4C X X X
A-SA X X X X
A-5B X X X X
i A-6 X X X X
CN-I X X X
CN-IA X X X
CN-IB X X X
P-ZBB x X X X
LS-IB X X X X X X
LS-IC X X X X X X
LS-ID X X X X X X
P-3C X X
P-4A X X X
P-4 _ X X X X
P-,tC X X X X
T-3A X X X
T-4C X X
T-5A X X X
T-5B X X X
T-5C X X X
P-IA X X X X X
P-IB X
P-IC X X X
P-IE X X X
P-ZA X X X X
T-IA X X X
T-IB X X X
MS-3A X X •
MS-3B X
MS-3C X /
MS-3D X
MS-3E X
f
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program. Figure 7-8 illustrates theue relationships, The _cienttfic pro-
: :_( grams are independent of the support elements shown on the right of the
figure, with the Space Station supporting only a part of the scientific
payloads, An integrated scientific orbital program management organization
having the functional elements illustrated, will have to be established to
coordinate the total scientific orbital program anticipated during th_ Space
Station era.
•_ The Space Station program i_ different from other manned space flight
in that the Station must operate as an orbiting operational facility (a0 opposed
to an R&D program) that is both economical and convenient to use by the
scientific community, commercial enterprise, and anyone else who might
need to perform activities in an orbital environment. It must provide this
operational facility for 10 years. The 10-year operations cannot be accu,
rarely predicted to any depth in advance; shifting emphasis in national goals,
:: new techniques, scientific breakthroughs (perhaps brought about by the experi-
ments onboard the Station), and new equipment that may become available"4"
.,._, will obviously result in changes. Therefore, an overall mission management
.... concept is required that will integrate air Space Station mission support
_ii:.i:!:)___ operations in a manner that will be responsive to program changes that may
:/ ..... develop during the 10 year program.
• ':":.:. There are three separate activities associated with management of the
_•,. operational Space Station program, The first is coordination with user
' ':,':": agencies, the second is development of new program elements, and the third
. )', is conduct and support of the active program. Accomplishment of these
....:. activities will require an overall Space Station program management struc-
:.:. ture for planning and controlling the future directions of the program. The
first two are the responsibility of NASA program management. The Lhird
activity has significant impact on ground operations and is discussed in the
following sections.
As shown in Figure 7-9, this activity will consist of (1) logistics opera-
tions support, (2) mission analysis and planning, (3) flight operations support,
and {4) experiment operations support. ,t
' 7.1.4.1 Logistics Operations Support j
/-
Logistics operations support includes inventory management to ensure
: _,f that all required crew, materials, and supplies are delivered to the Space
"'_:" Station at the proper time ae.d in the proper quantity so that the mission can
always be conducted at maximut_a capability. The logistics support \
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Joperations will provide configuration management so that there wilt always
: he knowledge on the ground of what the exact orbital configuration is Includ-
ing experiment hardware. The logisticsoperations will also perform the
more ciasslcai logisticsfunctions of cargo handling, packaging, procurement,
and transportation. Another function of ioglstlcsis t_sting, particularly
testing or certification of new equipment to make sure that it will fit and
function properly. All the hardware to be flown with the Space Station is sub-
' ject to interface control under the Space Station. Verification will be by
preflight hardware integration on the FIT. In the case of experiment hard-
ware, ad_ctu_tte c¢_rttficatloa tostLng for compatibility is reqtfir_d.
),
7. I. 4.2 Mission Analysis and Planning
Space Station mission analysis and planning will be split into two levels;
: first,there will be a 10-year plan which wilt generally structure the total
Space Station mission. This 10-year plan wilt be broken down into 90-day
_:' segments, each one of which, for planning purposes, wilt be considered a
•:. separate mission. The 90-day plan, comprising the second ieve!, wilt estab-
i.
fish _'hatthe objectives for that mission are and what has to be done to
' ' 'Ji
...._: accomplish these objectives The on-orbit crew, as a result of itshigh_:.:_ , .
:':'?.: degree of autonomy, will not be working to predetermined timelines but to
.'._• this mission plan, which will provide them with general requirements for
i;
;:. conduct of the mission from which they will develop their own timelines
:5•::: every 24 to 48 hr. The crew will also perform maintenance functions such
" :'; as checkout and repair and will participate in overall inventory control.
::._ Automated techniques will be used to achieve maximum cost-effectiveness,
through use of computerized mission planning models. If required, these
models will be adaptable for use in on-line or real-time planning functions
in support of the overall program.
7. I.4.3 Flight Operations Support
During the orbit operations phase, flightoperations support will perform
what has in the past been called mission control, supporting on-board status
_ monitor and faultisoiationand analysis. Flight operations support will also /
coordinate all system status and trend data for crew training, simulation,
and other activitiesassociated with preparation for flightoperations. :,r_
: Flight support operations will have the primary goal of maximizing the
.. :.. 168
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1:' utilization of mission resom'ces. This function will begin during thedl
prelaunch phase and continue throughout the Space Station program, How-
ever, the duties performed and the number of personnel required vary
according to mission phase. During the prelaunch and launch pha_es, the
primary duties will be to support system integration and flight-readine_s
testing, verify the status of that portion of the tracking capability which has
been called up to support the mission, verify the capability of the communicao
tions system to _upport the mid,ion, and parttcip__te in the generation of
launch and flight mission rules and proceduro_.
From lift-off through early orbit, flight opera.tion_ support wil!porform
significant flight control duties. The mission director and his staff wilt run
the mission duriai_ buildup and until the first operational flight crew boards
the Space Station and has it fully operational. The flight operations support
personnel will pin 7 key roles in supporting orbital readiness tests (ORT) per-
formed on-orbit and providing data analysis to verify that the assembled
Space Station is certified to support a lO-year scientific program. After
.'_ initial manning, the flight operations personnel will revert to a low level of
i,_!._"_' activity and after the first year, only periodic ephemeris updates will be pre-
pared for comparison with onboard data. Subsystem status will be monitored .......
for long-term trend analysis and consumables management.
7. 1.4.4 Experiment Operations Support
/)".., The fourth function of mission management is experiment operations
support to assist in planning experiments, establish their procedures, and
i:
,, provide the capability for principal investigators to participate (on the ground)
in their experiments while they are in orbit. The experiment operations
support will provide storage for and analysis of data and reduction of data
to allow real-time analysis by principal investigators. Most of the experi-
ment data will go directly to the integrated scientific orbital program for
distribution to the users.
Research and Applications Module data will be analyzed by experiment
module specialists to predict long-term failures. Ground support of RAMts i
may be ms re critical than Space Station systems data because of the develop- /
mental nature of the experiment modules.
\
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7. 1.5 GSE Facilities, and Manpower
The GSE and facilitles for th_ Space Station program are treated In
Sections 3 and 4 of MP-03, Integrated Mission Management Operations, and
have been identified on the assumption that the Kennedy Space Center wi!1 be
the Shuttle laaneh alto,
The Logistics Module will be bossed in low bay_ of the VAB which is
near the Shuttle maintenance urea, Cargo will be stored in the /_upply,
Shipping, and Receiving Building behind the Mission Sttpport Operations
Baildtng (MSOB).
Ml.slon planning and analysis, flight operation, support, and experiment
; operations _upport could be located at KSC, however, at least during buildup
operations, which include 90 days of predominantly tmmanrtod operation0,
these functions should be located at MSC where mission control facilities,
ground network ties, etc., presently exist. Logistics support operations
should be located at KSC for the continued support of a lO-year program.
.,, Economies could result from centralizing all elements of mission manage-
ment at KSC. Were these functions to be at KSC, all would be located in the
,A MSOB. The CIF computer capability would be required in support of mission
management. Further effort to determine the optimum location for the
.,.) , '
• _" varioas mission management functions, facilities, and equipment is
recommended.
,. The experiment modules and experiment hardware could be housed in
• :::, "_
' the MSOB high bay area. "Ihis will provide the clean area, vacuum chambers,
.:..._ and adequate space for offices and laboratories. This would also be the loca-
:_ ties of the FIT if located at KSC,
Of the four mission management functions, logistics operations support
should be at the launch site due to critical schedules and the actual cargo to
be uelivered to orbit. The Space Station module launch crew decreases after
the third module launch and the launch crew for the Logistics Modules is
increased in anticipation of many further Logistics Modules. This provides
an essentially flat-loaded task between the logistics and single-latmch crews
as noted on the right hand side of Figure 7-10.
':, The sum of the manpower required for the other three functions of Y
mission support also results in flat-loaded manpower. Mission planning and
analysis at the first launch will settle down to a smaller crew than will be :_
required for preflight planning. Flight operations support will increase at
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,.;. the firstlaunch and settledown after shakedown operations and arrival of
:. the firsttwo RAM's. Experiment operations support, aproject-oriented
function with a mix similar to the orb_.tingscientificcrew, wilt increase on
'/ the arrival of each of the firsttwo RAM's and then stabilize.
7.Z FLIGHT OPERA%IONS
.:_i
:_, Flight operations encompasses three major activities: (I) buildup and
./,
: activation, (Z) sustained operations, and (3} logisticssupport.
7. Z. 1 Buildup and Activation
Space Station buildup events are summarized in Figure 7-! 1. This phase
of the mission covers the first60 days (three launches) of the Space Station II
program. During this phase of the mission, two assembly crewmen wilt q
accompany each of the Space Station modules to orbit as passengers in the I
_." Space Shuttle, These assembly cre_vmen wilt perform the interface mating, /
•- checkout, and operational functions on the Space Station while the Space
,_.. Shuttle remains attached to the configuration. During their orbital stay and
':;' untilthe flightworthiness of the completed Space Station is certified,these
_: 171
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ii'iii_.:_: crewmen will depend upon the ShuttLe for Life support and Living accommoda- (
5,,','
i: tions while working in the Space Station modules; the Shuttle will act as the
:, on-orbit support facilityduring buildup.
]/
._,.,. 7.2. I.1 Power/Subsystems Module
:_ The Power/Subsystems Module buildup tirnelineis presented in Fig-
ure 7-I_.. WhiLe shirtsleeve operations are planned, this timeLine includes
suited operations so that the resulting task times are conservative and provide
for suited operation if required. As shown in the figure, at approximately
four hours ground-elapsed time (GET), the Space Shuttle bay door will be
i
opened, the module deployed on the payload interface pallet, and the atmos- i
phere supply flow into the module wilt be activated. The air supply wilt
utilizethe nominal atmosphere distributionsystem in the module. 'I
The two assembly crewmen then enter the Space Shuttle airlock in IVA ,i
_r" Z ' suits. An expandable tunnel wiLL be used for crew transfer from the Space /
i Shuttle to the Power/Subsystems Module hatch. At the module hatch, there
i'i is a viewing window and a habitabilityverificationreadout station. The crew ,,_:
11
_.: can equalize pressure across the entry hatch at this LOcation and can activate
172
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the internal communication systems and lighting systems of the module. The
interface between the modulo and the Shuttle is illustrated in Figure 7-13.
Following entry, the crew will use the portable display and control unit.
It operates with the computer and has the functional capabilities of the console
scheduled for delivery in the Crew/Operations Module, but it operates in a
manual, one-command-at-a-time mode. The PDCU can tht_s be used for
command activities and for diagnostic routines for fault detection and
i s olati on.
The first activation operation is deployment of the solar array system.
Once deployed, the crew checks the system and switches to array power.
The 8olar array orientation control system ,:/ill be activated and checked
out. Proper system response and panel operation can be evalttated by the
crew while the Space Shut:tie maintains the orbital rate of the total configure-
': tion. The assembly crew will conduct communication tests on the VHF and
S-Band systems with the ground network. Propulsion system cheeks will be
conducted by means of a series of controlled tests that are repeated several
't
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i# times to accumulate a reasonable amount of operating time in the space
environment and by horizon sensor and star-tracker system checks.
Once the on-orbit crew and the ground support personnel have estab-
Lished the module's readiness for _0 days of unmanned operations, the power
Subsystems Module will be configured for unmanned operations by activation
of the atmosphere supply onboard the module. The crew will then disconnect
the umbilicais across the interface, enter the Space Shuttle airiock, and
depressurize the tunnel. The Space Shuttle will then separate from the
Power/Subsystems Module, with the module propulsion system activated and
the hatch cover closed over the exposed docking port by RF command from
the Space Shuttle.
7,.2..1.. Crew/Operations Module
J=
The Crew/Operations Module is directly docked to the Power/Subsystems
' Module by the Space Shuttle. To assist the orbiter pilot in the performance
of manual docking, aids are provided on the Space Station (see Figure 7-14).
The docking aid chosen to apprise the pilot of displacement errors is a
: ._ T-bar device. The T-bar is located above the target docking hatch and when
. '_i_:,,_
::,_:_ viewed through the Space Shuttle docking telescope, its image wilt yield ,
i:: information relative to lateral and vertical displacement of the Space Shuttle.
v ,
:.: In addition, target image diameter calibrations will yield data relative to
distance-to-the-docking-interface-plane. The T-bar and the target circle
.:/. are both electroluminescent, and the Space Shuttle will provide lights for .,,.
'i': docking illumination to relieve lighting constraints on docking operations,
To ensure collision avoidance (docking clearances are defined in
Section 3)-a lighting system provides a positive cue to the pilot, should the
Shuttle inadvertently maneuver to a position where collision is possible. In
addition, the collision lights have a slight inward cant (4 deg) so that at dis-
tances greater than 91.5 m (300 ft), the lights may be seen at all times as
an acquisition and rendezvous aid.
Figure 7-15 presents the buildup timelines for the Crew/Operations
Module delivery mission. As shown in the figure, at a ground-elapsed time ,
of approximately five hours, the Space Shuttle will have completed rendez-
i) vous with the Power/Subsystems Module and the Shuttle bay door will be /
::: 4, opened and the module deployed for docking. During ascent of the Space
: _: Shuttle, the mission operations support personnel have completed their
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operational commands to the ta got module, activating the rendezvous and
docking aids and deploying the hatch cover over the target docking port. This
also verifies the RF link.
To eliminate any interference with docking operations, the high-
gain antenna is rotated to the docking orientation. Immediately follow-
ing decking completion, the Space Station attitude control system will
be deactivated and the orbiting configuration attitude orientation will b_
controlled by the Space Shattle until completion of the on-orb[t _cdvLtios.
The crewmen will enter the Crew/Operations Module and begl', mating
the inLerface conrtectors. Until the electrical power interfaces r.re mated
and che,:ked out, the Crew/Operations Module is dependent op the Space
Shuttle for its electrical supply. This supply is limited to _O0 w nominal and
800 w peak, with a total energy of Z0 kwh. The dc power ous interface con-
nectors will be the first items to be mated. Figure 7-'6 presents a typical
electrical interface connector. All electrical conne,.tors are sta:dard except
the power plugs which incorporate a nonarcing fee,are in caee of accidental
dematlng, By incorporat_,nga high-resistance ¢.utersheath, such as a carbon
rod with an appropriate inert binder, as an e-.tensionto the regular pin
', i; ' R300
MODULE-TO- NONARClNG
MODULE CONNECTOR
; INTERFACE / MECHANISM i
i .... i ,J '
:: 36-PINCONNECTOR
CONDUCTOR!
_,_ 8-PINNONARCING STIFFENER
CONNECTOR ,,
"SWITCHES I HIGH*RESISTIVITYCARBON./
,_ EQUIVA_NTCIRCUIT
,,
F_Iu_-e7.18, ElectdcalinterlaceConn6ctionConcepts
i i i | i i i ,i, ,.i i i i =. i i i
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,f-
t l contact, the plug will automatically eliminate arcing during matingpower
and donating. While the first assembly crewman is completing the power
interface, the second assembly crewman will mate the oxygen, nitrogen, and
air ducting interfaces. Approximately two hours after the initiation of the
interfacing mating, the Crew/Operations Modulo will be on the Space Station
power source.
Table 7-3 presents the detailed requirements for interface connections
between the Power/Subsystems Module and the Crew/Operations Module, in
termn of time required for total subsystomcompletion. The interfaces con-
netted hy the second crewman employ quick disconnects with interlocks to the
ahutoff valves for emorgenciao.
Once the atmosphere interfaces are mated and the modulo is on Space
Station power, the crow will activate the environmental control system and
verify proper atmospheric control. The next activity is the mating of the
hydrazine propulsion lines. Since NzH 4 is considered a hazardous fluid, it
is transferred inside an evacuated sleeve (Figure 7-17). The interface sur-
faces of both the fluid line and the outer sleeve are joined by appropriate
:._:, means (bolts, V-band clamps, etc.). The outer sleeve can be retracted for
ease of connection of the inner line. By proper valve manipulation, these
lines will then be evacuated, and the propellant lines filled from the source
tanks in the Power/Subsystems Module. The thruster system will be enabled
; a_d the propulsion system of the Crew/Operations Module operated to verify
system integrity.
• Table 7-3
POWER AND CREW MODULES- DETAIL INTERFACE ESTIMATES
Hookup Time Checkout Time Total Time
Connection Number (rain) (rain) (rain)
,ms
Air Ducts 2 42 6 48
Atmo sphere Supply 4 64 lZ 76
Power (vdc) 4 70 Z0 90
Caution and Warning Z 4Z Z0 6Z
HzO Thermal 4 Z4 20 44
Atmosphere Pumpdown 4 Z4 IZ 36
Propulsion (NzH4) 4 72 40 112 J
Propulsion (GN2, COg) 4 24 lZ 56 I
Data Bus 4 Z4 40 64 /
Power (vac) Z I0 ZO 30
Thruster Control 2 18 20 38
.i_:_ Total time = 636 man-rain
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Figure7-16. N2H4 InterfaceConnectionConcept x
; r
Table 7-4 summarizes the various interface connections and their safety
b_ckups. The high-gain antennas will be deployed to their normal position
and communications tests conducted with the high-gain antennas. Because
the Space Shuttle structure tends to obscure the antennas, orientation of the
cluster must permit continuous viewing for checking acquisition and hand-
over operations. The orientation will depend on the position of the orbit
relative to the data relay satellites.
Following the initial communications tests, the assembly crew will per-
form 10 hr of subsystem tests on primary, redundant, and backup systems
to establish the operational readiness of the two modules.
7. Z. 1.3 General-Purpose Laboratory
The third and final flight of the buildup operations is the delivery and !
mating of the GPL to the Crew/Operations Module, as time-lined in Fig-
ure 7-18. The crew will transfer to the GPL, activate its systems, perform /
the required interface mating operations, and perform subsystem operations
and checkout to verify the operational readiness of the configuration. Fol- "
lowing these activities, preseparation operations will be begun. The
150
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# Table 7_4
' INTERFACE CONNECTOR TYPES
Line Type Connection Safety Backup
..... t
Fuel (NzH4) Conoseal/flange Ew_atlated outer sleeves
High pressure, C_noseal/flango Pressttre bag*
{3B00 psi, Nz)
Medium pressure Quick disconnect Pressure bags
(300 psi; air)
Law pres_tlro (l_ psi; Quick disconnect o._
Ng, Og, C02)
Ambient air and O-ring/flange ---
v_ct_um
Fluid (HgO) Quick disconnect Conden_ati,on bag_
Electrical (hard- 36-pin standard plug ---
wire 9i_nals)
Electrical (power) 8-pin standard plug Nonarcing connector
Electrical (data bus) Coaxial cable ---
' SGas and fluid lines can have electrical interlocks installed so that in the
.... event of accidental demating, shutoff valves automatically close,
:.'} remaining crew and Space Shuttle activities parallel those described
. ' previously for separation, station-keeping, and return.
q
:.. 7.2.1.4 Activation
::) The activation phase of the Space Station mission includes the first three
._ launches (30 days apart) of the Logistics Modules. During this phase of the
• mission, certain noncritical equipment, which was off-loaded from the Space
Station modules to meet the q, 072 kg (20,000 Ib) Space Shuttle launch limit,
will be delivered to orbit on the logistics flights for assembly into the module.
As presented in Figure 7-18_ rendezvous with the orbiting Space Station
occura approximately seven hours after llft-off. The crewmen will enter
the Logistics Module and begin the interface mating between it and the Crew/
• Operations Module. Total time for interface hookup and checkout is
450 man-rain. Once the interface operations have been completed, the crew
will begin transfer of equipment off-loaded from the Space Station modules [or l
•. launch, Table 7-5 indicates the items which are candidates for off-loading
i : ,:_: from the Space Station modules and their number, An approximate distance
and time for transfer are also shown in the table along with the estimated
installation time.
18t
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Table 7-5 "_
EQUIPMENT TRANSFER AND INSTALLATION
Time
per Unit
Transfer Unit In_tallation Total Unit
Distance Transfer TAme Time Weight
Item Quantity Module (ft) (rain) (rain) (rain) (lb)
ClVIG 5 Power 38 20 30 25D 400
Battery 4 Power 50 18 60 312 389
O 2 (repreasurization) I Power 33 15 15 30 289
GN 2 (represnurlzntlon) 4 Power 33 15 15 l_0 Z77
O 2 Tank (metahellc) 3 Power 33 15 15 90 ZB9
Battery 8 Crow 18 15 60 600 389
Water Tank 3 Crew 22 12 15 81 386
Trash Compactor I Crew 26 15 25 40 1I0
Food (freezer/ 4 Crew 15 I0 I0 80 228
refrigerator)
IVA/EVA Units 6 Crew 28 I0 5 90 74
•_, Battery 8 GPL 34 18 60 624 389
' /i
•,::-'i!.i' (
•_!_ Following the transfer and installation of the off-loaded items, the newly
• .: installedequipment will be checked out and itsoperability verified. An
: : orbital readiness test is performed subsequent to final assembly. In this
•:.!,i test, the activation crew runs through the entire set of onboard checkout
:_ routines to verify the operability and status of each subsystem. The Station
!': cannot be certified as operational until all subsystems are functioning
- :i
properly.
7.2.2 Sustained Operations
Crew tasks required for housekeeping and maintenance activitieshave
been minimized to provide the largest possible number of man-hours on-orbit
for experiment operations. The general functions for the on-orbit crew
include the'following:
_:._ A. Experiment Operations /
I. Space Station interfaces.
2. Experiment scheduling. "_
3. RAM control and operations.
,,,:- 184
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_l !' 4. FPE checkout and operation.
5. Objective accomplishment.
B0 Space Station Operations
1.. Subsystem operation_.
Z. Logistics vehicle checkout and operation,
3. Resource planning.
4. Station maintenance.
B. Food preparation
All of the daily routine operations for the Space Station will be automated
, to the extent practical. For example, switching to redundant or backup sys-
tems in the event of failure will be automated as much as possible. During
each duty shift, one crewman will be assigned the responsibility of monitoring
the control console located in the Crew/Operations Module. When these
• operations are minimal, the console operator will perform other duties, but
will be available if malfunction or emergency conditions arise requiring his
attention.
,_.:, During the ISS, one crewman (Space Station commander) will be assigned
ii' c¢_,, the responsibility for Space Station operations and maintenance. A second
..... crewman, the experiment officer, is primarily responsible for all experiment
operations and partially responsible for Space Station operations. The four
! remaining crewmen are assigned to the experiment operations. Principal
.i':)i!' investigators may be included in the group of four experiment operations per-::.
' sonnel. The scientific cre*,v will require a minimum of astronaut training,
_ i.e., only that related to safety, emergency procedures and personal tasks,
such as hygiene.
Crew overlap during crew rotation is nominally planned for 12 hr, though
this period could be reduced, if required. The Space Station subsystems have
been designed to provide the capability for single or dual shift operations
on-orbit. Evaluation of work loads, power requirements, responses to emer-
gencies, equipment loading, and experiment targets has indicated that a two- !
shift per day cycle is the more efficient approach. This two-shift cycle would i
be comprised of two 12-hr tours of responsibility, with each crewman per-
".i /forming 10-hr of work; that is, lZ hr of responsibility would be assigned half
" the crew, with freedom to perform the assigned hours of duty and other indi-
,:.,_,?..
• i_ " vidual tasks while remaining available to respond to any contingency. There
185
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1would be six tours of duty and seven tours of responsibility for each crewman
during the week.
7, E.3 Logistics Support
The Space Station is required to provide 30 days of consumables past the
next scheduled resupply for support of on .orbit operations. The technique
employed to satisty this requirement is to store 30 days of operating spares,
consumables, and expendables onboard the Space Station, and to store the
logistics required until the next appointment onboard the Logistics Module.
The time between Logistics Module flights varies from 30 to 90 days.
Consequently, the Logistics Module has been designed for loading of up to
90 days of expendables.
. ' The GSS operations require a minimum of two flights each 90=day period
to rotate the 12 crewmen. The cargo capability of two CCM_s every 90 days
/ will be sufficient to support Space Station operations.
Supplies will be transported to the Space Station as needed in a pantry
......• ; mode of operation. Selected liquids and gases will be transferred from the
:, Logistics Module (by a system controlled from the Space Station control
..,:_:i?.I console) to subsystem using points (RCS, RAM, GPL, etc. ) throughout the
• : ._ Station. The fluid or gas will be pumped or gas pressure-fed to effect trans-
.... _ fer. Each docking port on the Modular Space Station has the interface con-
.:'i'_ nectors and capability to mate to the Logistic Modules for these transfer
' :'"' ope r ation s.
::: " Small quantities of special fluids or gases required for experiment
•,;. :: operations will be transferred the same as solid cargo. Solid cargo transfer
will primarily be accomplished by the crew on an as-needed basis or sched-
uled periodically.
The majority of solid cargo items can be safety handled and transferred
by the crew without the aid of a cargo-handling system. However, the char_ I
acteristicsof some items exceed the capability of a crewman to safely con- i
trol and constrain their movement without the assistance of a mechanical aid.
1
Since the usage rate of atransfer system is periodic, a simple system that i
_"! can be easily installed and removed is desired. Aconcept for such a system
• i:.': is shown in Figure 7-20. To operate the system, the crew would first attach /
:.,: the cable runs. The trackers and guide cables can then be adjusted to the
...... proper tension to constrain _ne cargo. The tracker brake will be released
while the crewmen provides the force to translate the item.
:' I86
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Section 8.
DESIGN SUP]?ORT ANALYSES
This section contah_s the results, of analyses in the following areas:
orbit selection and behavior, radiation environment and protection, long-
life, and safety.
8. 1 ORBIT SELECTION AND BEHA'_rlOR
The Space Station orbit envelope specified by NASA has an altitude
between 444 km (240 nmi) and 500 km(270 nrni.) at an inclination of 55 deg.
The baseline orbit altitude is 456 km (246 nmi). (456 km or Z46 nmi is an
average altitude; it corresponds to an altitude of 242 nmi at the equatorial
crossing..) This altitude was selected p.'imarily to provide good Earth
coverage.
:_!_ii, The Space Station experiment program can be accommodated within the
specified envelope of 444 km to 500 km (240 to 270 nmi) at a 55=deg inclina-
tion. Eart}: survey activities dictate the specific orbit selection since a
satisfactory orbit for these activitiesis acceptable to other disciplines and
Earth surveys is most affected by orbit selection.
An altitudeof 456 km (246 nmi) was established based on mapping rates
and daily ground track separation distance (approximately 370 km or 200 nmi,
measured at the equator where the greatest separation of ground tracks
exists). Another consideration was the avoidance of persistent cloud cover.
This consideration requires at least two days between satellitepasses over a
siteto avoid persistent clouds. The additional requirements met at an alti-
d
tude of 456 km (246 nmi) were that the orbit possess a repetition cycle of i
coverage appropriate to seasonal variations with a nonrepeating orbit speci-
fied to allow mapping down to smaller areal coverages. 1
The Earth coverage profile of the Space Station in the baseline orbit is
illustrated in Figure 8-1. The ground trace behavior pattern for this orbit //
along the equator is presented in Figure 8-2. The abscissa is degrees of
• longitude with the range of 24 deg being the longitud_ shift between successive
\
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;:::;;;:.ii)::;,iii orbit equatorial crossings. The coverage of the remaining fourteen 24-de 8
: :(.i.,i'!.i, segments of the Earth surface would be similar.
i_!i.i_ i,i: The successive orbits cover the ends of this Z4-deg range on Day 0, as
:_: : . crossing at the 24- and 0-deg longitude points. On the next day, Orbit No. 6
,;.:;":': : crosses the equator at 4 deg, shifted A$o degrees east from its previous
-....., _ _: ..:
:. day's crossing point (£1{$ols the angle equivalent of the Z44 nmi shift shown
in Figure 8=2). Note that these are as/tending crossings. The 24=deg seg-
ment was also crossed at the 2+-deg point on the descending crossing of
Orbit No. 6. On succeeding days, this same orbit crossing shifts at _1 o
increments to cover the entire Z4-deg segment shown in 5.89 days and in a
similar manner as the other 14 segments, thus completing one cycle.
• i On the next cycle beginning with the sixth day (second row of Figure 8-Z),
, the trace repetition begins anew, but from a point shifted about 1/Z deg from
:., the first cycle. This l/Z deg (Ak') shift occurs on each succeeding cycle, /
The ground coverage profiles for the metric camera are shown in
:: Figure 8-3. This sensor has approximately 55 percent overlap cross-track
coverage from a 456 km (Z46 nmi} altitude orbit on each succeeding day's
". .. "
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,_, adjacent ground track pass A 55-percent overlap along the track ks required
in the Blue Book. At higher altitudes, the ground swath increases, the adja-
cent ground tracks on succeeding days occur closer together, and the number
i _ of days required to return to a target locale increase. The baseline orbit of
: 456 km (246 nmi) altitude and 55-deg inclination therefore yields a sufficient
.- overlap in near-minimum time.
8.2 RADIATION ANALYSIS
Results of the radiation analysis are given in Figure 8-4, which shows
the 90-day doses received by the three dose points (skin, eyes, and blood
form[ngorgans) in each of the five Crew Module compartments. Only the i
Crew Module is included in the model shown in Figure 8-4 for the following
reason. Typically, a crewman spends 83 percent of his time within the 1
I
Crew Module and the remaining 17 percent in one of the radially docked
: modules. The crew stations in the radially docked modules are similar in /
. terms of shield capability with the control station in the Crew Module. This
17 percent was therefore added tt) the control station residency f
The dose shown in Figure 8-4 can be factored by the residency percent-
ages shown to arrive at the total doses received. Two shield cases are
192
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Figure 8-4. Dose Summary (90 Day}
': 'k" included: the first is for the exterior shield only, including the basic and
!' miscellaneous structure (t'."= 0. Z47 in.); the second includes the shield of the
equipment distr ibuted within the Space Station.
The total doses received are compared with their respective allowables
: in the columns on the right of Figure 8-4. The dose received in the first
case (exterior structure only) is less than allowable for the skin and blood-
forming organs. The eye dose is exceeded by IZ rem for this case. When
the total shield capability including the equipment is considered, the skin,
eyes, and blood-forming organs doses are 44, 28, and 9 rern, respectively,
well within the respective allowables of 105, 5Z, and 35.
The location that would best serve as a biowell (place to reside during a i
solar cosmic event) is the control station of the Crew ivi_.i_ale. If this is util-
ized as the biowell, the dose received there plus the remaining dose from the I
background sources is 16, 21, and 8 rem for the skin, eye, and blood-forming
organs dose points, respectively. These show a marked reduction from the /
totally distributed doses of Figure 8-4; thus, the appropriateness of a bio-
,_ well is apparent.
." ,,. , .
';(' The duration of a typical major solar flare would vary from one to four
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days. To take maximum advantage of the biowell concept, the crew should
remain in the blowell for the duration, Time spent outside the biowell should
obviously be limited, but is certainly allowed.
The radiation analysis has shown that an adequate amount of material is
available for radiation shio, lding; the optimum distribution of this material for
maxhnum shielding doe_, however, warrant further assessment.
The basic dnf_e data generated durtn_ the ahove ana|yNt_ wa_ used to
determine film v_:tult requiroment._, Fig_lre R-G nhowf_ the firm dome received
;_n a function of vault thiel_nena f_r v;tr_ouf_ typeft of r_tdi_ttion. The do_e allow:
able /or typical fihn_ i_:_al, f_(_ Ffimwn in Fip, ure B-fifor the c_tn_ where film io
allowed to remain undeveloped fo_: 90 day_ in the nug_e0t_d _tor_g¢_ mode.
The el;tin ill T"tt_ure 8_5 _tse4u'mo film ;qq_l,tcation_ timito, d to fOgl_ing dene_itie_
associated with film l:ypc,_ ;t_ shown, 'l?]_e we, ights of v_riously sized opherical
aluminum film wtult_ arc shown in Figure 8-5. It iq)pe_tr8 that films with
allowable radiation do._e levels below 1 to _ rod should not be used since the
vat, It requirements become very large.
: Film stacking _o that the least sensitive film would provide additional "
'"_ shielding for the more sensitive types would reduce the_e shield requirements.
Careful design and inventory control would be required to maintain this
advantage.
Also, by reducin_ the storage temperature below anabient (since the sen-
sitivity of film to radiation varies inversely with temperature}, these shield "-'
requirements could be reduced. Kesupply of film at 30-day intervals would
also reduce the film vault requirements by about 300 tb (the requirements
shown are for a 90-day exposure},
8.3 LONG LIFE
The Space Station is designed for total maintenance on-orbit. Return of
modules to Earth is therefore required only if major damage occurs, such as
fire or a docking collision. This section describes the reliability of the sys-
tem duringthe buildup phase while unmanned, limited-llfe items and spares
requirements, and maintenance requirements, f
8.3.1 Premanning Reliability
The initial buildup time period prior to manning is critical for system
survival. The probability of success during the buildup time is shown in h
' 194
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_i:,, .: Filure 8.5. Film Vault Shield Requirementl-gO-Day Dole
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:! Figure 8=6. The initial decrease in probability shown is associated with
:: potential solar panel deployment failures and the initial start-up of required
subsystems. The probability of 0.929 for survival to manning without main-
tenance was considered unacceptable; accordingly, the asr;embly crew will
have the capability to repair critical failures at each buildup step. This
would reduce the risk and increase the probability of Space Station availability
, to 0.973, as shown in Figure 8-6.
8,3.Z Limited-Life Items and Spares Requirements
The Space Station design provides that all items with limited life be
L
• replaceable. Items with a limited life are defined in Table 8-1, together
: with their quantity, generic life, and operating time. The total quantity of
: line-replaceable items, which includes the limited=life items of Table 8-1
plus items subject to failures which are predominantly random, is shown in
Table 8-2.
.,. Weights of spares are shown in Table 8-3 in terms of the quantity
i: onboard and the quantity resupplied. The scheduled replacement items shown
::._: include limited-life items plus other replacement items such as filters. _"
...::i. O.SS I _"_ _ -1 ....
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" ,_, Table 8- 1
'IIW
: POTENTIAL L_MITED-LIFE ITEMS {ISS)
Generic Operating Time
Subs yst_mlItom Ouantlty Life (10 yr)
_c±hs
T"rtbed cartridge _ 1, Off0 hr 87,600 hr
Catalyst oxidizer cartridge 7. 43, a0Q hr 87,600 hr
Water transfe: disks 7. 43,800 hr 87,600 hr
Bacteria ftlters_lab_ratory 7. 43,800 hr flY, 600 hr
_'. Charcoal filters 1 480 hr 87,600 by
Urine prctreatment l 43,800 hr gY, 600 hr
Bacteria filters 7. 480 hr 87,600 hr
Bacteria filters 2 480 hr 87,600 hr
Reverse onmosis cartridge 1 43,800 hr 87,600 hr
" Filters 4 1 each 360 hr 87,600 hr
Fans _0 50,000 hr 87,600 hr
Pumps 8 20, 000 hr 17, _20 hr
Valves 80 i_0,000 cycles 18 cycles/month
Regulators 4 40, 000 hr 87,600 hr
Compressors 4 7.0,000 hr gY, 600 hr
', Motors 8 20, 000 hr 17, 57.0 hr
._. Pressure switches 4 30,000 hr 87,600 hr
:}/._" Solar collectors 7. 35,000 hr 53,436 hr
. gadiators-_hermal control 3 87,600 hr
Electrical Power
Batteries 24 21,900 hr 87,600 hr
:'. Circuit breakers ZSO 35,000 cycles 50 cycles/month
':'_i Gears 6 7.0, 0U0 hr 8, 760 hr I
'. Motor drives 3 Z0,000 hr 8,760 hr
:7 ;_._:_ Bearings 6 100,000 cycles 16 cycles/day ,,
'_;-' Sun sensors 7. 35,000 hr 53,436 hr
Switches 300 300, 000 cycles 30 cycles/month
.' ._.._: Solar panel 7. - - - 53, 436 hr
. Shunt regulator 7. 40,000 hr 53,436 hr I
: : GIq.___q
..:. Control moment gyros (bearings) 4/5 17, 500 hr 87,600 hr
', :. Star trackers Z 17,500 hr 17, 5Z0 hr i
:! : Horizon sensors 4 17, 500 hr 87,600 hr
"i!:i Attitude gyros 6 50, 000 hr 76, 600 hr
::. Propulsion
' ::. High thrusters 40 Z0/hr 1 hr/mo
" Low thrusters 3Z Z0, 000 hr 8, 760 hr
Regulators-high Z 40,000 hr 87,600 hr
"':_"_ Valves-hlgh 30 150,000 cycles 240 cycles
Filters-high 3 45,000 hr 87,600 hr
" Regulators - resistojet 4 40, 000 hr 87,600 hr
Val_es--resistojet Z0 150,000 cycles 36,500 cycles
Filters-res_tojet 18 45, 000 hr 8, 760 hr
Pumps-resistojet 4 Z0, 000 hr 17, 5Z0 hr
Data Management
Recorders 9 17,000 hr 8, 760 hr
Keyboard and display 17,000 hr Z1,900 hr
Printers 1 17, 000 hr 4, 380 hr
Auxiliary memory units 4 7.5,000 hr Z9, Z00 hr
Cathode ray tubes I0 17,000 hr 8,760 hr
Traveling wave tubes 4 17, 000 hr 8, 760 hr
Potentiometers 60 50,000 cycles 500 cycles
Film tape transport 7. 10,000 hr Z9, ZOO hr
Onboard Checkout
Transducers]sensors 800 350,000 cycles 7, 300 cycles
: Total 1,810 /
x..
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Table 8-2
LINE-REPLACEABLE UNITS (LRU'S)
Subsystem LRU' s
Electrical Power 949
EC/LS szo
GIN&C 67
Data Management/Onboard Checko%_ 270
P ropuls ion 341
' Communic ations 96
... Structure and Dockin,_ 400
Crew Habitability 70
•._ Lighting 450
.
. Total 3,453 -,.
_ Table 8-3
,_ SPARES WEIGHTS
",:¢
_. Onboard Stock
._.. Initial Sustained
ISS 1,814 kg (4, 000 lb) 1,633 kg (3,600 lb)
GSS 2, _41 kg (4,500 Ib)
Resupply Weights per 90 Days
Scheduled Random
Replacement_ Failures Total/90 Days
. :: ISS 594 kg (I,310 Ib) I09 kg (240 Ib) = 703 kg (I,550 Ib) I
• GSS 1,034kg 12,2801b) 177kg 11271b1 = 1,211kg (2,6701b1
_Includ es batteries.
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' _:7 8,3.3 Maintenance Requirements
==
The maintenance concept for the Space Station is fault isolation to the
component level and component replacement to correct failures or wearout.
On-line maintenance will be used wherever possible to reduce downtime,
Subsystems are designed to be tolerant of downtime required for maintenance
without detracting from experiment support capability. Redundant capability
is provided where necessary to ensure adequate maintenance reaction time
i
and is used as a means to reduce requirements for EVA maintenance
eKcursions.
The system is designed to n_inimize maintenance which requires ]_VA.
, There are some items of equipment that must be installed on the outer sur-
,, faces and which have some risk of failure; EVA has been found to be the most
cost-effective method for repair of these items.
i" Figure 8-7 shows an,;icipated distribution of repair time for three equip-
,' meet classes in the Space Station, The electrical and electronic data indicate
that 50 percent of these types of repairs can be accomplished in 1. Z hr or
: less and only 10 percent will require over Z.8 hr (90thpercentile). If an
,_r-,: available time for repair of 8 hr is chosen, there is an 0.998 probability that
J:i _::::'i'_ any failure canbe corrected inthat time.
""; The maintenance work load is expected to be almost evenly divided
::, between corrective rr_.aintenance and preventive maintenance as shown in
; , Figure 8-8. Failure prediction estimates indicate an average of 13 failures
:":_,: per month for the ISS configuration. The EC/LSsubsystem accounts for the
: largest portion of the failures. This is partially due to the large number of?
_ components that must be on at all times and partially to the electromechanical
nature of the components. Fans and thermal-control pumping equipment are
expected to provide the greatest number of maintenance actions in this
subsystem.
Preventive maintenance includes all scheduled replacement of hardware
items such as those listed in the potential limited-life item list, and their
adjustment and verification after exchange. It does not include housekeeping I
tasks. The estimate for preventive maintenance is only 30 man-hours per
month. /
:' The total preventive and corrective maintenance work load is 65 man-
f,,. hours per month for the ISS. This represents an average replacement of
(4
• 13 random failure items and 15 scheduled replacement items out of the total
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Figure 8-8. Meintenan©e Workload (ISS)
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3,453 line-replaceable units per month. Preventive maintenance tasks are
scheduled for crew convenience, while corrective maintenance task schedul-
ing depends upon the category of equipment involved in the individual failure.
8.4 SYSTEM SAFETY
The approach to achieving a high level of safety for the Modular Space
Station is retreat-refuge (and recovery) rather than abandonment. First-
level back,_p provisions permit operation from either the Crew Operations
Modulo or GPL with full recovery possibilities if retreat from either module
is required. Lower-level alternatives are available by making every module
(including RAM's) a safe refuge area for a minimum of 95 hr. If recovery
from a contingency is not possible. Shuttle rescue is always available as the
final backup.
The ISS configuration optimizes escape paths and rescue potential to the
highest degree. Time and distance to a safe area for an}, crewman are mini-
mized by providing each module with two escape routes that do not terminate
• in a commoa area and providing each module with a minimum of 96 hr of life
support capability. Size of hatches permits free passage of IVA- and EVA- -
::_: suited crewmen, as appropriate.
::'" Potential hazards on the Space Station were minimized by the location of
• .. equipment (e.g., location of high-pressure vessels and propellant tanks in
normally uninhabited areas, location of freon loops outside the pressure com-
:::_ partments, and use of an isolation chamber for cryogenics). Least-safe ._
_:_ equipment is located in minimum crew occupancy areas,
The risks associated with any pressure-suited operation have been min-
imized by designing to avoid the need for EVA and IVA to the maximum i
practical extent.
8.4. 1 Backup Life Support Capability
One of the most significant safety features is the division of the Space
Station into two pressurized habitable volumes so that any damaged module
can be isolated. Accessible modules are equipped and provisioned so that
the crew can safely continue a degraded mission and take corrective action
. ]/
to repair or replace the damaged module.
:-: The two primary separat,', habitable volumes at the ISS level are the
Crew Operations Module and the GPL. Each is equipped and provisioned so
•," 202
' _i:, that the six-man crew can remain in it for an indefinite period in the event
'9
' the other module becomes uninhabitable. Independent control centers are
provided in each module. The primary control center is located in the Crew
Operations Module and the secondary center in the GPL. Each center is
capable of providing all essential Space Station command and control func-
tions, including fault isolation and detection, caution and warning, and
monitoring and control of Space Station subsystems,
The life support capability for nonnominal modes of operations i_ a_
:, follows:
A. Contingency Consumables
A contingency supply of consumables to contin'ao normal operation_
for 30 days beyond the next scheduled res_tppty date is located _s
follows:
,: 1. Atmospheric supply-180 man-days of gaseous oxygen stored in
.' two separate tanks, located in the Power/Subsystem Module.
2. Food--180 man-days of freeze-dried food is located in tbe GPL.
3. Water-180 man-days of potable water is stored in the GPL.
,_,, B. Degraded Mission Mode
i;::: i_,9"_'"" A degraded mission mode normally results from a major system
':;: failure and may continue for an indefinite period, until repairs are
made or until the crew has returned. In a degraded mode of opera-
' tion crew facilities and provisions need not be of the same standard
as during normal operations. In adegraded mode in which the GPL
module (one of the two dual compartments) is uninhabitable, no addi-
tional crew provisions are required to continue the mission until
repairs are made. In the event the crew is isolated in the GPL
(Crew Operations Module uninhabitable) provisions are available for
their support:
1. Atmosphere supply and control is accomplished with a fully
independent EC/L8 system located in the GPL. Access to the
normal atmosphere stores in the Logistics Module and the I
Power/Subsystems Module is provided through the redundant
interface connections and lines. //
_ 2. Water is initially provided from the accumulator in the Crew
• _,. Operations Module through the potable water supply line into
: ",: the GPL. Depending on the level in the accumulator, up to
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12 man-days of potable water r_ay be available. As mentioned
previously, the 30_day contingency water is located in the GPL
and would next be used _hould repairs to restore habitability in
the other compartment not be completed.
3. Food is of the freeze-dried type which is reconstituted with
water. The necessary utensils and supplemental containers
are part of this contingency stlpply.
4. Waste collection provisions will be of the Apollo type (or further
improvod). Quantity sufficient f_r 30 days will be stored in the
GPL.
5. Sleep restraints are stored in the GPL.
C. Emergency Mode
" The emergency mode of operation occurs if normal and even contin-
,_. gency provisions cannot be relied on to continue operations safety.
Itmay range front a situationin which one or more crewmen are
isolated in a module to a situationwhere the safety of the entire crew
is jeopardized by a catastrophic incident resulting in failure of both
_ (redundant) life support systems, e.g., a complete power failure.
:_: Use is made of a 96-hr pallet containing critical supplies of oxygen,
: lithium hydroxide for CO 2 control, a water boiler for thermal con-
:: trol, food, water, waste collection bags, and a battery power supply.
i.:: A pallet sized for three men for 96 hr which weighs about 160 kg or
:: 350 lb best satisfies emergency requirements. Location of three= "_
man pallets is as follows:
1. Two three-man pallets in the GPL under the floor.
7.. One pallet required initially in the Power/Subsystems Module,
but can be removed when a RAM is attached.
3. One pallet in each attached RAM.
4, One pallet in the Logistics Modules.
8.4.2 Dual Egress
The design of the Space Station provides, as required, the capability for 1
': a crewman to egress from any module in more than one way. This is accom-
plished as follows:
A. Crew Operations Module--The Crew Operations Module is docked
to the Power/Subsystems Module, GPL, Logistics Module, and a
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(,j RAM. Each provides a safe refuge, the GPLfor an indefinite time,
the others for a minimum of 90 hr, Four different routes are thus .....!
available from the Crew Operations Module.
B, Power/Subsystems Module-Three RAM's and the Crew Operations
Module are docked to the Power Subsystems Module, In addition to
these routes, _.nother is available through the solar array tunnel.
The latter would be used only if all tha other routes wer_ blocked.
C. GPL_The GPL is radially docked to the Crew Oporation_ Module.
It i_ divided into two compartments: the laboratory portion of the
modale has dual ep, re_ into the test and isolation facility (which ia
aI_o an EVA airtock) or into the Grew Module.
D. Logistic_ Modulc_The Log_stic_ Modulo is alway_ radially docked
or end-docked to the Grew Operation_ Modulo. The end of the
Logistics Module which is always away from tha Space Station con-
tain8 the primary EVAairlock. Thus, the two route8 out of the
Logistics Module are into the Crew Module or refuge into the airtock.
E. RAM's--RAM's are radially docked to the Power Module or to the
_i Crew Module. Each RAM is required to have an EVA airlock. Thetwo exits out of a RAM are into the Power or Crew Module and into
the EVA airlock.
Thus, at least two alternate shirtsleeve routes are provided from every
normally habited compartment. Each route terminates in a different safe
area.
8.4.3 EVA/IVA
The modular Space Station design and experiment program precludes
EVA to the maximum extent possible. However, pressure suit assemblies
and associated support equipment are required _or limited planned and
emergencyIVA and EVA operations• The EVA suits and backpacks and IVA I
suits and umbilicals are stored for read),access from allpoints in the sta- !
{
lion. For the ISS, there will be a total of eight pressure suits onboard at all
times. This provides a suit for each crewman plus two spares. Two indi-
i
vidually fitted EVA and IVA suits will be located in the Logistics Module )
[
adjacent to the EVA airloek at the primary suit station. Two other EVA and
IVA suits will be located in the GPL near the test and isolation chamber
% which serves as the secondary EVA airlock. Two of the four grossly fitted
\
2O5
suits will be located in the Crew Operations Module, and two in the Power/
Subsystems Module. The suit placement provides ready access, facilitates
any normal EVA, and minimizes the risk of loss of suits because of loss of
any one module. IVA umbilical outlets are directly connected to the Space
Station EC/LS system and are Iacated in every pressurtzable compartment.
They would be used primarily when inspection or repair of an unpreaaurized
or contaminated mt)dule is required. Additionally, IVA suits provide protec-
tion against hazard_ in a pressurt_ed area.
8.4, 4 Dec__a21j)roa_!.ia_a"
Decon_prc_ion can rant_e from an e_p!osi, ve decompre0sion to a rela_
tively _low lcal_. Igxplosivo decomprc_sitm cot_l,d result from a ma0_ive
rupture of the pressure ahell (critical crack len_,th i_ 25.4 cm (10 in. ),
blowout of a large view port, or failure of a hatch, It iu highly unlikely that
d_e_e _vcat_ will occur because of the _afety factors u_ed in design and
because the design precludes inadvertent operation of a hatch and other fail-
safe features.
Loss of atmosphere from smaller holes (at a critical but not catastrophic ,,
• rate) could be. caused by relief valve failure, leakage at view port or hatch,
or meteoroid penetration. Table 8-4 provides estimates of probabilities for
accidental loss of atmosphere of a module.
Significant factors affecting the degree of safety in the event accidental
,' L
" decompression occurs are the crew time required to evacuate a module, the ""
equivalent hole size, time of useful consciousness, time of unimpaired
response, and the pressurized volume.
Table 8-4
DECOMPRESSION PROBABILITIES
Pro bability
Loss of seal at pressur_ hatch 0.0005
Loss of viewport 0, 0010
Dump] relief valves open 0. 0016
Docking collision 0.0003
Space debris coilision 0. 0005
Meteoroid puncture O. 0010
Overpressurization or rupture of pressure shell (explosion) 0.0006 f
Structural failure of pressure shell 0. 000Z
.... Corrosion of shell O. 0005
:nternal puncture O. 0010
i,!
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:j Figure 8-9 compares the time of pressure decay from 101 kN/sq m
(14.7 psia) to 59,3 kN/sq m (8.5 psia). 'While this pressure is too low for
sustained crew operations without acclimatization, the crew would exper-
ience very little impairment in evacuating a module. Any symptoms of
hypoxia can be alleviated by donning an emergency oxygen mask which is
readily accessible in each module. Decompression sickness, the bends,
would be no problem sinco a drop to approximately 360 mm Hg total pressure
from 750 mm Hg can usually be tolerated _afely. Figure fl-') shows the time
for the pressure to decay to 59.3 kN/sq m (8.6 psia). (No makeup from
onboard atmosphere supplies is assumed.)
Th_ top curve of Figure 8-9 (for a volume of 490 cu m) is equivalent to
tht' ISS configuration composed of the four basic modules. This is a con-
servative number for the volume since RAM's also contain atmosphere
, referenced to the baselin_ modules. Note that a hole as large as 15 cm
_' (6 in.), which is equal to complete loss of viewing port, still would provide
two minutes of reaction time. The estimated times for crewmen to move the
entire length of the different modules is shown below:
_:_ Module Translation Time (sec)
i: GPL Z3
:'L
,. Crew Operations Z3
: Logistic s 11
'- Power/Subsystems 15
': These must be considered worst-case escape times, since they assume
the crewman must move to the opposite end of the module. The times repre-
sent movement at 0, 6 m/sec (2 fps) which could easily be accomplished under
emergency conditions. Closure of the appropriate hatch can be accomplished
rapidly: an estimate of 30 sec or less is a conservative assumption. Addi-
tion of this time to the movement times still provides a worst-case Z to 1
safety factor. For holes in the equivalent size range of Z in. or less, so
much time is available for repair that evacuation of the module might not be
required. Time needed for repair is a function of the location of hole and
wall accessibility.
.
The effect of loss of the atmosphere of a single module on the total Sta- /
tion atmosphere is as follows: loss of atmosphere equivalent to the 156 cu m
_:" of the GPL (without any makeup) would reduce the total pressure to
70 kN/sq m (10.Z psia). This total pressure (ppo z equals 110 mm Hg)
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i:',_: Figure 8-9, Cabin PressureDecay
presents no particular hazard to the crew. The crew would have three
, options: {1) repressurizing with N Z and O Z to restore the atmosphere to the
normal level, (2) using O Z to slightly enrich the atmosphere {from 21 to
' 25 percent O 2 increases the fire hazard very slightly), or (3) operating at
::* reduced pressure to retain onboard repressurization gas for any emergency.
RepressurZzation supplies are onboard to provide Z(_Z cu m (9,300 cu ft) at
760 mm Hg. This is in addition to the onboard supply for normal makeup.
It is apparent that the Station could sustain substantial loss of atmosphere
without approaching emergency conditions.
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Section 9
SPACE SHUTTLE INTERFACES
., The major interfaces between the Space Station and the Space Shuttle are
summarized in this section together with a description of the Space Shuttle
':' features which are pertinent to the prelimlnary design of the Space Station and
.:! a description of the Shuttle operations as they affect the Space Station design.
• : Design requirements stemming from interfaces with the Shuttle are also sum-
: marlzed. Certain of these requirements were provided by NASA. Supple-
.!. mental information on the Space Sht_ttle was utilized in this study. This
information is based on the MDAC Phase B Shuttle Design performed under
: Contract NAS8-26016.
:::_:: 9. 1 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
_:_':: _._': Pertinent characteristics of the Shuttle orbiter are the vehfcle configura-
:::_;:::. tion, payload accommodation and on-orbit propulsion and reaction control,. ,,,(.*'
., .,,,
:: system.
:::!:": The Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle is a Delta-wing configuration, as shown!i" -:
-'i
.:(J:-,': in Figure 9-1. This vehicle is designed to accommodat@ a crew of four (Z for
'.,!:!i:ii! the orbiter and 2 for the Space Station). The cargo bay is sized _o accommo-
, :.:!!::.: date a payload of up to 4.6 m (15 ft) in diameter and 18. Z m (60 ft) in length;_...
_i,!:ii:: (including protuberances beyond the payload cylinder), A large door provides
• access to the cargo bay. This door, the Delta wing, vertical stabilizer, and
radiator are potential sources of interference with the Space Station and
attached Research and Application Modules during docking operations.
Structural accommodation of the payload in the orbiter is provided by a
0 _,, •
ser_e_ of attach points. These attach points are located at the forward end of
the payload bay, on the cargo bay door sill, and one on the bottom centerline.
• Alternate support point locations are possible at any of the upper body frames
:,._ for payloads less than 17.6 m (58 ft) in length. //
_.. On-orblt propulsion/reaction functions are performed by the attitude
'..:. ,_ control propulsion system and the orbital maneuvering system. The attitude
•:!. 209i
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' il control propulsion system is used for attitude control and micro-translation
' maneuvers, Jets are located on the orbiter vehicle as indicated in Fig-
ure 9-2. Thrust magnitude of each engine is 7, I00 N (I, 600 Ib) (vacuum).
The attitude control propulsion system is a hlgh-pressure GO2/GH 2 blpro-
pella:nt reaction control system, Propellants are stored in secondary tanks
which also contain propellant, fuel cell, and environmental control fluids for
the orbital maneuvering system.
i
A minimum number of thrusters are fired per axis to minimize angular
":, accelerations; however, they are always fired in couples to minimize trans-
• latlonal disturbances. The acceleration characteristics (orbiter vet_icle only)
,. per axis are:
": Angular Acceleration (deg/sec z)
.i Pitch I.66 (up)
• O. 83 (down)
Yaw O. 78
Roll 1.74
./.
. Minimum impulse per engine is 214 N-see (48 Ib-sec) (based on minimum
_'_!' thruster pulse duration of O. 03 sec).
i i
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The orbitalmaneuvering system is required to perform allmajor transla-
tlon maneuvers during the orbltal phRse Of the mission. The orbital maneu-
vering system consists of two RL 10A-3 engines mounted in the upper-aft
fuselage.
Weight of the orbiter vehicle at the time of docking is 131,000 kg
(288, 000 lb) including the payload of 9, 100 kg (20,000.1b).
9. Z OPERATIONS
Shuttle operations which p_rticularly impact the Space Station are those
of prelaunch, docking, postdocking, and rescue. These are described in the
following subsections.
9. 2. 1 Ground Operations
Figure 9-3 shows the flow of Shuttle operations from t-6 days to launch,
Normally, the payload is loaded in the orbiter while itis in the horizontal
position at approximately t-5 days. Access to the payload from the time of
loading untillaunch is limited and depends on the type of Shuttle prelaunch
operation in process. Figure 9-3 indicates the time periods in which access
t
:" is (1) possible on a noninterference basis, (2) limited to connection of umbili-
.... cals, or (3) prevented. Due to the limited capability for access, as seen
..... from Figure 9-3, the design of Space Station modules must result in minimal
: _.. requirements for checkout, servicing, calibration, etc., during this period
::_ (postloading to launch).
_" 9. 2.2 Docking Operations
Docking of all modules to other modules on-orbit is performed by the
orbiter vehicle. The operations of braking, docking, separation, attitude
control, and station-keeping are performed by the attitude control propulsion
system.
During docking operations, the Space Station is essentially passive, but
retains command of the maneuver; i. e., the Station crew commands the
initiation of the docking maneuver and visually monitors the operation while
in voice communications with the docking pilot. /
The direct docking mode, using manual control, was assessed by an
evaluation of data from a man-in-the-loop docking simulation (performed
.... under the Space Shuttle Phase B Study). These data verified the docking
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design criteria and the capability of orbiter control within translations1 and I
attitude limits, The simulation employed six degrees of freedom. Target
alignment aids were similar to those defined in Section 7. Onboard docking
displays provided range-to-docking, relative range rat_., and attitude rate.
In the si_nulation, the payload module was mounted with the centerline
parallel to the orbiter centerline in contrast to the current design which the
module eenterline is perpendicular to the orbiter centerline when erected,
Results of the simulation are nevertheless considered representative, In
both cases, there is a large distance between the pilot and the docking inter-i
face and rotation about the orbiter center-of-gravity result_ in significant
translation of the pilot and the docking interface.
Figure 9-4 shows the docking precontract conditions (mean and worst
case) in comparison with the values used for the Space Station design. The
results shown include data from all 34 sirr,ulations and they are within the
specified design criteria values.
Another objective of the simulation was to determine the accuracy of the
Shuttle position and attitudecontrol relative to a target. The results are
applicable to the determination of position and attitudecontrol during approach
to the Station in a docking operation. These results are shown in Figure 9-5.
This figure shows the longitudinal, lateral, roll, and yaw error distributions.
The pilot'sobjective was to nullifythese errors and maintain a fixed position
;i
and attituderelative to the target. As indicated in the figure, displacement
errors are generally less than 0. 305 to 0.456 m (I.0 to I,5 ft)and angular
errors are less than 3 deg.
9. 2. 3 Rescue Operations
The Space Station program included a guideline that the Space Station
design have provisions and habitable facilities adequate to sustain the entire
crew for a minimum of 96 hr during an emergency situation requiring Shuttle
rescue. An analysis was performed to determine the Shuttle reaction capa-
billty to verify the adequacy of 90 hr as a design requirement. Table 9-1
indicates the reaction time or time from emergency to rescue. The total
reaction time shown is the maximum that would be required. This time is /
58 hr during the period the Shuttle launch rate is less than 50 per year. In
the high launch-rate phase el the Shuttle program, the maximum reaction 11
time is 90 hr (reaction time is less than 58 hr, 60 percent of the time).
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i!;, '_ Table 9_ I '
SHUTTLE RESCUE CAPABILITY
(WORST CASE}
Low and Medium High Launch
Launch Rata (<50/hr) Rate (75/hr)
(hr) (hr)
Launch preparation 24 20
GrQund hold for 15 15
window
Rende zvm_n 15 10
Rescue operatton_ 3
Total _8 90
Notes: Four orbiters and throe boosters available, Maximum ground
hold for launch opportunity, Vehicle maintained at to_4 hr
status for low- and media'moratc case,
'4'
' The reaction times shown do not require a Shuttle vehicle dedicated to a
...." Space Station rescue mission, nor do the attainment of these reaction times
!i:i il!! . create a significant impact on the Shuttle pre]aunch operations,
' . , ",
i:'": "..i. 9. 3 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
.... This section contains a brief summary of Space Station design requlre-
. ,';.' ments which arise as a result of operations with the Space Shuttle.
-:, ,, <.
.7.
• ..% ,?,
,, " ::_:.: 9. 3. 1 Payload Launch Weight
' " " Maximum weight of Space Station modules was directed by NASA as
follows: "The deslgn-to weight of Shuttle-transported modules shall not
exceed Z0,000 lb." This guideline was interpreted by NASA to apply to
descent missions as well as ascent missions,
9. 3.Z Payload Size
Maximum size of Space Stationmodules was directed by NASA as follows:
"The maximum external dimensions of the modules shall be 14 ft in diameter
and 58 ft in length. Mechanisms that are external but attached to the module,
• .:., such as handling rings, attachment for deployment, docking mechanisms,
'_. storage fittings, thrusters, etc. , shall be contained at lau':,ch within an
', _i- 1
....' "_i:.' envelope 15 ftin diameter and 60 ftin length."
Z %t
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9. 3. 3 Center-of_Gravity Location
The allowable payload center*of_gravity envelope is based on the MDAC
Pha_e B Shuttle Design, The allowable longitudinal center-of-gravity
envelope is shown in Figure q_6. Lateral and vertical center-ofogravity
axis limits are _0, 30 m (IZ in, ),
9, 3. 6 Orbiter _ugport Puncttons
The design of the Space Station and l_ogl_ticn Modifies in baaed on t_sing
selected services from the Shuttle during huildt_p operations and logistics
missions. These services include electrical power; limited use of the orbiter
caution, warning, and onboard checkout capability: limited u_e of orbiter data
management system for module command and control functions; and a supply
of conditioned air,
9. 3.6 GSS Considerations Ir
: The primary difference between ISS and GSS operations is that six crew-
men are transported in a Crew/Cargo Module for the GSS rather than two
• crewmen in the orbiter crew cabin for the ISS. However, docking of the
:_ Crew/Cargo Module to the Station is performed in the same manner as dock-
...
ing of the Logistics Module. Docked operations in the GSS phase differ from
the ISS in that attitude control of the Statton-orblter cluster is performed by
the Station rather than the orbiter.
\
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Table 9-2
LOAD FACTORS*
Axial (nx) Lateral (±ny) Vertical (nz)
Launch I.5 0. 5 0.5
High Q I.9 I.0 ±I. 0
End Boost (Booster) 3.3 0.6 -0.6
End Boost (Orbiter) 3.3 0. 5 -0. 5
Entry -0.5 I.0 -2.0
F1yback -0.5 I.0 +I. 0
-2.5
Landing -I.3 0. 5 -2.7
Emergency Landing -8.0 1. 5 -4. 5
+1. 5 +2.0
*Load factors are in the direction of the acceleratlon {nx positive
forward; n z positive down), the load factors for each condition can
act simultaneously.
.!
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